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From the Editors

Sarah Warren-Riley

Each new issue of  the Grassroots Writing Research Journal showcases the fascinating 
work of  an array of  writers and scholars who have engaged in rigorous investigations 
into the complexities of  writing and composing practices in unique and innovative 
ways. As we enter into our seventh year of  publication, it is exciting to share how 
the contributors to this issue (7.1) have continued this tradition. These thirteen new 
articles—which range from considerations of  the effects of  antecedent knowledges 
and linguistic and cultural influences on writers and readers to the role of  doodling 
in the writing process—highlight the possibilities and opportunities for both 
deploying writing research in creative ways and for learning from robust inquiries 
into a variety of  genres, activity systems, and writing situations.

To start off  this issue, the first three articles tackle the complexity of  literate 
practice when it crosses (or attempts to cross) cultural and linguistic divides. First, 
Wesley Jacques considers how his antecedent knowledges helped him to navigate 
the activity system and ecology encountered when playing a Japanese-language 
video game without knowing the language. Then, Agathe Lancrenon shares 
her inquiry into how people understand “untranslatable” phrases, exploring how 
prior knowledges and linguistic skills do or don’t transfer for readers when they 
attempt to discover the meanings of  figures of  speech from another culture. Finally, 
Cristina Sánchez-Martín explores linguistic variation across genres in general 
and ultimately asks readers to consider how translingual practice might enrich 
everyone’s writing overall. 

In the next two articles, the authors use cultural-historical activity theory 
(CHAT) to help them examine and attempt to categorize distinct genres. Brigid 
Ackerman endeavors to figure out the genre of  Humans of  New York (HONY) 
across the various platforms it can be found on, eventually determining that 
the socialization of  the genre plays a key role in its form, despite being unable 
to categorize the genre itself. Karlie Rodríguez theorizes that Snapchat might 
be considered a form of  life-writing, concluding that this social media form of  
documenting one’s life through a series of  impermanent moments might actually 
be considered a type of  disappearing memoir. 

The next three articles interrogate different forms of  genres in order to 
understand their histories, purposes, and the activities that they mediate. In her 
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article, Kayla Scott delves into the genre of  the artist statement, considering 
the history of  the genre as well as its role in mediating the reception of  artistic 
works overall. Then, Jillian Merrifield examines the similarities and differences 
between the writing practices of  two very different types of  architects and reflects 
on the activity systems, genres, and writing practices within these professions. Katy 
Lewis examines the evolution of  her own academic note-taking style, observing 
how her antecedent knowledges and the activity systems she was in ultimately 
influenced her note-taking style. 

The next three authors take writing research in a different direction by 
reflecting on the complicated nature of  writing and research processes as a 
whole. First, Nathan Schmidt tackles the “problem” of  distraction in his article 
about doodling and its role in the overall writing process. Then, Annie Hackett 
documents the painful process of  learning how to compose in a new genre, a 
podcast. Danielle Sutton reexamines what it means to “research” as she shares 
her experience using Facebook and documenting the liking and sharing of  memes 
as data for a paper in a PhD seminar.

In the last two articles, the authors look at writing in distinctive ways. First, 
Brianna Doyle examines the potential effects of  reading young-adult (YA) 
literature in an attempt to prove her personal theory that reading YA impacts the 
writing styles of  those who do so. And, in the final article of  this journal, Annie 
Hackett sits down with former writing instructor Angela Sheets for a discussion 
of  how she employs writing research and cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) 
in her current position at COUNTRY Financial. This conversation is followed up 
with a Q&A session with students from Irene Taylor’s ENG 101 class who met 
with Angela and were eager to learn more about applying the concepts they have 
learned beyond the classroom. 

The 7.1 issue ultimately concludes with an updated version of  our classic 
“Publishing with the Grassroots Writing Research Journal,” which continues to invite 
prospective writers to submit their rigorous investigations of  how people, tools, 
and situations affect writing in complex ways. As we move into our seventh year of  
publication, we continue to receive a record number of  submissions from writing 
researchers interested in publishing their studies in the journal. In the coming 
year, we again hope to receive many new submissions that reflect a diversity of  
perspectives, explore a variety of  unique genres, and continue to expand our 
collective knowledge of  the culturally and historically bound spaces in which these 
genres are embedded.
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The E-Cat’s Meow: Exploring Activity in Translingual Mobile Gaming

Wesley Jacques

In this article, Jacques sets out to explore the activity systems surrounding 
a mobile gaming experience, especially those with a transcultural bent. To 
do so, he considers a variety of his antecedent knowledges and his under-
standing of cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT). With some reflection 
on transcultural language, he discovers that his activities, although largely 
confined to his smartphone, are part of a system that stretches to the other 
side of the world and throughout a history that may be more complex than 
he expected. Luckily, CHAT was there to help.

I’m not a cat person. I don’t get the appeal at all. Actually, I may be mildly 
allergic. And sometimes when otherwise good, decent people start speaking 
about their feline friends—how rewarding they find the semi-hostile 
relationships they’ve developed with these small, furry sociopaths—I die a 
little bit inside. Not a lot, but ever so slightly. So it came as a bit of  a surprise 
to find myself  frequently playing a game on my smartphone that involves cat 
collecting and tending to their every digitally-represented need. The activity 
behind discovering, playing, and becoming addicted to a game has intrigued 
me for some time, eventually leading to some research and some earnest 
considerations of  the cultures and histories affecting that activity, which I aim 
to explore here. The game’s name is Neko Atsume (ねこあつめ), and perhaps 
one of  its most interesting aspects and its apparent popularity in the US, at 
least to me, is how it’s a completely Japanese language, cross-cultural gaming 
experience—no English at all—which, for me, is vital to this exploration.

Regrettably, I don’t speak or understand Japanese, but for the sake of  
honesty and in the hopes of  being as thorough as possible in this exploration 
of  my activity, here’s an attempt at a comprehensive list of  all my Japanese 
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language antecedent knowledge, that is knowledge I’ve acquired and held 
before this particular gaming experience:

 a. “Do-mo arigato-”—The song “Mr. Roboto” by the 1980s Chicago-
based band Styx has to be one of  the catchiest usages of  the Japanese 
language to top US music charts. Personally, I was probably exposed to 
the song in the late 1990s when it was featured prominently in several 
Volkswagen commercials.

 b. “Konichiwa”—After some thought, the precise moment I became 
familiar with this phrase is unclear. If  I were to hazard a guess, I imagine 
it was some Hollywood caricature of  Japanese businessmen greeting a 
Western foreigner or vice versa. I do, however, remember my relationship 
to the term being solidified to some degree by a skit in the first season of  
Comedy Central’s Chappelle’s Show, sometime in 2003.

 c. “Sushi,” “sashimi,” “wasabi,” and the like—There have always been 
dietary shifts that introduce Americans to a lot of  new words from the 
languages of  the cultures where the cuisines originate. The Japanese 
have certainly contributed significantly in this regard.

 d. “Anime,” “manga,” and “otaku”—The first two words represent my 
history of  consuming various media originating in Japan. The last is a 
term that refers to a cultural identification that is distinct to Japanese 
culture but has been borrowed or adapted in English to refer to a similar 
phenomenon anywhere.

For now, I haven’t translated these phrases from Japanese into English 
for you simply to reinforce two important points: First, these are all 
phrases and words borrowed from Japanese but used in English often 
without contextual consideration to their usage in Japan. Second, their 
meanings in English are often distinct, inexact representations of  their 
meanings in Japanese. This tendency is closely related to the concept of  
a “loan-word.”

Simply put, a loan-word is a word adopted or borrowed from another 
language. According to language researcher Schun Doi in Japanese Loanwords 
Found in the Oxford English Dictionary and Kæmpfer’s The History of  Japan, “It can 
be said that Japan, because of  her own distinctive social and administrative 
systems and cultures, has contributed many loan-words to the English 
language” (2). Doi goes on to explore in detail the processes involved with 
Japanese words becoming adopted or borrowed by English language 
speakers. This line of  research and investigation reveals that I am in no way 
unique in having noticeable exposure to Japanese words and phrases without 
being familiar with the language itself. We, like our respective languages 
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and cultures, are often similar to sponges in that way. This is admittedly an 
oversimplification of  complicated trends in language but the concept of  loan-
words and my own sponginess surely act as guides for my analysis of  the 
activity surrounding this “loan-game.”

The question that arises then is: If  not the Japanese language itself, what 
else have I absorbed? What additional antecedent knowledges may have 
helped me in learning to play Neko Atsume? In a way, to thoroughly answer 
this, I must draw our attention back to section (d) of  my Japanese language 
antecedent knowledge list. As mentioned before, anime and manga are genres 
of  Japanese media that I’ve consumed throughout much of  my life. The two 
correspond in many ways to Western cartoons and comic books, respectively. 
Likewise, otaku, a slang term and loan-word defined by the Oxford English 
Dictionary as “a person extremely knowledgeable about the minute details 
of  a particular hobby,” usually refers to the (arguably obsessive) culture 
surrounding these particular media. As a cultural identification, similar but 
not exactly like a nerd or “fanboy,” otaku are not uncommon in the West and 
are usually considered die-hard fans of  those media imported from Japan, 
notably including, for the purposes of  this article, video games.

With a lot owed to the Japanese, video games are a broad, ever-
developing multimedia genre that I have some significant personal experience 
with—from the Nintendos of  my youth to the mobile and PC gaming of  
my . . . umm, latter youth. I play video games all the time. Neko Atsume is the 
latest in a series of  games I download on my phone and become hooked 
on for some time, partially because it was free, but partially because of  the 
growing familiarity and comfort that comes with continued investment in this 
particular form of  media. Each new game has the excitement of  something 
wholly new to explore but the appeal of  something I can likely succeed at in 
a way similar to how I’ve succeeded in the past—by mastering words with my 
friends or moving numbered tiles or launching angry birds or wildly running 
through temples. I consider every game I’ve played part of  the antecedent 
knowledge—including but not limited to menu button layouts and operating 
system tendencies—I needed to succeed in every subsequent game, including 
Neko Atsume. 

Still, Neko Atsume is its own game, dissimilar from most other games I’ve 
actually enjoyed in the past. The game is sort of  frustratingly cyclical in 
nature. The goals of  the game are to accumulate fake currency, which look 
like gold or silver fish, by feeding and providing for various cats and then 
using that currency to feed and provide for various cats. Over and over again. 
Buying increasingly expensive accessories and foods for more increasingly 
unique cats. This is a fairly common concept in gaming, mobile or otherwise. 
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Gamers today can tend to singular 
digital pets, large farm plots, 
diner patrons, and more using the 
same sort of  cyclical game logic 
and gradual progression towards 
. . . I’m actually unsure. My own 
antecedent knowledge of  this 
gaming genre, however, is rooted 
in ye olde 1997 with the American 
release of  the Tamagotchi, little 
palm-sized key ring accessories 
featuring virtual animals. Another 
import from Japan, the Tamagotchi 
was much of  the world’s first 
exposure to digital pet care-taking 
and a short-lived frenzy when I was 
a kid. Everyone had a Tamagotchi 
or something similar, like a Giga 
Pet. Although, there are certainly 
differences between my Tamagotchi 
(which was a dog and I’m pretty 
sure I named him “Penis” in 1997), 
and Neko Atsume (see Figure 1), the 
mobile game I play in 2015, there 
does seem to be a presence of  
antecedent knowledges from the 
late-1990s that have stuck with me 
and helped me feed my cats on a 
schedule.

Along with antecedent knowledge though, I feel that Neko Atsume’s 
ecology, the background factors that influence activity, are crucial to my 
experience with the game and worth noting. I’ve already discussed one 
ecological aspect: the low, low price of  $0.00 needed to “purchase” the game 
from the App Store. There was an undeniable appeal to this, despite the fuller 
ecological cost being something like:

Neko Atsume ecological cost = smartphone cost + (monthly data 
service x contractually obligated length of  time) + $0.00 + potential 
in-app purchases I may not have understood I was making. 

Still, the apparent freeness is definitely something that influenced my 
initial interest and acquisition of  the game. Other aspects of  ecology I’d have 
to consider are related to the concept of  otaku, as outlined briefly above. As 

Figure 1: Screenshot of  a scene of  cats from Neko Atsume.
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mentioned, I like comics and cartoons and video games, so I also surround 
myself  with people that share those interests and frequent websites and 
blogs that discuss those interests. I think whether I would qualify as otaku is 
irrelevant, but a similar consideration to how I represent myself  is definitely at 
play when I’m looking for new things to download (again, for free.) In the case 
of  this particular game, I was prompted to try it out by a friend who shares a 
lot of  my interests. Whether through social media or her own social circles, she 
was exposed to the game and she excitedly admitted to me that its perceived 
trendiness, among other things, appealed to her. And I was sold immediately.

Additionally, my friend had to guide me through the App Store search 
because there were no words to search for in English that would pull up a non-
English language game. This is something I honestly never considered about 
the ecology of  the App Store, that results were limited by language in such a 
way that they might as well be hidden from non-users of  that language; that no 
matter how many times I typed “Japanese cat game” and my friend laughed 
at me, I would not get the desired result. I remember realizing that there were 
so many random (again, free) apps I might have been missing out on exploring. 
It was disheartening for a moment. Still, my interest in this particular game 
only increased then, even before I got my first virtual kitty visitor.

And just as my friend had introduced the game to me, I started introducing 
it to my friends. Not many though. I remember being very selective about who 
I considered worthy of  the privilege to play with pretend pets on their phone. 
Each friend had to exhibit at least some marginally otaku behaviors first. I 
considered what anime they’ve binge-watched recently or what humorous 
cartoon-referencing shirts I’ve seen them wear. But eventually, socialization 
in regards to this game became as common as the cat with the baseball cap 
visiting my screen to eat and play with the little baseball that had cost me 200 
silver fish, which is to say not too often but often enough. But what I would 
eventually learn, and perhaps the most surprising and intriguing aspect of  
all my activity surrounding this game, was that socialization had become 
much larger and intricate than I would have ever imagined.

After months of  playing Neko Atsume and enjoying some relative success—
e.g., rare kitties, more monies, landscape enhancements (I was living the 
life!)—I think the community developed around the game on Reddit, the link 
aggregator-social media hybrid website. This was perhaps my first exposure 
to the socialization systems happening outside of  my dozen or so friends that 
played. The intensity of  discussion, the fan artwork, and the attention to 
gameplay details were a bit overwhelming. It was here that I discovered that 
the cats I considered special were considered special by others. I used this 
collected knowledge to learn that different combinations of  play toys and 
foods attracted different cats and yielded different results. There were even 

Jacques — The E-Cat’s Meow
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links and resources available to 
make it easier. Personally, I decided 
this was basically cheating and 
significantly took away from the 
fun, so I chose to avoid it all. Still, 
along those lines, it was on Reddit, 
reading the threads of  conversation 
from fellow fans, that I learned of  
a unique daily bonus feature that 
took my consideration of  activity in 
another direction.

Apparently every day a secret 
password is generated for the 
game that yields extra fish monies 
when entered into a specific 
area of  the menu. Up until the 
point I discovered the online 
community for this game, which 
included Reddit but also the blogs 
and websites linked there, my 
understanding of  it relied wholly 
on my aforementioned antecedent 
knowledges as well as trial and error. 
A yellow button with a camera 
image in the menu (see Figure 2 
below) allowed me to take and share 
pictures of  the cats. A green button 
with a tote bag brought me to a 
menu where I could buy food and 

accessories. A cog image has meant “settings” in as many games and apps as 
I can remember. This was still the case. Every other button I was uncertain of  
evoked for me the tendency I have with most unfamiliar technologies, “touch 
it and find out.” Honestly, if  touching the button a few times didn’t clarify 
its function, eventually that button stopped being something I considered 
important to my activity.

When I discovered the daily password bonus and how to retrieve it, 
that particular series of  actions brought a lot of  the language issues I’d been 
ignoring to the forefront very quickly. Firstly, the large number of  tutorials 
available for the game in English revealed to me that the online communities 
I’d discovered were similarly non-Japanese language users. There were a few 
users able to translate for the rest of  us, but in creating the tutorials they 

Figure 2: Screenshot of  Neko Atsume menu buttons.
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tended to do an excellent job providing screenshots and sometimes directed 
readers through the menus without translating at all. Secondly, after retrieving 
the password from posts on Reddit or Twitter, for it to be successfully entered 
required either of  two things:

 1. A Japanese language keyboard installed on your smartphone or

 2. The Google Translate app

I chose to use the Google Translate app on my phone and use a feature 
that allows users to trace the Japanese characters of  a word; then I would 
copy and paste the text version into the text field in the game. For some 
reason, I’ve thought a lot about this moment of  my activity. Until this point, I 
hadn’t been treating the text of  the game as text at all. The Japanese writing 
was undeniably part of  the ecology of  the game, but somewhere along the 
way, I stopped considering it writing in the same way I would think of  writing 
in my native language. I didn’t feel good about this. Was I entitled to play 
a game despite not making the effort to learn its language simply because 
my antecedent knowledges and privileged socialization we’ve discussed? Why 
hadn’t I even tried to translate anything before? It was here that I came to a 
guilty realization: I didn’t even know what “Neko Atsume” meant.

“Collect Cats” is the title of  the game translated into English and nearly 
a year or so after I downloaded the game, I occasionally see a few mainstream 
media reviews discussing activity in their own ways. In a recent CNN review, 
for example, the authors try to link the popularity of  this “addicting new 
app where you feed stray cats” to “Japan’s feline love affair,” using Hello 
Kitty, another of  Japan’s famed exports, as an example to support the shallow 
claim. In a way, once CNN gets their hands on something cool, it’s clear the 
trend is over. I rarely play the game nowadays. The fun has definitely died 
down, but admittedly a sense of  unease persists. In exploring my activity 
surrounding this game, I’ve learned that there may be more cultural and 
ethical impacts to consider. I’ve discovered that the visibility of  a language, 
of  a culture that has contributed so much to me personally can be easily 
taken for granted. This was a reminder that there exist complexities to writing 
research that are global and activity systems that appear small at first but can 
expand across languages. I don’t have all of  the answers or even most of  the 
questions regarding the ethics of  taking or “loaning” from other cultures, but 
I know that I don’t ever want to ignore writing simply because it’s unfamiliar 
or take from a culture in a way that’s thoughtless. Apparently a lot of  cultural-
historical activity theory still applies, so at least thinking about what’s going 
on doesn’t have to be that hard. Do-mo arigato-  for exploring this all with me. By 
the way, that means “thank you” in Japanese. 

Jacques — The E-Cat’s Meow
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Everything You Need to Know About Transferring Metaphorical Ducks

Agathe Lancrenon

In this article, Agathe Lancrenon tests some of her friends’ abilities to 
deduce the meaning of five French phrases translated into English. She 
examines how they go about guessing the meaning of the phrases by 
drawing on their prior knowledge and transferring their linguistic skills. 
The readers are also invited to play along and study their own cognitive 
processes, so… Allons-y*! (* Let’s go!)

Imagine the following situation: you’re taking a language class, let’s say French 
(because I’m biased like that) and one day you come across an interesting 
phrase that you don’t quite understand. So, being the curious, enthusiastic 
person that you are, you raise your hand and ask the instructor if  they could 
help you translate it. But to your dismay, the only answer that you get is a slightly 
embarrassed: “Oh, err, well, you see, it doesn’t translate well in English...”

So you use another phrase instead, but you can feel, somehow, that it 
doesn’t really fit. It’s not exactly the same thing, and you feel a little betrayed. 
But before you decide to climb on your desk, point at your teacher and cry out 
heroically: “You liar! You said you were bilingual!”. . . let’s just take a step back.

Have you thought about why that phrase couldn’t be translated into your own language?

As if  grammar rules and verb conjugations and vocabulary lists weren’t 
hard enough to memorize when you’re learning a new language, it’s also 
important to understand that the whole thinking process in that other 
culture may be completely different from yours. Famous French philosopher 
Descartes said: “I think, therefore I am,” but he might have just as well said 
“I speak, therefore I am.”
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To give you a little bit of  background, I am a French graduate student at 
Illinois State University. Although I am far from being an expert in linguistics 
or cultural studies, I find these subjects fascinating (everybody needs a hobby, 
right?). Most of  what I know about this comes from personal experience as an 
international student rather than from actual research, but I have had many 
opportunities to observe those little cultural differences between French and 
American people that are sometimes so cute, so hilarious, or so very weird.

And, as a language enthusiast, I’ve always been very interested in how 
people’s thoughts are shaped by the way they speak. Our native language, and 
the additional languages that we may know, provide a frame which structures our 
worldview. Studying how these different languages influence our thinking was the 
main goal I set out to explore when I started writing this article, and because I am 
not a professional writer or researcher, I wanted to give it a little entertaining twist.

Linguistic diversity is an important factor to recognize in our identity: 
we all carry many different influences in our speech without even realizing 
it. Even monolingual speakers, that is to say people who “only” know their 
native language, are influenced by their experiences, their encounters, their 
region or city of  origin, etc. Someone from Boston does not speak the same 
way as someone from Los Angeles or Chicago or Austin, and accent is only 
one part of  it: they also have different cultural references, vocabulary and 
typical expressions, and this all shapes their interactions. Becoming aware 
of  these influences can help us understand our own writing practices better, 
and make us more successful in different communicative situations. It is also 
interesting to learn more about our linguistic heritage and how other people 
may have thinking processes that are different from ours because of  that.

You have probably encountered one of  those situations before, when you 
felt a sense of  disconnect between what was meant and what was understood. 
For example, one of  your friends may have used a slang word that you were 
not familiar with and you misunderstood what they were saying, or, you know, 
that annoying little moment when you cannot find the word you are looking 
for and have to resort to another one, but it is not exactly what you meant.

It is the same, and maybe even more obvious, with multilingual speakers–
that is, people who know more than one language. As an “L2 speaker of  
English,” which is a term used in fields such as linguistics and education to 
indicate that English is my second language, I can vouch for that. I have often 
found myself  frustrated when I did not understand an idea in English, not just 
because I did not know the words but because the connotations, grammar 
structure, or cultural references were unfamiliar to me.

For instance, I remember when I went to Canada for the first time, 
having never traveled before, and someone I just met said “Nice to meet 
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you.” I thought that was a very kind thing to say to a stranger! After all, she 
did not know me very well, but it seemed like she was happy to have crossed 
paths with me… right? So I answered “Thank you,” because I thought, 
again, that it was just a very nice thing to say. I only realized a bit later that 
it is actually a common greeting, and that the socially expected response is to 
return the favor: “Thanks, nice to meet you too!” But at that time, I was lacking 
that knowledge: even though I understood the words perfectly, I did not 
understand what they meant.

So, to learn more about how this all works, I wanted to do an experiment 
where I would study how non-French speakers read French expressions 
(translated literally). I decided to, first, ask people to look at foreign expressions 
and, secondly, observe how they went about deciphering them. I did not want 
to evaluate the success of  their interpretations, but rather what knowledge 
and skills they had that could help them understand new information, and 
what cognitive activities they engaged in to draw on them.

I wondered what research method would be effective in order to collect 
data and analyze the results. I considered interviewing people directly, but 
I was not sure how detailed and thought-through their answers would be. 
I wanted them to take time to reflect on their own processes rather than 
only answer spontaneously in a face-to-face interview. So I decided to design 
online surveys instead, and I created two different questionnaires to that end.

The first questionnaire was aimed both at native French speakers (either 
from France or from other French-speaking areas in the world, such as Quebec, 
Belgium, or Switzerland) and speakers of  French as a second language–or L2 
speakers. I received answers from twenty-two people, including nine French 
people, one native speaker from Quebec, and twelve speakers of  French as a 
second language, all of  which were Americans from various states.

The goal of  that survey was to collect a bank of  idiomatic expressions that 
were both typically French and unfamiliar to non-French speakers at the same 
time. By “typically French,” I mean sayings that are well-known and used in 
everyday speech in France, so they can be considered representative of  certain 
aspects of  French culture. Additionally, since I had only received one answer from 
a native speaker from Quebec, I decided to focus on sayings from France only.

My main question, after inquiring about the cultural and linguistic 
background of  the person, was: “Do you know some French sayings that are 
typical of  your country, region or city? Or to a country, region or city where 
you have spent some time? (For example, sayings that you find interesting, 
amusing, strange, untranslatable...).” People were eager to share their favorite 
expressions, either because, as native speakers, they were proud of  the diversity 
and individuality of  their language or because, as French learners, they were 
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amused or intrigued by some of  the cultural specificities of  the language. 
In total, I collected more than sixty expressions. Some of  them were even 
completely unknown to me, because they were from Quebec, Louisiana or 
even remote French regions I’m not familiar with. But I was very happy with 
these first results and decided that I needed to narrow down the list.

To choose which expressions I would use, I decided to only focus on 
sayings that involved metaphors. One example in English would be: “It’s 
raining cats and dogs.” Because it is an entire sentence with a metaphorical 
meaning that L2 speakers may not be familiar with, it is both complete enough 
not to require too much context and opaque enough for the meaning not to 
be too obvious at first sight. This eliminated a lot of  expressions from my 
original list: words derived from creole, dialects and variants of  French (e.g., 
French Canadian) were abandoned, mostly because they did not correspond 
to my requirement and because I did not feel I was familiar enough with these 
expressions to be able to do them justice in this article.

In the end, I selected five of  these metaphorical sayings:

 1. J’ai un chat dans la gorge.

 2. Elle a donné sa langue au chat.

 3. Ça ne casse pas trois pattes à un canard.

 4. Il noie le poisson.

 5. Ça m’a mis la puce à l’oreille.

I then (roughly) translated them into English, choosing a very literal translation 
rather than an interpretation. These are the five sayings I ended up with:

 1. I have a cat in my throat.

 2. She gave her tongue to the cat.

 3. It won’t break the three legs of  a duck. (This one was a little harder to 
translate, so it may not make much sense grammatically, but I hope it 
works well enough for the purpose of  this experiment.)

 4. He’s drowning the fish.

 5. It brought a flea to my ear.

(And as you can see, I also chose an animal theme, but that was just for 
the fun of  it...)

My next step was to ask non-speakers of  French to see how they would 
interpret these sayings based on their own linguistic experience. To that end, 
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I designed a second questionnaire, this time addressed to people who either 
did not speak French at all or had a limited level of  French knowledge. I 
thought it would be interesting to include the latter category because having 
some basic knowledge of  French might provide different linguistic resources 
to draw on in the interpretative process, but being a fluent French speaker 
would defeat the purpose completely since these speakers would probably 
understand the meaning of  the metaphors straight away. So, in asking people 
to answer the survey, I specified that people should not have more than a 
beginner’s level of  French to take it.

For each French saying translated in English, I asked the questions below 
with the following instructions: “When analyzing this saying, please give a 
detailed account of  your thought process. Here are some questions that might 
help you (but don’t feel limited to these):

 1. How do you understand this saying? (Explain briefly.)

 2. What is the first idea or image that came to your mind?

 3. What previous knowledge of  your native language and culture did you 
draw on?

 4. What previous knowledge of  other languages and cultures did you draw on?

 5. If  applicable, what other connections did you make?

 6. If  applicable, what did you find challenging and why?

 7. On a scale from 1 to 5, how sure are you that you understand the meaning 
of  this saying?

At this point, feel free to test yourself, too! What expressions can you 
understand? And how did you get to that point? Of  course, I’m going to give 
you the answers later on, but for now, “let’s get back to our sheep” (yes, this is 
another French expression, but I bet you can get this one!).

I included many different sub-questions in order to collect answers that 
were as detailed as possible, but I tried not to guide the answers too much. 
In total, I received seven answers from speakers with various linguistic 
backgrounds. I am not interested in detailing the particular languages that each 
survey taker speaks, but rather how those languages informed their reasoning.

This idea of  drawing on prior knowledge and applying it to an unfamiliar 
subject in order to acquire new information, knowledge, or skills is called 
transfer. The ISU Writing Program website defines transfer as: “[a] critical 
component of  learning [and a] process by which students engage in a learning 
activity and then utilize that learning in new situations or applications.” The 
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Writing Program focuses particularly on transfer in pedagogy, but transfer 
occurs in every area of  our lives, whether professional, academic or personal.

For example, if  you’re used to driving your car to work every day, you 
may also feel comfortable enough with the idea of  driving a van to help your 
friend move. This happens because you know vans work in similar ways to 
cars, so you can use your car-driving skills, maybe tweak them a little through 
observation, trial and error, and drive a slightly bigger vehicle. This is called 
low-road transfer, because you can apply this knowledge instinctively and 
do not need to actively learn a completely new skill.

However, if  you wanted to drive a train, you would need more specialized 
training, obviously, because the way a train works is very different—but you 
might still be able to recognize some common features of  “vehicle-handling.” 
This is called high-road transfer: it is a conscious process that you actively 
engage in. However, both processes are equally important and the terms 
“low-road” and “high-road” do not refer to some kind of  hierarchy, they just 
mean than one operates on a more conscious level than the other.

What I was interested in researching during this experiment was 
how much low-road and high-road transfer occurred when people try to 
understand unfamiliar figures of  speech. Because we are not necessarily aware 
of  this process when we research and learn new things, it was important that 
I phrase my questions so that even people unfamiliar with the idea of  transfer 
would give me a detailed account of  their reasoning. This is why I included 
so many sub-questions in my questionnaire.

So let’s analyze the data (this is the fun part of  the experiment!). Out of  
seven people and five different expressions, here is how well people understood 
the phrases:

Not 
understood

Vague/general 
idea Understood

I have a cat in my 
throat.

0 2 5

She gave her tongue 
to the cat.

3 4 0

It won’t break the 
three legs of  a duck.

4 2 1

He’s drowning the 
fish.

4 3 0

It brought a flea to 
my ear.

2 2 3
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Given that I am the sole judge of  the questionnaire-takers’ success, these 
results may seem a little subjective, because it is true that I did not use very 
scientific criteria to decide what was “well understood” or not. However, I 
believe that this chart can give us a general idea of  the mixed responses I 
received for the questionnaire.

Let’s examine the first saying, “I have a cat in my throat.” I expected 
people familiar with the saying “I have a frog in my throat” to be able to 
recognize a similar pattern—the only difference being the animal referred to. 
Indeed, five people out of  seven explicitly used their knowledge of  that saying 
to decide that the French metaphor must mean something at least similar, if  
not exactly the same. This was an easily recognizable grammatical structure, 
and I included it to see whether people would be thrown off  by it or rather 
confident about their answer; as the results show, they were successful.

What the phrase really means: I have something stuck in my throat, 
I have a raspy throat.

Additionally, what I had not anticipated was that two people also 
compared this saying to the expression “Cat got your tongue?” I found this 
interesting because I expected them to make that connection with the second 
saying, “She gave her tongue to the cat,” and not necessarily with this one. 
So let’s examine this last saying now and see how we can compare the two. 
Although both related to cats, they are quite different...

Indeed, although the saying “She gave her tongue to the cat” may be less 
grammatically recognizable, I expected the vocabulary to be a helpful hint, 
because the terms “cat” and “tongue” are also associated in English in the saying: 
“Cat got your tongue?” This one is a little more different from the French version 
however, because although it employs similar words and ideas, it does not mean 
exactly the same thing. But even though no one understood it perfectly, four people 
did pick up on these clues and came quite close to the meaning of  the sentence.

These analyses generally seemed to indicate that, when drawing on prior 
language knowledge, people can use several tactics. One is to associate similar 
grammar structures, which essentially means seeing the sentence as a pattern 
that can be reproduced in either language. Another tactic is to use vocabulary 
networks to infer meaning. What I mean by this is that people did not only 
pick up on single words (like “cat” and “tongue”), which would be too general 
to be helpful, but they also recognized word associations. Because these 
associations are not that common in everyday language, they could try to infer 
the meaning of  the sentence based on the usual context that they are used in.

One other tactic that three people mention using was drawing on 
connotations and figurative meanings. For example, one person thought it 
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indicated that the subject was “at a loss for words,” another that their throat 
was “locked up” either literally or metaphorically (“one [might be] holding 
back information”), and the third one that the subject was “being silent for lack 
of  words. . . or fear.” In most English-speaking cultures, having something in 
your throat implies that your ability to speak is impaired, whether it is about 
physical speech or about being silenced, unheard. Consequently, by assuming 
that these connections are also made in French culture, the underlying 
meaning of  the saying may appear clearer.

What this phrase really means: I can’t guess, so I give up (usually in 
the context of  playing a guessing game).

Now that we’ve dealt with some of  the seemingly easier sayings, this 
leads me to some of  the more complex ones that I chose. By “complex,” I 
mean that neither the grammar nor the vocabulary alone would be sufficient 
to extrapolate the meaning of  the sentence, and that the connotations in 
English may not correspond to the French ones. 

Let’s start with “It won’t break the three legs of  a duck.” What to make 
of  this sentence? One person did understand it, apparently easily enough, 
but four people were very confused by it. So where does this difference come 
from? Well, the people who had the most difficulty understanding it explained 
that they were confused by the image of  a three-legged duck: is it supposed 
to be funny? Does it have crutches? Or drumsticks? There are no direct, 
available referents in English (that I know of) that associate these three ideas: 
a duck, three legs, and broken legs. So drawing on vocabulary or grammar 
would not be very helpful in this case.

What of  the figurative meaning, then? All respondents drew on logic at 
first: since a duck cannot have three legs, the saying is therefore nonsensical. 
Then, they all proceeded to think about what this nonsense can be associated 
with: irrelevant information, humor, exaggeration, incompetence of  the 
subject, harmlessness, reassurance. . . Most of  these ideas seemed to imply 
that a three-legged duck (a) was not much of  a threatening figure and (b) 
must have something to do with some sort of  physically impaired or clumsy 
subject. What they did agree on is that since any action resulting in hurting 
a duck’s three legs was impossible, then it was either an exaggeration of  the 
action itself  or of  its consequences.

Without context, it was indeed difficult to interpret, but some people 
drew connections with the English sayings: “Killing two birds with one stone” 
and “It won’t be the end of  the world.” Here are some reasons I can think 
of  about why such connections were made: “Killing two birds with one 
stone” involves similar ideas, like animals/birds (vocabulary), killing/hurting 
(vocabulary and connotation), and numbers (vocabulary), whereas “It won’t 
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be the end of  the world” shows similar grammar (structure). Again, we can 
observe that the three tactics mentioned earlier were used: word associations, 
grammatical structures and figurative meanings (or connotation).

Finally, the only person who understood the saying perfectly explained it 
as follows: “A duck only has two legs, so if  it won’t break three, then it has to 
be talking about an extreme. . . My first thought was, ‘it’s strong,’ but then that 
seemed to make no sense, so it went with ‘really easy’ instead.” Apparently, 
they only used logic—perhaps the metaphorical meaning was clear to them 
from the beginning because they used low-road, unconscious transfer.

What the phrase really means: It’s easy.

Did you think it really was easy? Well, let’s see how you fare with the next 
saying, then. . . Let’s move on to “He’s drowning the fish.”

This time, four people did not understand it, and three only had a 
general idea of  what it meant, but no one guessed the exact meaning. Here 
again, people started by using logic first: fish do not drown, therefore it is 
either an exaggeration or irony (or both). This means that they went straight 
for the figurative meaning of  the sentence. However, they also drew on other 
associations of  ideas: they all agreed that it had a negative connotation, due 
to the idea of  drowning.

(Curiously, in the previous example, everyone concluded that the saying 
was rather positive, although the duck’s legs got broken in the process: I 
think this might be due to the fact that a duck is usually considered a funny, 
harmless animal in Western culture, while fish do not often cause very 
emotional responses. . .)

The idea of  irony also came through grammar and word associations 
with other English sayings such as “Beating a dead horse” and “Fighting 
fire with fire.” First, “Beating a dead horse” uses similar word associations 
with the death of  an animal (which sounds pretty horrible, but it is all very 
metaphorical of  course!). Then, both expressions use exaggeration, either as 
nonsense (beating an already dead horse) or as repetition (using an element 
as a weapon against itself). Drowning a fish would require both these senses 
of  exaggeration, and therefore the connection between these three sayings 
is made clear through, again, the grammar, the vocabulary, and most 
importantly, the connotations.

What the phrase really means: He’s trying to change the 
conversation, to avoid the subject, by complicating the situation 
(in the context of  someone having been caught doing something 
bad, or trying not to get caught).
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How did you do this time? I can feel you’re starting to get the hang of  it, 
so let’s analyze the last saying, “It brought a flea to my ear.”

This one was also confusing: four people got the general idea, and 
three did not understand it at all. One thing that I did not expect is 
that people were not sure about whether this sentence has a positive or 
negative connotation. They explained it as follows: using the ideas that 
Western culture traditionally associates with fleas, we can say that they 
are either (a) small, tiny, discrete (which brings to mind ideas of  cuteness, 
harmlessness or secrets) and (b) unpleasant, dirty, disgusting. This initial 
jump to connotation seems to indicate that there were no clues related to 
grammar or vocabulary that could help our survey-takers. So let’s see what 
else they inferred . . .

Because they could not decide whether the flea had a positive or 
a negative role in this saying, they also could not decide how its action 
(jumping to one’s ear) was perceived. The presence of  the ear, figuratively 
linked to someone’s attention, indicated that the flea represented an idea 
or a piece of  information—this was inferred through both logic and 
connotation/metaphorical meaning. Therefore, they argued that the flea 
was either tickling someone’s ear and arousing their curiosity, or annoying 
the owner of  that ear (for example by bringing unpleasant news or saying 
something distasteful).

The size of  the flea was also significant: it implies discretion, secretiveness 
and easily-overlooked information. However, the fact that it jumped to 
someone’s ear symbolizes its importance. It was compared to the saying “A 
little bird told me,” which connects with the idea of  a small, message-bringer 
animal. Here, vocabulary and connotation were used as tactics to relate the 
saying to prior cultural knowledge. In the same vein, one person mentioned 
Pinocchio’s friend Jiminy Cricket as an associated idea, which I found really 
funny and quite relevant.

So, even though no one could guess the exact meaning of  the saying 
without any context, I would say that they did get as much as they could of  
the original metaphor and used all three tactics successfully.

What it really means: It got me suspicious . . . (Because I noticed a 
small detail or clue.)

So here we go . . . How many sayings did you get out of  these five? Did 
you play Sherlock Holmes and draw on your own linguistic knowledge? I’ve 
always found these little cultural nuggets really funny, and it makes you think 
about your own language in a different light, doesn’t it?
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Before I started this article, I expected to find out more about how people 
transfer their language knowledge and skills in order to understand unfamiliar 
phrases, especially when the metaphorical meaning is not obvious. I thought I 
would analyze how people with different linguistic and cultural backgrounds 
draw on their own experience to infer meaning, but there were two things I 
did not anticipate.

First, I did not think about how very different people’s linguistic 
experiences were, and how much that would influence their answers. It 
would take a lot more study to compare how one’s language influences 
their thinking about other languages. Fortunately for this experiment, I 
think, most of  the people who answered my questionnaire shared similar 
backgrounds in that they were mostly native English speakers, so they could 
rely on similar knowledge as far as their native language was concerned 
and that helped me naturally narrow down my focus. But it would be 
fascinating to see how people from other cultures would interpret these 
sayings! Would a Japanese or Argentinian person use the same resources 
and find the same results?

The second thing I did not expect was to find a pattern of  tactics 
that people would use in transfer. The first tactic is to rely on similar 
grammatical structures, that is, either the sentences are constructed 
similarly or they use similar figures of  speech (e.g. exaggeration, repetition, 
etc.). The second tactic is to use vocabulary, for example by drawing 
on cognates, common themes and imagery, or recognizable patterns of  
word associations. The third tactic is to use one’s knowledge of  figurative 
and metaphorical meanings, through connotation, metonymy or value 
judgment. Additionally, according to the individual’s knowledge and 
preferences, they can achieve transfer by using either of  these tactics 
independently, in whatever order they choose, or all three simultaneously. 
It is also important to mention that during this process, coherence is key 
in order to create meaning successfully and, to that end, logic remains the 
basis of  all reasoning.

I am not a professional linguist, and I am pretty sure this has been studied 
by more qualified researchers than yours truly, but coming to these results by 
myself  was quite enjoyable and satisfying. I now know that I can do research, 
analyze results and draw conclusions like a real goggled, white-coated, wild-
haired scientist.

So, next time you encounter a phrase that you don’t understand, you 
know how to go about it! And if  you still can’t, just give your tongue to the 
cat . . . After all, it won’t break a duck’s three legs!
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Language Variation Across Genres: Translingualism Here and There

Cristina Sánchez-Martín

In this article, Sánchez-Martín explains how cultural-historical activity theory 
(CHAT) allows writers to explicate linguistic variation in different genres. 
The article provides a model for how the expansion of understanding in a 
language allows a writer to notice the diverse resources that are available 
for them to make meaning in creative and non-adaptive ways.

A fundamental aspect on which authors and readers of  the Grassroots 
Writing Research Journal base their learning of  writing is seeing genres as 
meaning-making activities that are hybrid, mobile and that take place in a 
process in which a number of  other social activities are interconnected to 
accomplish something.

CHAT helps us understand this. As Joyce Walker explains, this 
acronym “refers to a set of  theories about rhetorical activity (how people 
act and communicate in the world—specifically through the production 
of  all kinds of  texts), that help us look at the how/why/what of  writing 
practices” (71–72). Its literate factors, namely, production, activity, 
representation, distribution, reception, socialization, and ecology (see 
definitions in Walker 2010) allow us to break down all the aspects that 
play a role in the writing situation of  a particular genre, thus, to become 
writing researchers.

Now, what is the role of  language in relation to all these factors? If  genres 
are fluid, so is the language that we employ to manifest whatever it is that we 
are communicating with a particular genre. 
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Defining “Language”

Like any complex concept, finding a single definition of  “language” is 
not possible. Linguists from diverse traditions and time periods define this 
concept differently depending on their goals, focus and so on. For example, 
“language” is an innate capacity of  all human beings that consists of  
recurrent grammatical rules (according to Noam Chomsky) or, it can simply 
be understood as a system of  communication. 

Now, imagine for a moment that there are no labels for different 
linguistic systems like English, Chinese, German, African American 
Vernacular English (AAVE), Spanglish, Frenglish. . . etc. Would people in 
the communities in which those languages are used understand each other 
even if  they didn’t have a name for the language? And if  someone belongs 
to several communities, would that person be understood in whichever 
community she is in? Surprisingly, she probably would. Languages with no 
labels are constantly emerging (or linguistic features that do not accommodate 
to “standard” understandings of  languages) to respond to genres that require 
them. According to Suresh Canagarajah, this has actually been happening 
with most Western languages until the 18th century (20–21) and still happens 
with a huge number of  “undocumented” languages in the world. Does this 
mean that before there were “no languages”? There were, they were not just 
labeled as such. 

Why did this happen? Generally speaking, history tells us that during 
the 18th and 19th centuries, industrialization, colonialism and nationalism 
gave rise to empirical science and the desire to document and analyze things 
objectively. Through these ideologies and scientific methods, languages 
became stable, homogeneous entities to symbolize a place and its people. 
Generally speaking, languages became “standard” and some ways of  using 
language were thought to be “correct,” “proper,” and “acceptable,” while 
others were not. 

For instance, Rosina Lippi-Green analyzes the attributed features of  
Standard American English (SAE) and concludes that SAE is said to be 
spoken by people (60):

 • with no regional accent;

 • who reside in the Midwest, Far West or perhaps some parts of  the 
Northeast (but never in the South);

 • with more than average and superior education;

 • who are themselves educators or broadcasters;
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 • who pay attention to speech, and are not sloppy in terms of  pronunciation 
or grammar;

 • who are easily understood by all;

 • who enter into a consensus of  other individuals like themselves about 
what is proper in language. 

According to this description of  SAE, who is currently using it? Is it used 
throughout all genres? If  not, in what genres does SAE materialize? What 
happens to writing that does not accurately abide by these features? What 
does it mean exactly to not be “sloppy” in grammar? Do these broadcasters/
educators also avoid “sloppy” grammar when they tweet? For instance, 
using “to whom” on Twitter would be much less appropriate than typing 
in “tmrw” for “tomorrow.” To my knowledge, most people I know do not 
fit in the description above mentioned; yet they successfully communicate 
in a variety of  contexts and constantly produce genres that are successfully 
welcomed by their audience. Therefore, although categorizing different ways 
of  communicating as languages such as English, Swahili or Spanish has 
numerous advantages (like knowing which one you have to learn if  you want 
to move to Australia), this poses some problems, as well. 

As a multilingual writer myself, I believe that approaching composition 
practices from a perspective that pairs CHAT with Translingualism will help 
me understand the intricacies of  genre performances.

Language in Action: Translingualism 

First of  all, how realistic is a view of  language as just “standard”? If  we 
understand languages as correct or incorrect systems then why doesn´t 
everyone in the U.S., for example, talk in the same way? And why do people 
write differently than a hundred years ago? Does your roommate write and 
talk just like you? If  you are texting your dad and your BFF, do you use 
the same resources to do that? Besides the classic example of  “soda, pop or 
coke,” individuals make different choices, (sometimes consciously and others 
unconsciously) as to how to communicate due to social, educational, cultural, 
geographical factors.1 

Although many of  our linguistic practices are shared by a number of  
people and, thus, we categorize them in dialects, languages, registers and so 
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1If  you would like to find out more about your geographical variety of  English, here is a link to a linguistic 
quiz from the New York Times: http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/12/20/sunday-review/dialect-
quiz-map.html
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on, languages are, above all, living entities which emerge as the result of  
specific social, cultural and ecological contexts (Canagarajah 2013). Why do 
we, for example, come up with neologisms (new terms) to describe items, 
situations, relationships, etc. in our realities? Because of  the fact that certain 
situations require it (we might perceive the need to name something that, until 
that moment, hasn’t had one) and we have the means to do it. For example, 
using the word “dudevorce”2 (Boredpanda) implies that “dudes” exist in 
specific social groups where the word first appeared. More importantly, the 
fact that two guys decide to end their friendship is not infrequent in those 
social groups and, their members recognize the smushing of  those two terms. 
In other words, because groups of  people share spaces, activities, beliefs, etc., 
certain forms of  language use are created to refer to whatever it is they feel 
the need to incorporate to their lives. 

Secondly, if  you take a look at any genres wherever you are at the 
moment, you will notice that there are a number of  things that communicate 
something to you that do not fit in an understanding of  the English language 
as “standard.” For example, look at the last text or tweet you wrote, the 
posters, animated GIFs, your default voicemail message, and signs around 
you. You probably see a number of  semiotic resources (emoticons, pictures, 
different fonts, colors, even sounds and gestures) that people access and use in 
communication to express meaning besides the plain choice of  words. Even 
when we write a paper using MLA format on “standard, white 8.5 x 11-inch 
paper” by using black ink and “a legible font” like Times New Roman (Purdue 
Owl) and in a “standard size (e.g. 12 points)” (Gibaldi and Walter 116), we are 
juggling different options (font, spacing, color, size) to express meaning. Why 
only black ink? What does a “legible font” actually mean? Why is 12 points the 
standard size? Because writers have been encouraged to follow those options 
and not others, our understanding of  academic writing is oftentimes restricted 
to a prototypical MLA paper, whose elements convey meaning (even if  they 
are seen as “standard”) simply because they contrast with others in their 
classification (black contrasts with green, which contrasts with red, and so on). 
In composition, we call this “multimodality” and, it expands our notion of  
writing to more than just putting letters together to express meaning.

Below is a picture of  what I see as I am typing this article (see Figure 1). 
It is a door with origami birds and a heart, a picture in black and white, a 
birthday card in German, a postcard from Japan with Japanese ideograms, 
a handwritten translated poem by Rudyard Kipling in Spanish and a 
photograph of  the reflection of  a cherry blossom tree. All these objects reveal 
genres whose performances respond to specific and never-repeatable contexts, 

2For more examples, go to http://www.boredpanda.com/modern-word-combinations-urban-dictionary/
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like the origami birds made in an attempt to decorate a room (emptied after 
having spent a year abroad) by just using a magazine, a string and some 
adhesive tape, the only few resources available that day. It is amazing how 
much meaning we can create when we do not abide to the standard and, 
we do it all the time. The choices we make will be correct and acceptable 
depending on our audience, purpose, the tools and knowledge we can access, 
etc. The options are infinite. 

Finally, an association of  a language with a group of  people and a place 
makes us think about individuals who belong to several communities (for 
example, my friend Grace who was born in South Africa but whose family 
comes from Taiwan, she grew up in Brazil and Portugal, and studied in the 
U.S. and Spain). Since language is acquired through socialization, how do 
we define the language of  people who grow up in diverse social settings? 
According to a homogenous view of  language, theirs would not be standard, 
and thus, unacceptable in many contexts. However, if  they fit into many 
social settings, wouldn’t they be understood? Taking into account that 
most people in the world (including us) relate to several communities and 
therefore to multiple ways of  using linguistic systems (especially now that new 
technologies bring us close to anyone in the world), why don’t we change our 
understanding of  language to a more realistic, productive, and creative view? 

Figure 1: Translingual (and multimodal) composition.

Sánchez-Martín — Language Variation Across Genres
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A Translingual Understanding of Composition

A translingual approach to writing involves acknowledging individual 
differences in communication. In other words, it implies that everyone, no 
matter what your first language is, has a unique linguistic repertoire that 
keeps developing and changing as it is being used in new contexts for a variety 
of  audiences. In this sense, understanding genres as translingual involves 
multimodality, as well. As previously mentioned, we use a wide range of  
resources to convey meaning in different genres. In our composing activities 
we have to navigate a number of  sociocultural and ecological factors and 
prioritize some decisions regarding certain factors over others. We also have 
to take into consideration the resources available to us. For example, I might 
have wanted to have a different paper design for the origami birds, but I only 
had old magazines so I ended up using those. 

As far as language is concerned, if  I decide to use a Chinglish expression 
such as “Little Grass has Life” (from Lu and Horner 108) in a short story for 
young adults in the U.S., it would be worthwhile to add a note explaining that 
it means “Keep off  Grass” in some places (unless I want them to feel confused 
or find out the meaning by themselves, for instance). While the expression 
“Little Grass has Life” (or variations such as “Tiny Grass is Dreaming”) is 
taken up by Chinese speakers as a natural linguistic option, its use among 
other populations wouldn’t be taken up in such a transparent way. By 
examining how my readers react to my linguistic choices, I would be much 
more prepared to understand the trajectory of  my writing (the path it takes). 

In addition, understanding writing as translingual brings us the 
opportunity to focus on language issues as a way to gain awareness of  larger 
rhetorical aspects. For example, if  I am browsing a university website to 
study abroad and I see that they talk about “graduate degree” rather than 
“postgraduate degree” I may be confused as to what degree I should apply 
for. After researching and doing genre analyses, I may find out that what is 
usually referred to as a postgraduate degree in the U.K. is, in fact, called a 
graduate degree in the U.S. Additionally, when writing my cover letter to 
the institution, I should take into account things such as the date format, 
spelling and punctuation. Therefore, another advantage of  paying attention 
to translingual matters in composition courses is that it helps you become 
better writing researchers, since you do not take for granted linguistic choices. 

Moreover and, perhaps, most importantly, by seeing composition as 
translingual, we open up possibilities for writers who come from diverse 
backgrounds (all writers, actually) and have actually used their linguistic 
resources successfully in certain genres by taking into account rhetorical 
aspects such as audience and purpose, but who, due to the homogeneous view 
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of  language, might have been stigmatized for not conforming to the rules of  
mainstream English in the past. Translingualism helps us cross social barriers. 

Finally, seeing genres as translingual helps us to become “citizens of  the 
world” and thus, to add more possibilities to our writing and reach out to 
larger and more diverse audiences.

What Can We Do in Our Composition Classes? 

To begin with, every participant in the class must acknowledge linguistic 
differences, including his or her own. For example, if  you belong to a 
sorority or a fraternity you might have noticed how the members of  your 
community use language (mostly vocabulary) differently than members 
from other communities. Or if  you listen to hip-hop or country you might 
have found yourself  wondering about some of  the expressions that some 
artists employ in their music that you hadn’t heard before but you may start 
using them as their music grows on you. For example, I have learned that 
in the hip-hop community, when something is really good people usually 
say “it is fire” and that “bars” refer to the lines of  a song. But you wouldn’t 
use those expressions when you are talking about a poem for a literature 
class, right?

Some of  the best examples of  translingualism in writing can be found 
in online communities, such as the social networking and news source 
website Reddit. As a registered member you can subscribe to specific topics 
(subreddits) in which you can participate by commenting on posts or creating 
discussions on the topic. Since I started watching the originally NBC TV show 
“Hannibal,” I decided to subscribe (follow) its subreddit “HannibalTV.” One 
of  things that I noticed as soon as I started reading the different discussion 
posts was the use of  blending (a combination of  two words to create a new 
one) “Fannibal” to refer to (as you might have probably guessed) fans of  the 
TV show. As a new member of  the “HannibalTV” subreddit community, I 
had never used the term before and didn’t know how people used it. After a 
Google search and some reading, I found out that the term has been being 
used online with that meaning since 2013, when the TV show started, by 
almost exclusively the members of  the “HannibalTV” subreddit community. 
It would be unlikely for people who do not belong to these communities to 
use the term. Several factors, including the material, social and ecological 
contexts of  production allow for the term to be coined and disseminated. The 
practices involved in the use of  the term are translingual, since they emerge 
from and are bound to specific contexts to express meaning that is needed in 
those situations.

Sánchez-Martín — Language Variation Across Genres
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The next step is to understand how your own personal language, 
registers (varieties used in different social situations that require different 
levels of  formality), vocabulary, grammars and semiotic resources (emoticons, 
visual and audio-visual elements, gestures, etc.) work in different genres. 
To do this, you don’t need to know the nuts and bolts of  English grammar 
or several languages but just to listen to, observe and reflect on your own 
linguistic (verbal and non-verbal) choices. When you are emailing your ENG 
101 instructor, how do you address her? When you are tweeting, why do you 
change your register? When you text your dad, what choices do you make? 
When you transform a paper into a PowerPoint presentation, what choices 
do you make? 

Finally, you may investigate how your choices in certain genres relate or 
not to other people’s preferences and think about how they are used and why. 
This ties to the idea that writing for an audience is something like a constant 
process of  translation, in which we have to think about how to transform 
our thoughts and knowledge into words that fit our audience’s expectations. 
For example, in an ENG 101 class last semester, my students had to rewrite 
a recipe found in “Good Food” from the BBC GoodFood website (originally 
written for a British audience) for someone in the U.S. Some of  the things 
that students had to do were to convert measurement units from Celsius 
to Fahrenheit, add pictures, simplify the language or add expressions their 
audience knew, avoid foreign expressions or keep them together with their 
equivalent in American English, split paragraphs and make them more 
visually appealing if  they were writing to children, and so on. 

To sum up, we are all exposed to different types of  Englishes and 
participate in communities in which the use of  language varies as represented 
in a number of  genres, but we might not be aware of  it. As writers who 
successfully use language in productive, innovative and creative ways we can 
pay closer attention to linguistic issues in order to realize how communication 
takes place in different contexts and for diverse audiences. Just like any other 
choice you make as you write, feel free to experiment with your language in a 
manner that acknowledges the situation.

So How to Connect Translingualism to CHAT?

As mentioned in the introduction of  this article, CHAT gives us a framework 
to understand the factors that influence how a particular genre is composed, 
but we can complement it by adding a translingual orientation in order to 
understand the role of  the languages used and developed in the production, 
distribution, representation, reception, activities, socialization and ecology of  
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the situation. In other words, we can pay special attention to the relationship 
between a writer’s linguistic repertoire and the CHAT literate factors in the 
creation of  genres in order to better understand the intricacies of  how diverse 
populations and individuals compose. For example, by applying a translingual 
lens to the CHAT factors, I can explain how I, as a multilingual writer, create 
genres such as a Facebook post or a proposal for a conference: 

Production: What tools do I need to create both genres, as 
a multilingual writer? If  I type in the proposal with a Spanish 
keyboard, how do I make sure that I am using the expected 
apostrophes (’ or ‘)? Do I need additional tools? 

Distribution: Which means of  distribution allow me to better 
perform my identity as a multilingual writer? Which audiences will 
access the ideas I share via the Internet? 

Representation: What do I think is in the minds of  my readers 
and how do I respond to that with my linguistic choices? Do I 
want to consider their expectations, or do I prefer to emphasize 
my voice?

Reception: How is my audience going to take up my texts? If  
my codemeshing strategies (the combination of  linguistic codes 
and modalities) are very explicit and I translate Spanish idioms 
into English, is my audience going to understand my intention? If  
they don´t, why is that? How many likes/comments do I get in my 
Facebook post? Is my proposal going to be accepted? 

Socialization: Which of  my Facebook friends have replied to 
my post? Is it just my friends in the U.S. or my friends abroad, as 
well? What do their comments mean to our Facebook relationship? 
For my proposal, have scholars in my field read it? What sorts of  
interactions will my proposal (in which I codemesh) prompt? 

Activities: What do I do while typing both texts? What sources 
do I look at? How does my linguistic background influence the 
access and use of  those sources? If  my mother language is Korean, 
do I have access to the same bilingual dictionaries as if  my mother 
tongue was French? If  I don’t, which other sources do I look at? 
How do I find them? 

Ecology: How do biological and environmental factors relate 
to the emergence and/or development of  languages in a genre? 
For example, because I am writing my proposal as a member of  
an institution in the U.S., the language that I use (like referring 
to myself  as a “graduate student” rather than as a “postgraduate 
student”) would not be taken up in the same way in other parts of  
the world. 

Sánchez-Martín — Language Variation Across Genres
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Having seen how a translingual orientation to writing can be better 
informed by CHAT (or vice versa), we can definitely say that all writers have 
the means to investigate their own practices and, therefore, learn how to use 
their unique linguistic repertoires to accomplish their goals as in any situation.
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CHATing with Humans of New York

Brigid Ackerman

In this article, Brigid Ackerman uses CHAT to discuss and analyze the 
unique qualities of social media sensation Humans of New York that 
make it its own genre. She reviews the history of the project and looks 
into its recent changes to see what makes it stand out.

I am one of  the few young people left who don’t really get Facebook. For 
years, I have stood my ground ignoring the hype of  social media. Right 
before my high school graduation, I decided to give in and make an account; 
I realized that I would rather stay in touch with friends during college than 
boycott the downfall of  humanity. Scrolling through the new endless abyss of  
Facebook, I kept noticing my “friends” sharing or liking these cool pictures 
of  people on the street. Some of  them had short quotes above them while 
others were accompanied by long paragraphs of  Q and A. As I looked into 
it, I soon found out they all stemmed from the same page: Humans of  New 
York (HONY).

The Genre of a HONY: The Social Media Sensation 

Even in my short time in the world of  social media (I’ve recently added 
Instagram and Twitter to my repertoire), I can recognize how formulaic posts 
are. There are ones that include things that show off  how fabulous your life 
is, the sappy shout outs to display your affection publicly, angry rants that 
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show you care for something, ones that share links/pictures from other sites 
that make you look well read, and the vague sad ones that reveal your life isn’t 
perfect. While HONY has a series of  different tones—sad, happy, thoughtful, 
funny, and microfashion to name a few—it is quite different. Since it goes 
through a third party—HONY itself—its emotions are slightly neutralized: 
Readers can only pick up on what creator Brandon Stanton (and his camera) 
have captured, which may be very different from what we would have seen in 
the moment. I’m drawn to HONY in ways different than the Facebook pages 
of  my favorite artist or TV show: Its subjects are always outside of  the realm 
of  my everyday life which makes it more exciting than posts about Starbucks 
or music festivals; HONY always leaves me curious and hungry for more. 
There is nothing quite like Humans of  New York. To help myself  define exactly 
what it is, I decided to use CHAT—cultural-historical activity theory—to 
analyze what makes HONY its own unique genre.

It’s a Bird! It’s a Plane! It’s Humans of New York!

It turns out that the simple Facebook page I first stumbled upon is a small part 
of  the bigger existence of  Humans of  New York. According to the Humans of  New 
York official website, HONY is the masterpiece of  Brandon Stanton, an ex-stock 
broker from Chicago who set out to create “a catalogue of  New York City’s 
inhabitants.” His idea quickly turned into a Facebook page, then a Tumblr blog 
followed by the Instagram account, Twitter feed, and three bestselling books. 
According to his introduction in his first book, the growth of  HONY is largely 
fueled by its audience: “I began to notice unfamiliar names interacting with my 
photography. With each new post, a few more strangers began to follow my 
work. I could now see a direct correlation between my work and my growth” (3). 
The early stages of  HONY were greatly influenced by the people it was created 
for, also called socialization (which I’ll talk more about later).

Between all its sites, the distribution—or how a text reaches various 
people and groups and how it is shared—is quite wide. HONY isn’t entirely 
digital: Stanton has created three books, Humans of  New York, Little Humans, 
and Humans of  New York: Stories. I was back home in the Chicago suburbs when 
I sought out the original HONY book. I was keeping my options open, so I 
looked at multiple places, first being a local Barnes and Noble, where I found 
it in the Art section. This idea correlated with Stanton’s idea of  his work being 
considered portraits. At my public library, I found the book in the Nonfiction 
section with the call number of  974.7. For those of  you not familiar with the 
Dewey Decimal System, the 900s are the books of  history and geography, 
quite a stretch from the bookstore’s thinking. I’m sure that other librarians 
and booksellers have found even more places to put HONY—it would be so 
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much easier for all of  us if  Melvil Dewey had had the foresight to designate 
a section just for social media way back in the 19th century. Looking among 
these platforms, I was still uncertain of  what HONY was.

According to the HONY Tumblr Storyboard, it is a “photo blog” of  
“street portraits.” The first book is referred to as “a photographic census of  
New York City” and simply “a stunning collection of  images” on the same 
site.  Because distribution “involves the consideration of  who a text is given to, 
for what purposes,” it’s clear Stanton caters his product on each platform: He’s 
picked the best of  the best for the finite collection in each book and contributes 
any one for the growing pool on social media (Walker 75). He was able to 
gauge the public’s response from the number of  likes, comments, retweets, and 
shares. With such a strong socialization, it’s easy to grasp which posts are “the 
best” and can garner the book the greatest responses. Yet its unifying elements 
are strong and undeniable, which proves HONY is a genre in and of  itself.

The popularity of  a post depends largely on its reception, which “deals 
with how a text is taken up and used by others…[and] takes into account the 
ways people might use or re-purpose a text (sometimes in ways the author 
may not have anticipated or intended)” (Walker 75). Even Stanton couldn’t 
have predicted that his casual pet project would turn into a full time job and 
draw him and his work into the spotlight. While its original concept may 
have been passive, social media allows the audience to become involved. 
Depending on the site, followers can leave notes, like, comment, or share a 
particular post. While the bulk of  this occurs when a picture is first uploaded, 
it isn’t unusual for followers to scroll through the HONY archives and revive 
a forgotten post from years ago. One post may end up on my newsfeed two or 
three times, while I may skim and forget others. I’ve noticed that my “friends” 
tend to like or share posts that they can connect to. For example, my special 
ed major roommate has shared a Q and A about the struggles of  teaching 
while a wanderlust friend has liked many posts discussing travel. 

I’ve followed HONY on all my social media, and have found it’s relatively 
consistent between its platforms, which suggests its form isn’t specific to any 
of  them. Each photo is accompanied by whatever text Stanton decides to 
include. The audience can like or favorite it and write comments or leave 
notes. The structure is very hands-on, followers can control the popularity 
by interacting with each post. Yet there are some anomalies: A portrait with 
paragraphs of  dialogue would never fit into Twitter’s 140-character limit. I’ve 
also noticed that a post on the Facebook page may take a few days to make it 
onto my Instagram stream. Images are cropped to fit each platform—which 
can change the feel of  the piece—and visible comments may tend to open the 
conversation more quickly (especially on Facebook) while hidden ones may 
deter the casual reader. 

Ackerman — CHATing with Humans of New York
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The HONY Instagram and Twitter accounts have only been active since 
May 2014, almost two years after the first book was published. While looking 
to compare all the HONY platforms, I was able to casually pick up the debut 
book and come across a portrait in a matter of  minutes, but spent a significant 
amount of  time going into the depths of  the HONY archives to find the same 
photo online. What separates HONY from an art gallery or, paradoxically, 
a volume of  books is the sheer number of  posts; the HONY books are set in 
stone, while its online presence is constantly growing. The individual portraits 
don’t have names or titles making it difficult for them to stand alone. Dates, 
another identifying factor, are inconsistent among the social media sites; 
Facebook is clear about the specific date and time a photo is uploaded while 
Twitter and Instagram simply measure a more broad time since the post was 
uploaded. It was frustrating to me that I had to search blindly for the photos 
from the book online; the only guiding factor was the 2013 copyright date. 
Names are usually not provided, and careers are not always included, so those 
Stanton interviewed are still strangers on the street.

A Day in the Life in HONY

Since Stanton’s feeds are focused on the final product, I had to find interviews 
online to learn more about his day-to-day work. I quickly realized the process 
of  creating HONY is quite hands-on. Since it’s essentially a one-man show, 
Stanton has complete creative control over the final product. He spends his 
days walking around New York City, photographing and interviewing subjects.

While the structure of  the final products may be the same, the people 
Stanton meets are what drive the direction of  every post. His pictures depend 
on his route and who he passes each day. He can’t just stop every Suzy Q. 
he sees or talk to the millions of  New Yorkers he doesn’t. He must find the 
subjects that would make HONY come alive—they are what is unique to 
every post. Stanton takes his time, he photographs about one person for 
every 1,000 he passes. His method is far from perfect. While he clearly hasn’t 
reached every New York City citizen, he has interviewed individuals more 
than once. Stanton says he uses his intuition when seeking subjects. He looks 
for “a person or a face that seems kind of  unique to the neighborhood I’m 
currently photographing in, you know something that would be representative 
of  that area that you wouldn’t see anywhere else” (humansofny). 

There could be many possible factors that help him narrow his decision: 
if  people have to sign a waiver or give verbal permission to participate in 
interviews, if  someone is in a rush or late for something, and if  people are 
too busy on their phones to notice a man standing with a camera looking for 
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people to meet. I’ve found that every person he profiles is intriguing and has 
a story to tell so I started asking myself: Does he pick and choose the most 
interesting candidates? Does everyone in New York have a story to tell? Does 
Stanton himself  make each person interesting? It’s important to note that he 
doesn’t ask the same question of  every participant. Stanton follows each story 
as he sees fit, picking out the most intriguing aspects of  each person. Once he 
has gathered all his information, he edits the work then posts them on their 
respective platforms. Stanton uses the same production tools and methods to 
keep consistency: a professional camera, a notepad/audio recorder, photo 
editing tools, and his social media accounts. 

While I was able to find this basic information about his work, I am still 
very curious about the specific details of  the job. Is his intuition different from 
someone like me? What specific models of  camera and recorders does he use? 
How heavily is the dialogue edited? Does Stanton use Photoshop to edit the 
photos? These questions drove me to further explore the genre of  HONY.

The Story Doesn’t End Here

Once Stanton’s work is published online, the picture doesn’t die it actually 
gains traction. Through socialization, the product is used to connect culture 
and society, and followers can form judgments about the people they see and 
read about. “When people engage with texts, they are also (consciously and 
unconsciously) engaged in the practice of  representing and transforming different 
kinds of  social and cultural practices” (Walker 76). They may discover a personal 
connection to themselves or loved ones. The dialogue about HONY is most open 
on Facebook, where any user can automatically see a handful of  comments. On 
Tumblr, users can see the icon of  those who have commented, but must click 
further to see more. One must go out of  their way to see specific comments.

The socialization can be identical or varied among the platforms. A 
post may gain support from the young hipsters of  Tumblr while drawing 
criticism from Facebook’s middle-aged mainstream crowd. Reactions can 
also be identical, as there is much overlap in users among different social 
media sites. In recent years, comments have also propelled HONY into the 
world of  philanthropy and political advocacy.

Beyond the Screen: HONY Does Good

From its inception up through most of  2014, HONY seemed to follow a similar 
pattern however a chance interview garnered national attention and changed 
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its horizons. Stanton featured a seemingly average teenage boy who discussed 
some difficulties in his life and how his high school teacher inspired him to 
live his best life. After many comments about wanting to support his school 
were posted on the Facebook page (ahem, socialization), Stanton investigated 
and formed what quickly became a strong relationship with the boy’s school, 
Mott Hall Bridges Academy in Brooklyn. After showcasing various members 
of  the MHBA community on the HONY pages—including the teacher who 
inspired the initial boy—public interest sparked the crowdfunding of  hundreds 
of  thousands of  dollars, and HONY followers were able to establish a fund to 
send MHBA students on tours of  Harvard on an annual basis. When the first 
class went, it was none other than Stanton who captured the significant moment. 
For many students, it was their first time stepping onto any college campus. It 
marked a huge jump in trajectory. A project that was meant to stay within city 
limits suddenly extended across state lines. Stanton has now even begun regularly 
travelling abroad, telling the stories of  thousands worldwide from all walks of  life.

While it may be easy to pick apart the different aspects of  CHAT 
theoretically, they are all interconnected in the real world. The reception and 
socialization now affect the production of  the site: In addition to the traditional 
street posts, Stanton regularly visited the school and shared updates about the 
campaign. HONY even organized the Indiegogo campaign, which took the 
focus away from the original portraits. Because of  the power of  the MHBA 
reception and socialization, Stanton significantly changed HONY’s production 
for the first time to please the audience. Without such a strong reaction, it 
seems unlikely that this project would’ve taken off  as much as it did.

In 2015, HONY started regularly promoting charities such as the 
Association to Benefit Children (ABC), an organization that supports the 
overall wellbeing of  children in the city. After talking to ABC’s founder, 
Gretchen Buchenholz, HONY readers again supported Stanton’s exploration 
into the organization and ways to get involved and the socialization of  the posts 
drove the page’s subsequent content. HONY is now consistently promoting 
various non-profits and charitable efforts. Stanton also interviewed many 
Syrian refugees throughout the international crisis, garnering financial and 
political support from across the globe. While the purpose of  portraits from 
these organizations and friends has become vastly different than the originals, 
these charity posts are very similar to each other—each focuses on the back 
story of  the subject, then overviews basic information about the charity, with 
ways to get involved or donate your money. Stanton seems to understand that 
this angle works and has run with it. 

A major difference is the ecology, or environment, of  the charity posts: 
originally, HONY exclusively featured portraits on the streets, the new series 
has taken Stanton to parks, inside buildings, and even Harvard. Instead of  
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well-known backgrounds, followers are brought into unfamiliar settings to 
read about unfamiliar people who have unfamiliar stories. I’ve also noticed 
that the charitable posts tend to be significantly longer than the original 
portraits, and many interviewees appear in a series of  many posts. I know 
these changes have shifted my interaction with HONY, as I’m sure it has with 
many others. When I’m quickly scrolling through my newsfeed, I’ve found 
myself  moving past longer HONY posts more often than before. 

These changes have also led me to question the recent methods of  
production: Are these people seeking Stanton out? Does he happen to run 
into them when he’s on a route? Does he go out of  his normal routine to seek 
out worthy causes?

While many of  the posts on HONY continue to feature the everyday 
humans on the streets of  New York, there are sporadic posts that follow this 
string of  MHBA. It begs the question about the future of  HONY, will it 
become philanthropy? Does everyone have a cause they want to promote? 
Will Stanton be able to hold onto the organic nature of  his project while 
spreading awareness and philanthropy? Only time will tell which path HONY 
follows. Part of  me hopes that Stanton can figure out how to separate these 
purposes. He could create second “sister” pages that focus solely on charity 
while keeping the original HONY streams closer to the original portraits. 
Perhaps even a fourth book, “HONY: Charities” is in order.

HONY Stands Alone

Many others have tried to copy the success of  HONY. There are Facebook 
pages for Humans of  Chicago, Souls of  San Francisco, and even spoofs like 
Hummus of  New York (in case some New Yorkers get hungry I guess). In early 
2015, an ISU student created Humans of  Illinois State, which highlights the 
unique stories of  our very own peers. Yet no one can seem to come close to 
capturing the excitement surrounding the original. Perhaps helping establish a 
new genre is a full time job, or requires its curators to have the same special eye 
as Stanton. On the other hand, it may simply take a dedicated man, thousands 
of  dollars’ worth of  film, and the one-of-a-kind people of  New York City to 
make HONY run. In this era of  tweets and Snapchats, we should get ready 
to observe and participate in a whole new genre: the social media sensation.

No matter how—or why—HONY is made, it’ll still have a fan in me. I 
love learning a bit about New Yorkers, and have found a lot of  them are quite 
awesome. I also think it’s OK that people’s interpretations of  it aren’t the 
exact same—each is as unique as the people HONY showcases.

Ackerman — CHATing with Humans of New York
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Humans of Illinois State with Brigid Ackerman

Why is your hair still wet in this cold weather?

I was too busy reading Humans of New York posts on Facebook to dry my hair. 
Plus it gets frizzy if I do that.

What is your biggest challenge right now?

I have to make it across the quad in 10 minutes to make it to my publishing 
class on time.

What’s your biggest accomplishment?

Not wearing leggings yet this week.

And what kind of charity do you want me to promote?

Forever Redbirds. ‘Cause giving all your money to the university through tuition 
still isn’t enough.

Ackerman — CHATing with Humans of New York
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SnapCHAT: The Genre of the Vanishing Memoir

Karlie Rodríguez

Through the lens of cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), Karlie 
Rodríguez analyzes the ways in which the online platform Snapchat is 
used as a medium for life writing. Rodríguez also unpacks the ways in 
which the snaps she creates are fun yet meaningful.

I’m in my office with my phone in my hand, arm raised, phone 
angled downward, slightly tilted to the left, as I try to capture my 
face at its best angle, as well as the books on my shelf. You know, so I 
look decent and scholarly all in one take. Prior to this, I played with 
the lights to make sure the lighting in the room was perfect (though 
if  it isn’t, I can always just use a B&W filter), I fixed my hair to look 
passionately disheveled (you know, to give the impression that I’m 
doing academia right), and turned the computer monitor off  so that 
the screen would not reflect on my glasses. I snap a shot. Frown. 
OK—black and white it is. Time to upload to My Story!

If  you are a Snapchat user, like me, you might as well call 
yourself  a memoirist! In fact, so much of  our online life is about 
preserving our existence. While we definitely use social media as a 
way to stay connected, we also use it to represent and preserve our 
human experience. What is interesting about Snapchat is the way in which 
we use this medium to record our lives despite having very little control over 
the way in which our narratives will be received, socialized, and ultimately 
discarded and stored somewhere in the vast void we call “the web.” Or, if  you 

Figure 1: Here’s me, 
looking “passion-
ately disheveled” 

and “scholarly.” The 
caption reads “so 

much work!!!”
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have friends like mine, in their cellphone’s camera roll. Regardless, we take on 
the great endeavor of  planning out the perfect snap and hope that whoever 
receives it will react in the way we expect them to (in the case of  the above 
snap, I want my friends to both laugh and empathize with my misery), and 
then let the memory die. 

Prior to discovering cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), I never 
thought to analyze the way in which I engage in the constant production of  
literacies on a daily basis. I also never thought Snapchat could be considered 
a literate activity. After all, Snapchat is fun! That’s when I realized that not all 
literacies have to be frumpy and technical to be valid. In fact, as literate humans, 
we produce writing every day. In order for writing to be meaningful, it needs to 
be purposeful. But, if  we are taking the time to preserve our thoughts (by writing 
things down on a paper, or as a Facebook status, or even a snap), then those 
literacies are already more important than we give them credit for. That’s when 
I realized that Snapchat is a much more important platform than I originally 
thought. More than just an app that allows me to stay connected with my friends 
and family by sharing silly pictures of  my daily endeavors with them, Snapchat 
inspires me to think about those significant moments of  my day that I wish to 
preserve and share. Sure, those moments are often random! But we all know 
that we carefully plan those snaps! Because we want them to mean something! 
We want them to have a purpose! We are . . . memoiring. Understanding CHAT 
allowed me to find true meaning in an activity that I thought to be relatively 
inconsequential. In turn, I have decided to roll with the idea that Snapchat, 
particularly the feature of  My Story, is a vanishing memoir and further unpack 
the ways in which this is useful to me. And maybe it will be useful to you, too!

First Things First: What Is Snapchat?

Like Facebook and Instagram, Snapchat is a social media platform where users 
are able to share pictures, videos, and texts, commonly referred to as snaps, 
to a controlled network of  friends. However, and unlike the aforementioned 
outlets, Snapchat has no ambition for perpetuity—quite the opposite! The 
main, and perhaps most exciting, feature of  Snapchat is its vanishing content. 
While this might seem pointless to some people, it is in fact thrilling for others. 

When co-founders Evan Spiegel and Bobby Murphy started working 
together, they weren’t exactly trying to create a smartphone app for trading 
pictures. However, after realizing that there was a market for people who often 
foolishly and regrettably shared dumb pictures on their smartphones, they 
created Picaboo (see Figure 2 below), an app that “aimed to solve that problem 
with self-destructing snaps, Mission Impossible style” (qtd. in Dredge).
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Picaboo launched in 2011 for iPhone users 
exclusively, and was later “rebranded as Snapchat, 
expanded to Android, and added video, as well as 
the ability to scribble messages on photos before 
sending them” (qtd. in Dredge). This is when the 
app truly took off  (See Figure 3).

By 2012, the app had become a hit. Up until this 
point, vanishing content aside, Snapchat had been 
pretty similar to other social media websites and apps: 
a platform to share captioned pictures with friends. 
But in 2014, Snapchat introduced My Story—by far 
the coolest feature (at least in my opinion).

Wait, So How Is Snapchat Memoir Again? 

Before I answer this, it might be a good idea to define what a memoir is. Because 
memoir falls into the academic field of  life writing, I had to do some research 
in order to provide both a general definition as well as a more contextual 
one. According to the beloved website, Wikipedia, a memoir “is a collection of  
memories that an individual writes about moments or events, both public or 
private that took place in the subject’s life.” Another important characteristic 
of  the memoir, as noted in Wikipedia, is that “the assertions made in the work 
are understood to be factual.” This is what Philippe Lejeune, an important 
scholar in the field of  life writing, would deem the “autobiographical pact” 
(which essentially means that both the autobiographer who is producing the 
work, as well as the reader who is receiving the work, enter into a kind of  
contract that establishes that the work in question is an accurate representation 
of  the identity of  its author). Lejeune himself  defines autobiography as “a 
retrospective prose narrative produced by a real person concerning his own 
existence, focusing on his individual life, in particular on the development 
of  his personality” (qtd. in Vigso). A memoir focuses on specific events. 
George Fetherling, another autobiography scholar, maintains that memoir is 
a narrative that is “more tightly focused, more daring in construction, and 
(its author hopes) more penetrating” (qtd. in Rak). What this means is that 
more than just a work of  nonfiction, a memoir is a literate activity that is 
deeply personal and deeply focused. Oftentimes, people confuse memoir with 
autobiography. However, autobiography is significantly more extensive work—
autobiographies encompass entire lives, while memoirs encompass memories. 
As trustworthy Wikipedia would put it, memoirs are about “touchstone events 
and turning points from the author’s life.” Now that we have gotten the fancy 
language out of  the way, let’s talk about Snapchat.

Figure 2: This is Picaboo’s logo, which can 
still be found on their website.

Figure 3: This is Snapchat’s current logo, 
which can be found on the website and the 

smartphone app.

Rodríguez — SnapCHAT
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While some would argue that the pictures shared through Snapchat are 
hardly “touchstones” or a “turning point” in a person’s life, they must mean 
something to both the person sending the snap as well to the person bothering 
to open it. Granted, while regular snaps exchanged between friends often 
have a conversational feel, My Story has always felt more personal. In fact, 
the Snapchat team thinks so, too! Right after launching My Story, they shared 
a post on their website stating that “Snapchat has always been about sharing 
your point of  view” and now, with My Story, what’s represented is “a singular, 
personal experience.” While the genre has now been appropriated by users and 
it’s in turn depicted in many different ways, My Story was originally supposed 
to be about different perspectives of  the same event. For example, My Story 
was launched for the first time at the Electric Daisy Carnival in 2014 and 
different users were allowed to submit a snap to what they called “Our EDC 
Story,” creating a collaborative form of  storytelling. This in itself  is a memoir 
because as Fetherling puts it, “a memoir can be of  one’s self  or of  other people 
or of  a particular decade—or of  a particular place” (qtd. in Rak). The first ever 
My Story, or rather Our Story, was a collaborative memoir about the Electric 
Daisy Carnival and the people who went to it. This certainly fits the criteria 
for memoir based on its definition. While this could also be perceived as a way 
of  reporting, snaps are always about individual and/or collective experiences, 
which in turn, becomes a kind of  life reporting which links beautifully to the 
goals of  memoir. Today, Snapchat memoirs are split into two—the first is a 
personal experience, and the second is a global experience.

My Story: It’s Pretty Much All About Me  

The feature My Story allows the user to compile snaps into a kind of  life 
narrative that will vanish after 24 hours. This means the users can produce 
content that is personal and significant and share it with their friends for a 
limited amount of  time—in that time, your network of  friends can play and 
replay the story as many times as they want (but only during those 24 hours 
as snaps disappear at exactly the same time they were added to My Story, 
only 24 hours later). It is important to note, however, that it seems to be in 
our nature to subvert genres. What this means is that while the original idea 
behind Snapchat is to create vanishing content, there are ways around this. For 
example, my best friend loves to take screenshots of  my snaps which he then 
saves for “later use” (I personally assume he means “blackmail”). This is one 
of  the ways in which the content I create becomes socialized. Unfortunately, 
it is impossible for me to predict how the snaps I create will be received and 
repurposed—that is, I cannot predict their trajectory, how they’ll “move 
through institutions and spaces and in relationships among different people” 
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(ISU Writing Program). And this is true of  all of  the writing I send out into 
the world. To me, this does not mean I should stop snapping but instead, I 
have learned to build My Story using snaps I would not mind others saving. 
Snapchat also preserves all of  my snaps into a server (fortunately, my best 
friend cannot access this server—not even I can). 

There are many different ways to structure My Story. I personally use it 
to record snaps of  my adventures as a graduate student (yes, I am obviously 
using the word “adventure” loosely). Sometimes, when I like the 
way a particular “snap” has turned out, I save it and share it in 
other social media platforms. Most commonly, I will repurpose 
my own “snaps” into a Facebook status. This is a way in which I 
socialize my own literacies. The main reason I do this is because 
the majority of  my family members are not Snapchat users, and 
sometimes, I want them to see what I am up to. That said, it can 
be really tedious (and often impossible) to recreate a picture with 
exactitude. Furthermore, Snapchat provides a lot of  really nice, 
customizable tools (such as captions, filters, and labels). This kind 
of  multimodal experience can be very convenient because I get to 
take a picture, include text, and even superimpose a label onto it all 
in one place. Figure 4 provides an example of  what that looks like.

I find these tools very convenient because they allow me to 
illustrate what I am thinking and/or feeling without using a lot 
of  language. Had I chosen to share this image on Facebook, it would have 
saved me time because I would not have needed to write a status alongside it 
explaining why I am all bundled up. In fact, those tools allowed me to share 
the picture in this article without having to explain the picture itself. 

I don’t always take pictures like this. In fact, most of  the time I am taking 
pictures of  my surroundings—in large part, because everything is so new to me. 
You see, I moved to Normal from Puerto Rico (which is a tiny island in the middle 
of  the Caribbean ocean, and hence, very different from the U.S. Midwest). In 
turn, my grad school life is permeated with not just new educational experiences 
but also a vast array of  cultural ones. Depending on the day, and the story I 
am trying to construct, and for whom (as sometimes my My Story, though still 
public to my entire network of  friends, evokes a specific audience), I will write my 
captions in Spanish (or Spanglish—Puerto Rico’s unofficial language!). Often, 
these stories will elicit responses from my friends who do not speak Spanish. For 
example, when I first got here, I posted a video (which I’d show you a picture of, 
but it’s, well, impossible) of  me singing “Verde Luz,” a patriotic song describing 
the beauty of  my little island. It was evocative and sad, and some of  my only-
English speaking friends responded to it by sending me snaps that looked like 
Figure 5 below.

Figure 4: This picture 
was posted to My Story 
on 20 November 2015. 

It was not actually 
shared on any other 

social media platforms.

Rodríguez — SnapCHAT
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My favorite part about this exchange is the opportunity for 
cultural growth, which thankfully, all of  my friends seem to get very 
excited about. While my friends and family in Puerto Rico send 
messages filled with melancholia and love, my friends in Normal 
send me messages ridden with curiosity. Either way, it starts a 
conversation, which makes for an interactive narrative. Sure, the 
video still vanished 24 hours later, but it produced the desired 
effect: an exchange between parties related to the events recorded.

These vanishing memoirs are also multimodal memoirs 
because they exist in pictures, videos, texts, and other kinds of  media. 
Given that so much of  our world revolves around multimodalities 
and multimedia, this is knowledge that we can always transfer into 
other aspects of  our literate lives (just like I have done here).

Our Story: A Cultural Experience 

Snapchat also has these collaborative stories that are situated around 
the world. Based on the definitions of  memoir discussed above, you 
could say that there is a memoir-ish feel to the storytelling as people 
all over the world help construct the narrative of  a place or an event.

Our Story happens somewhat in real time, and hence, Snapchat 
categorizes it as a “live” event. Of  course, that does not mean that it is in 
fact live, but rather that people are currently collaborating to make the 
story possible (meaning they are creating memories that will eventually 
appear in the story that corresponds to that specific day, event, and 
geographical location) See Figure 6 for a view of  my Stories page.

While these stories don’t spark the same conversation that My 
Story does (because the “live” stories exist outside of  your network of  friends), 
they do spark a kind of  cultural awareness about the world and the people 
who inhabit it. Recently, there was a “live” event on Snapchat depicting farms 
all over the world. This was a particularly interesting event for me because I 
had a student who was very passionate about farming and hates it that a lot of  
people do not seem to understand what it entails to take care of  a farm. I, on 
the other hand, have never really set foot on a farm. Not only was it a learning 
experience for me, but I couldn’t wait to go tell my student how much I had 
learned about farming. 

A characteristic of  the genre of  memoir is the interesting and meaningful 
ways in which the individual captures a space, an action, and/or the self. In 
this respect, I think Snapchat is not only a great place for self-expression, 
but it serves as a platform to share culturally significant content—it is a 

Figure 5: This snap was 
recreated in order to depict 

a past event.

Figure 6: This is what 
I see when I look at 

the Stories page. (Yes, 
I follow Kylie Jenner. 

Judge me.)
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transnational tool that, in many ways, attempts to connect the world at large, 
bring communities together, as well as show and embrace diversity.

But If They Vanish, What’s The Point? 

As the original name suggests, the idea behind Snapchat was to give users a 
peek into the lives of  their friends—that’s it. While there is speculation that 
Snapchat was specifically created for sexting, both Spiegel and Murphy have 
negated it. That said, they have in fact made it clear that if  a person is looking 
to get raunchy with the pictures they share, Snapchat might be the safest 
way to do it because of  the self-destructing quality of  the content. While it is 
important to be careful with the type of  snaps we share, there are certainly ways 
to make it harder for people to take a screenshot (i.e. send it as a snap instead 
of  including it in your My Story and set the timer for 1-2 seconds to make it 
harder for others to save the shot). That said, studies show that while students 
certainly use Snapchat in ways that are NSFW (not safe for work), “60% of  
respondents used Snapchat primarily to send ‘funny pictures’ while the second 
most popular type of  ‘snap’ is a selfie” (Bosker). Users have reclaimed the space 
and decided that Snapchat does not necessarily have to be raunchy but can 
also be a space to share lives and cultures. And while the vanishing quality of  
Snapchat certainly defies the more immortal intent of  a published memoir, it 
is still a form of  storytelling that aims to record memories—even if  just for a 
short time. As far as I am concerned, the brevity of  a snap adds an extra layer 
of  meaning because it depicts the impermanence of  an instance.

SnapCHAT: What I Learn from Analyzing My Activity 

I have to be honest and say that when I first started looking at my snapping as 
a complex activity, I thought I would lose interest. I didn’t. If  anything, I enjoy 
doing it so much more now. The biggest takeaway of  this analysis is perhaps 
realizing that we, as humans, are constantly engaging in literate practices—
and even when these practices seem silly, they in fact carry more meaning 
than we give them credit for. Snapchat allows me to not only create sharable 
content, but to do so in a way that is creative and multifaceted. Furthermore, 
using CHAT to understand Snapchat has made me appreciate its cultural and 
historical relevance, as well as the ways in which I engage in the production of  
life writing, and the ways that others might perceive and repurpose the content 
I share (in fact, even the ways in which I perceive and repurpose that content). 
Even when the content I am creating is less tangible than a published, printed 
memoir, I am still recording my life in way that allows others to experience 
what I am experiencing. I don’t know about you, but I think that’s pretty cool.

Rodríguez — SnapCHAT
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Introduction

The further along one moves with their education the more clear it becomes 
that no two disciplines are entirely independent. Academic subjects interact, 
mingle, and sometimes work hand in hand as one looks deeper. For example, 
subjects such as math and science are separated in primary school, however, 
it is true that some understanding of  math is necessary to truly understand 
science (i.e. chemistry and physics require mathematical calculations). 
On the surface we may see the differences and perhaps some similarities 
between disciplines, art and literature for example, are somewhat similar 
due to their ability to express. However, a closer look reveals that these two 
disciplines have even more in common and more dependence on each other 
than meets the eye.

In its own right, art is a language of  sorts, it is used to communicate 
and transfer ideas and messages between artist and viewer. There comes 
a point when not every person understands this “language,” and in these 
cases, an artist is put in a situation where they must attempt to change visual 

Copyright © 2016 by Kayla Scott

The Information that I Sought Out: A Genre Study of the Artist Statement

Kayla Scott

Kayla Scott has created a genre study of the artist statement by 
approaching it as something that changes with the needs of society. 
From manifesto to artist statement to a genre with conflicting views 
and uses, this article moves through the artist statement using books, 
interviews, surveys, and looking at the work of professional artists.
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communication into verbal and/or written communication in the form of  
an artist statement.1

The artist statement is becoming an essential piece of  writing within 
the artistic sphere. The idea that “art speaks for itself,” which used to be a 
consensus, is now threatened with the need for communication between artist 
and viewer (Detterer 1999, 13). Many instructors teaching higher level art still 
believe that the art should speak for itself  and that the artwork is of  upmost 
importance, not the writing.2 In some cases this is true, particularly when 
the message portrayed in a work of  art is either completely “in your face” 
and the message is obvious, or the message is surface level and not meant to 
raise any level of  higher thinking.3 However, if  one is to truly understand an 
artist’s work from the artist’s perspective, a greater need for communication is 
needed (in the form of  writing or speech).

The Artist Statement: Changing With the Needs of Society

Looking back at fads in art history, in my research I learned that a rise in 
publicity began in the twentieth century with the introduction of  manifestos and 
a decline in private letters and journals, which previously had been the only type 
of  writing based upon art. New forms of  art like Futurism and Dadaism strove 
to create a correlation between art and everyday life; this along with an increase 
in production of  conceptual art created a greater need for communication 
between artist and viewer. Previous to these movements, art had a very specific 
place and a specific job. From what I gathered, generally art was created for a 
religious purpose: to portray some message (e.g. do not sin or you will go to hell 
and here is a picture of  hell). Obviously art has changed and evolved creating a 
broader audience and an increase in conceptual ideas represented in art. When 
the message was not as clear as in previous artwork and the audience became a 
wider public, some saw a need for communication becoming more essential to 
truly understanding the artist’s goals or the artwork itself.4

This need for communication gave rise to the use of  manifestos5 and 
statements. This type of  writing can aid in the process of  tracking the 

1In this article, the term artist statement refers to writing that accompanies artwork; this term may be used more 
loosely when being applied to other types of  writing that accompanies artwork such as supportive statements.
2This consensus is found within comments from instructors collected in a survey regarding writing of  artist 
statements within arts programs by W.F. Garrett-Petts and Rachel Nash.
3It should be mentioned that this is not always true; the intention of  this statement is that when the message is 
simple, art can very clearly speak for itself  without any form of  writing (an artist statement) to accompany it.
4This is especially true in cases of  more radical artwork like the Futurists and Dadaists; these artists were creat-
ing abstract works entirely new for the time as well as entering urinals into art exhibitions and calling it “art.”
5A manifesto is a statement by a single artist or a group of  artists who set out to change the status quo. 
Their attempt to change the world, or at least the preconceived conventions of  art, is laid out in a piece of  
literature typically performed in a theatrical way or printed on the front page of  a newspaper.
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trajectory of  the artist statement. The genre of  the artist statement is fluid 
and ever-changing to meet the needs of  society; as a result, the trajectory is 
ongoing. The purpose of  manifestos and statements is to make transparent 
the creation of  art as a deliberate and thought out process. Artists also wanted 
the viewers to understand why they were creating the type of  art they were, 
especially when the art seemed as if  it was not entirely art. Deriving from the 
manifesto, the artist statement and its ancestor have similarities as previously 
noted. Both types of  writing are public and aimed toward providing clarity 
to a body of  artwork.

Methodology

I want to know everything about the artist statement, I want to understand the 
why’s and what’s of  the artist statement. To do this I needed to understand the 
cultural context, and I also needed to understand this genre as something that 
changes in time due to the needs of  society. In addition to the history, I wanted 
to know about its presence and usage today, and I wanted to understand what 
people think of  it now.

In order to find this out, I worked through multiple research methods 
including both primary and secondary research. While conducting my own 
writing research project on the genre of  the artist statement, I started by 
asking faculty and students from the School of  Art at Illinois State to complete 
a survey consisting of  ten questions. Twenty full and complete responses were 
collected through this survey, providing me with the background information 
I needed to further understand what the working artists at Illinois State were 
thinking in relation to the artist statement. In addition, I conducted interviews 
with six individuals with varied educational levels and experience (subjects 
included undergraduates, graduate students, and professionals). These 
interviews consisted of  five questions in order to go in depth into the process 
of  creating as well as their view of  the artist statement. These research steps 
provided me with more clarity and background in relation to the genre of  
the artist statement, but they also provided me with more questions and more 
avenues for exploration.

The Information that Already Existed in the World

I spent some time reading a few books about manifestos and artist statements, 
surfed the web a little, and I found that much of  the research available on the 
artist statement reflects a “how to” type of  writing instruction, complete with 
either a step-by-step process or suggestions on what to include when writing 
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an artist statement. Generally, from what I found in these instructions, the 
overall consensus is that when you are writing an artist statement you should 
be objective, receive help from peers, avoid bullshit and art speak (i.e., do not 
be verbose), keep your audience in mind, and remember to be sure that your 
artwork and your artist statement line up. 

I think that the most likely explanation for the large quantity of  articles 
and research related to the creation of  the artist statement is the increase 
in necessity of  this type of  writing. In the modern era, writing about one’s 
own artwork in the form of  an artist statement is seen as essential to creating 
a relationship between the artist and viewer as well as practical means to 
apply for a grant, scholarship, or gallery show. Any type of  application for an 
art scholarship or artist residency requires some form of  artist statement for 
the application to be considered. In addition, a gallery will typically ask an 
artist whose work they are showing for their artist statement for promotional 
materials and a press release. From what I understand, the purpose of  
providing an artist statement in these different situations is for an artist to 
prove the art they are making is worthy of  recognition. 

W. F. Garrett-Petts, a researcher in the field of  interarts practices, 
describes the artist statement as “part opportunity and part obligation” 
(Inside TRU, 2005). In essence, what he is saying is that the artist statement is 
not only an obligation as an artist, but also an opportunity; an opportunity to 
justify, legitimize, provide clarity, prove worthiness, or whatever else the artist 
would like to give insight to. The question now lies with which “part” of  this 
is more important and who is it that shares that belief ? 

As mentioned earlier, a range of  people, typically an older generation, 
believe that “art speaks for itself.” In this regard, the artist statement is either 
completely unnecessary or at least understood to be on the “part obligation” 
side of  Garrett-Petts’ belief. However, some instructors at the college level 
believe writing artist statements is important for self-reflection and discovery. 
For example, Brenda Pelkey says that artists have a responsibility not “to be 
dumb [or dumbfounded]” in front of  their own creations (Garrett-Petts, 2011).

Why the Artist Statement Differs from Other Genres

I believe that the artist statement differs from some other genres because the 
parameters are flexible and the perfect model is nonexistent. There is no set 
in stone formula, there is no word limit—there is only a sort of  wishy-washy 
“this is how this should look, kinda.” The purpose of  an artist statement is to 
provide understanding, but how to do that is left up to the artist/writer. Some 
artists opt to use their statements to give a background story to the artwork, or 
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to explain what happened to make them create this type of  work. Some artists 
choose to give insight into the process of  creating the art. Others choose to 
use their artist statements to communicate their intentions (i.e., what they 
want their viewers to see) and perhaps their inspiration. 

In my research I discovered that Jackson Pollock is an example of  an 
artist who gives insight into the process rather than the content of  his artwork. 
Jackson Pollock read his artist statement over the radio, stating: “I feel nearer, 
more a part of  the painting [when it is on the floor] since this way I can walk 
around it.” He also mentioned that he uses tools like “sticks, trowels, knives, and 
dripping fluid paint” in order to create his paintings which have “a life of  [their] 
own” (Namuth, 1951). In this instance the art is still completely independent 
in meaning, the viewer must still interpret the work fully on their own, but the 
process of  creation is made much clearer by the words of  Pollock himself.

When creating an artist statement there is a lot of  decision making that an 
artist has to do. An artist must decide what their artwork needs in terms of  an artist 
statement. The process of  representation of  the artist statement, or the things 
we do and think in order to produce an artist statement, first and foremost includes 
the artwork itself. The artwork is the basis for creating this genre. Questions that 
might be considered include: What kind of  information does the viewer need in 
addition to the artwork? And, how much of  the information is already in the art?

The Information that I Sought Out

The results of  my own research are giving me a clearer image of  what people 
in the field, students and professionals, feel about the artist statement. By 
focusing my efforts on artists at Illinois State University, I have found that 
the art program here is one of  the more writing intensive art programs with 
a major emphasis on supportive statements within both the Bachelor of  
Fine Arts and Master of  Fine Arts degree programs. For example, Jo Hart, a 
graduate student in the Ceramics Program whom I interviewed, mentioned 
that she had been out of  academia for a while before beginning her Master’s 
degree. From day one at Illinois State the professors started talking about 
artist statements which was challenging for her, considering she had not 
created an artist statement prior to this. 

I also discovered that undergraduate students recognize the importance 
of  artist statements, however, their writing is still developing. Marisa Boyd, 
an undergraduate painting student whom I also interviewed, mentioned 
that she found it difficult to write an artist statement her freshman year. Her 
artwork consisted of  mostly fundamental classes where her artwork did not 
match up with a conceptual basis. The realization that an artist statement 
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was important was there, however, the content needed to create one was 
missing. Marisa explained that she found herself  beginning a genre study 
of  her own; it can be found that many young artists engage in genre study 
without the terminology. Learning how to write an artist statement, for most, 
seems to begin with simply looking at the types of  writing already out there. 
Galleries, artist websites, professors, all serve as resources for finding genre 
examples and for developing an understanding of  this type of  writing. Now a 
sophomore, Marisa says that she is more in tune with what she believes should 
be in an artist statement. For her it is about communicating her intention, to 
create a psychological space, and leaving out the unnecessary, such as evoking 
emotion and process, which to her seems vague and unimportant. 

Through my survey I found that many artists do not believe all artwork 
needs an artist statement. There seems to be a differentiation in regards to 
artist statements and representational or more abstract artwork (i.e. the more 
abstract work may be in more need of  an artist statement). I also found that 
many respondents leaned toward answering “it depends.” As in, it depends 
on the intentions of  the artist, it depends on the content, and it depends on 
the situation whether or not an artist statement is needed. 

Andrew Bybee, an undergraduate painting and graphic design major, 
mentioned in our interview that he feels our educational system forces students 
to believe an artist statement is always necessary. In actuality, he believes that 
it is really about what the art needs. He says, “the artwork already has a little 
bit of  a literary companion with the title, and in most cases, that is sufficient” 
(personal communication, May 3, 2015).

How Artists are Using the Artist Statement as a Tool

When researching and thinking about artist statements in the context 
of  academia, it became clear that the artist statement can be used as an 
educational tool. The undergraduate students that I interviewed expressed 
uneasiness with the amount of  emphasis put on artist statements. However, 
they also understood the importance of  learning how to write one and the 
value of  practicing writing one. Being given an assignment to write an artist 
statement forces the artist to take a step back and look at the art being made. 
They are put in a situation where they must make sure the art and the writing 
line up and tell a similar story. Dillon Welch, a graduate printmaking student 
whom I interviewed, acknowledged that writing is a part of  her process. She 
takes a step back and looks at her artwork, then writes about it, and at some 
point her writing may get ahead of  her artwork and so it creates a sort of  
leapfrog effect where she is constantly caught between the two. 
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In the context of  the larger art world, the artist statement is used as a tool for 
interpretation. The artist statement acts like the title, a supplement of  information. 
Albion Stafford, assistant professor of  ceramics and interviewee, says the “artist 
statement is a tool for seeing art; it is just as useful as a screwdriver to the person 
putting in a screw, but when the screwdriver is not being used it is simply in the 
way. The artist statement should not supplement interpretation, or provide all the 
answers; it is simply an aid in educating the viewer on how the artwork fits into 
the larger schema” (Personal communication, February 25, 2015).

Reception in this Genre

In order for this tool to work properly, the way an artist statement is 
written and the time at which viewers read them is an important factor in this 
genre. Considering the representation, distribution, and reception of  
an artist statement will help us discover different ways to create and use this 
tool. The artist statement is created from the artwork (representation), but the 
artist statement affects the way viewers interpret the artwork (reception) in the 
end. The distribution of  the artist statement may have an effect on the way 
the artwork is received. The artist has no control over what the viewer will do, 
in what order, and what exactly they will read. 

The following are two examples I have provided to make this discussion 
of  the interaction of  art and artist statements and reception more clear. Take a 
moment to read the artist statements and then look at the images (in the order they 
are shown to you), taking into considweration the effects this interaction might 
have on your reception of  the art itself. I have also included questions after each 
example to help you consider how your reception is affected by the distribution.

Example One: The Artist Statement as the Driving Force 

Julia Galloway is a utilitarian potter and professor; the statement below is 
from her own writing about the artwork that follows. After reading the artist 
statement, consider your own thoughts on the writing, your picture of  what 
the work might look like, and what expectations you have. 

Still life / Talking

In this exhibition there are two bodies of  work; both are rooted in 
ideas of  communication. Still life depicts communication between 
and about objects, and talking represents communication of  letters, 
words, and binary code.

Still life: Similar to traditional still life paintings, the objects 
drawn on the surface of  the pottery have a relationship with each 
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other and have specific meaning. Included are items such as an 
abundance of  shiny apples in a basket or two birds squawking at 
each other in conversation. In these compositions one object leads 
you to the next, along the walls of  the cups down to the bottom, 
and across to the other side of  the cup.

Talking: In the surface decoration on these pots, I am using the 
alphabet and digital code to represent communication. I am 
interested in how the letters or numbers come to meet each other 
across the form, ride up or fall down the sides of  the pot, ordered 
or jumbled, they mirror daily conversations.

Handmade pottery is naturally rich in ideas, metaphor and utility; it 
seeps into our houses, our kitchens, our rituals and enriches our lives. 
Through use and decorating the fill our living spaces with character 
and elegance. For me, pottery is joyous, a reflection of  our reality, our 
fantasy and ourselves; objects of  desire and daily life (Galloway, 2014).

Questions to Consider Regarding Example One

 1. While looking at this work, the two cups above (see Figure 1), consider how 
the information you were presented with affected the way you interpreted 
the work. Did the work meet your expectations after reading the writing?

 2. Reflect on what happens when you read what the artist is thinking before 
you even see the work. What happens when you see that work? Does 
your mind trail off ? Or are you focused on seeing what the artist sees?

Figure 1: This image is part of  a copyrighted webpage by artist Julia Galloway. The link to the page 
can be found in the works cited section.
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Example Two: The Artist Statement as a Supplement of Necessary Information 

Jeremy Brooks is a ceramic artist as well as educator; the following image (see 
Figure 2 below) is a snapshot from a performance-based artwork. Consider 
your own thoughts on the actions of  the man, the image, the object in his 
hand, and the clothing he is wearing. Consider your own thoughts on the 
subject matter as well as questions for clarification.

Title: “Controlled Substances”

Description: “Performance based object (cast medicinal clay 
equivalent to a single dose of  medicine in the form of  green 
ware). (This work is a functional /edible object that may be ingested 
to relieve stomach distress)” (Brooks, 2003).

Figure 2: This image is part of  a copyrighted website by artist Jeremy R. Brooks. The link to the page 
can be found in the works cited section.
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Questions to Consider Regarding Example Two

 1. What does your mind do with only the information provided, a picture 
and a description? Did you find yourself  confused and ultimately 
uninterested? Or did the lack of  information make you more curious? 
Were you able to make assumptions without supplemental information?

The following paragraph is a writing accompaniment to example two. In 
this scenario, the image has been laid out first, forcing you to draw conclusions 
from only the image and title. Clarification in the form of  an artist statement 
is provided only after an initial read, and you may be persuaded to look back 
at the image after reading the statement to reconsider your own assumptions.

“Material Studies”

Description: “Clay is a material that is more often than not considered 
sordid or dirty, however applications in the fields of  medicine and 
cosmetology create a complicated, but heightened awareness of  clay 
as a component. It also reveals a duality that exists between itself, the 
attributes of  cleanness, and its unsanitary counterpart. I am drawn to 
the inherent physicality of  clay and the conflicted duality that would 
mutually consider it to be both sordid yet sanitary” (Brooks, 2003).

The Overall Consensus about Artist Statements

What I found through my research is that the general consensus of  those 
interviewed and surveyed in the art community at Illinois State is that the viewer 
should first look at the artwork, then read the artist statement, and then go back 
and look at the artwork again. This allows for the viewer to make decisions 
about the artwork on their own, take in the title and the formal qualities without 
the weight of  the artist statement. When the viewer is ready, they will receive 
some insight into the artwork through the artist statement. It is then that the 
viewer should take a second look at the artwork with a new outlook.

Of  course, an artist is not in full control of  this. No one is in full control 
of  the reception of  a genre. The artist statement is just one example of  a 
genre that proves how important reception can be.
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Build This for Me: The Genres of Architecture

Jillian Merrifield

In this article, Jillian Merrifield investigates the activity systems of two 
different kinds of architects, looking specifically at the way that they 
achieve their objectives. In her interview with a software architect and 
a commercial architect, she learns about how they work with real-world 
genres, how they adjust for different audiences, and how they use 
specialized languages in their compositions.

I have the privilege (?) of  having two architects for parents: my father, Rich, is 
an architect in the traditional sense (that is, a designer of  buildings/physical 
spaces), while my stepmother, Marilyn, is a software architect. This is the source 
of  numerous jokes in our household, but I’ve never had a clear sense of  how what 
Marilyn writes is similar to or different from my father’s work—in fact, I had no 
idea what a software architect even was for the longest time. I’ve certainly never 
understood how two people in very different lines of  work could both be architects.

There had to be some similarities between what they did, though. To 
investigate this idea, I turned to the idea of  activity systems. According 
to the ISU Writing Program’s website, an activity system is “the situation 
and contingencies under which a text is composed, reproduced, and/or 
distributed” in attempts to achieve an objective. The objective, of  course, 
is whatever the writing is supposed to make happen. Perhaps they operated 
within similar activity systems, with similar objectives. 

I also thought that perhaps, because they both work in technical fields, 
they would have similar relationships with specialized language (words that 
are used within a specific group that may be unfamiliar to others). I thought 
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that this might be true both in respect to the English language but also 
potentially with respect to visual languages as well, as I know that drawings 
are a big feature of  architectural work.

To learn a bit more about what these two architects write in their separate 
professions, I created a set of  interview questions and distributed them online, 
encouraging my parents to respond both to the questions and each other. 
Once I got the first set of  answers, I did some thinking and then responded 
with a few rounds of  follow-up questions. What follows is what I learned, 
interspersed with some of  my own commentary.

I began the interview by asking my parents to tell me a bit about what they do so that later, 
as I learned more about the genres they produced, I could see how they served their overall 
job functions. This information would give me a sense of  the kinds of  situations in which 
they write and what some of  their objectives might be.

MARILYN: I am a Senior Manager in the IT organization of  a large 
pharmaceutical company. As part of  the Strategy and Planning team, I am 
focused on helping the Commercial side of  the business to deploy new products 
into the marketplace. I partner with creative agencies to deliver websites and 
iPad and mobile apps. I also work with Customer Relationship Marketing to 
enable sales people to track and communicate effectively with our patients 
and Healthcare professionals. I work with the Business Intelligence team on 
database management as well.

RICH: I am an architect, specializing in office space, medical offices 
and other types of  commercial tenant spaces. I provide a full range of  
architectural services to my clients, including programming, schematic 
design, development of  construction documents, administering contractor 
bidding processes, assisting with obtaining building permits, and performing 
various tasks during the construction process.

I thought it was really interesting, in reading these responses, that Marilyn’s title deemphasizes 
the architectural function of  her job. I wonder if  there will come a day when architects 
working with material structures will need to distinguish themselves in the same way that 
software architects do. I also wondered what it said about the activity system in which she 
operates, but there were more pressing questions to attend to.

Before I started getting into specifics, I asked for a few comments about the general objectives 
of  the written work that they produce. I thought that this might help me see how the way that 
they produce these texts ultimately helps to achieve their objectives.

RICH: Most writing in my work is intended to convey factual information or 
direction clearly and efficiently. Since the outcome of  the information transfer 
is often [the] physical construction of  something, there is an unusually direct 
correlation between what is written and what is done in the real world. Text 
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on drawings does use a certain kind of  style and technical jargon, whereas 
letters or e-mails can tend to be more conversational, but the general goal for 
outcomes is the same.

MARILYN: Coding and [software] architecture are like architecture and 
electrical wiring. And like electrical wiring, there are other rules and standards 
that provide best practices and standards to those communities. But when you 
ask me to think as an architect I’m not going to that level, I will specify use 
HTML5 as a standard for a web page vs. HTML so that the page will look right 
on the screen but I assume that the developer [coder] knows HTML5. And 
yes, we have code reviews to follow up to make sure they did it [inspections].

Next, I asked several questions about the types of  genres that they produce, who they write 
for, why they write, and how they adapt to their audience. Marilyn, who was the first to 
respond to these questions, took them up in a completely unexpected way, consolidating her 
responses to multiple questions into a single chart. Rich, who came to the online document 
after her, followed her lead and worked his responses into the chart. If  I had been conducting 
oral interviews, I think I would have gotten very different answers (certainly less organized!).

Originally, some of  these genres were placed in the same row, which tells me that Rich, who 
filled in the chart second, drew parallels between Marilyn’s work and his own. For ease of  
reading, I’ve split these responses into different rows, but used shading to show where Rich 
identified similarities and grouped his responses with Marilyn’s.

Written Work/
genres

Audience Intended Outcome

Marilyn Statements 
of  work - 
Contracts

Internal or 
external people 

Define the scope of  a 
project and outline the 
costs and deliverables. 
Establish a signed 
contract or agreement

Rich Proposals and 
Contracts

Clients and 
Potential Clients

Providing a description 
of  my proposed services 
and associated costs; 
explaining work not 
covered

Marilyn PowerPoint 
Presentations

Provide 
information or 
training, propose 
a solution 

Agreement to a solution

People understand and 
can remember what 
was shared and have a 
positive opinion of  me 
and the team

Rich Design 
Drawings (With 
text outlining 
design features)

Clients: Owners, 
Tenants, Facility 
Managers

Understanding of  the 
proposed design ideas; 
Design approval

(continued on next page)
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Written Work/
genres

Audience Intended Outcome

Marilyn Diagrams Internal people To help visualize 
a process or an 
architecture

Rich Drawings Clients, 
Contractors, 
Building Officials

To describe scope of  
construction work 
and compliance with 
building codes

Marilyn Project 
Schedules

Internal or 
external project 
teams

Awareness of  the tasks 
and resources that are 
needed on a project 
to ensure successful 
delivery

Rich Project 
Schedules & 
Phasing Plans

Clients, 
Contractors

Coordination of  
construction work with 
the Client’s operations

In addition to what he put in the chart, Rich also offered a few generalizations about the 
audience and purpose of  his work:

RICH: Aside from quick notations for my own use, most writing is for the 
purpose of  communication with others—to describe tasks, work scopes, design 
ideas, etc. Drawings require a great deal of  text to explain in words what is 
not always clear graphically. Words reinforce the images, and generally take 
precedence over them if  there is a discrepancy. Most of  my written work is 
intended to simply document ideas, decisions and agreements.

Something that I found interesting, in reading these responses, is the different trajectories of  
these texts. According to the ISU Writing Program’s website, trajectory refers to “what 
texts do and how they move around in the world.” Most of  Rich’s writing is directed outside 
of  his own office—after all, the people building the things he designs are outside of  his office. 
Marilyn’s work, though, has a mix of  internal and external trajectories. I was curious how 
intended audience and trajectory impacted their writing, so I asked whether they adjust the 
way that they approach their genres when they are writing for different audiences.

MARILYN: How I adjust my genres for audiences depends on the work 
product—if  it is a presentation, I make sure that it can stand alone in case it 
is circulated to others and I am not presenting it. I like using tables which are 
easier for people. I will use a diagram if  needed.

RICH: If  I know that a document is intended for a client or someone that is 
known to be unfamiliar with design or construction issues, I will try to avoid 
using terminology that might be confusing or difficult to understand. This 
does not necessarily mean changing the content, just the words that are used. 
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Both of  their responses demonstrate that they are accounting for their audiences in their 
composition decisions. Because Rich specifically mentioned word choice, I asked them how 
they do or do not use specialized language in their genres.

MARILYN: If  you mean that perhaps we use technical jargon when 
communicating with others who are not technical, then yes, we need to keep it 
very high level and provide analogies or provide a description. Honestly, non-
technical people are not interested nor do they have the time to understand 
our world. They care about the outcome and trust me and the team to make it 
happen. They just get confused and feel stupid if  we go into too much detail.

RICH: Certainly [I use] specialized terminology as it pertains to building 
materials and processes. Where these are used, they are written with 
contractors in mind—an audience that would be familiar with this “language.” 
In my case, it is more common that people look at and be confused by the 
graphics involved in my work—floor plans, etc.—rather than the words used 
to describe the work. 

In addition to talking about specialized terminology, Rich also talked about the specialized 
graphic (visual) language of  his field:

RICH: Much of  my work product is much more graphically based—
construction drawings, for example. The problem here is that we are generally 
trying to describe a proposed reality that will be constructed and will exist in 
three dimensions on a two-dimensional surface—the paper. Just as a writer 
would carefully select words to describe something, we select from a graphic 
vocabulary that includes line weights and styles and filled areas of  color or 
hatching. In our profession, certain graphic standards have evolved over 
time, and are clearly understood by the intended audience. Dotted lines, for 
example, indicate items that cannot be seen directly in a view. 

I followed up by asking about how they translate the specialized languages (including visual 
languages) of  their work for various audiences. I was backtracking a bit here, finding a way to 
relate their use of  specialized languages to the objectives they sought to achieve with their writing.

MARILYN: There are different types of  diagrams—physical, logical, 
network, integration, transports—it goes on. The thing that is similar is 
that they are read by others and used to guide them in what they are to do. 
When we create architecture diagrams, we make sure that we all use the same 
conventions and symbols. Because architectures need to be understood by 
internal people, it is not unusual for a company to create their own stencils 
and training to be consistent. 

Marilyn’s response made it clear that translating the specialized language isn’t something 
that she has to worry about very often—it’s usually only used within her team. Rich’s 
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response indicated a need to spend more time negotiating between specialized language and 
more general language:

RICH: I have learned to be very good at describing design ideas and 
translating into words the sometimes confusing graphic images that are used 
in presentations. With the development of  software that makes it easier to 
prepare images of  almost photographic quality, it is less important to be able 
to make this translation, as people are comfortable with their understanding 
of  photographic images. Also, since we have to assume that not all viewers of  
a drawing set are familiar with our graphic standards, we generally include 
legends that combine words with the graphic symbols for each drawing type 
and line weight/style to explain our intent. In most cases, these legends take 
the mystery out of  our graphic language for the layman.

It seemed to me that both architects had a good understanding of  their genres in the present 
day, but I wondered how they got to this point. When I asked about how they learned to 
produce the genres that they use in their work, Rich was the only one who answered.

RICH: While there was formal training in school regarding how to put 
together business letters, etc., most of  the language and forms were simply 
learned and perfected over time by practice, learning from situations where 
my intent was not made clear enough by the words that I used, and adjusting 
over time. As I am sure is true with most professionals who have been in their 
fields for a long time, we have learned to pull language and form from our 
experience and memory to apply to situations as needed—whether adding 
text to a drawing, writing a proposal or responding to an e-mail. We do it 
almost without thinking. New knowledge tends to come from either making 
mistakes and learning from them, or more rarely, from making note of  
particularly well-written documents or well-handled situations.

This response seemed to clearly link Rich’s learning process with his success in achieving his 
activity system’s objectives (or others’ successes in the same thing). While Marilyn didn’t talk 
about how she initially learned the genres she uses, she did talk a bit about how she continues 
to learn about different communication methods. She shared a few tidbits that she learned in 
a professional development session recently:

MARILYN: Corporate America is inundated with e-mail and people don’t 
have time to read e-mail or other lengthy documents. Our writing needs to be 
to the point. If  someone opens a long e-mail, they just will skip it and wait for 
the person to reach out or hope that someone else will respond to the e-mail. 
Another trend is to include multi-media instead of  writing. People are used 
to YouTube as a method of  communicating and it is quite effective and fun. 
Lastly, we are using WebEx to host meetings—recording it and then sharing 
it with others to share when there has been a presentation shared or other 
significant information shared.
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I noticed two things in this response. The first was that Marilyn uses specific multimedia 
tools to create her texts in ways that will achieve her objectives (for example, WebEx). The 
second was that the genres that she uses are changing over time—meaning that she has to 
adapt. That got me thinking about how the activity systems are probably changing also 
over time. I wanted to make this a more specific question, though, so I asked how changing 
technology has impacted their composition processes—after all, that technology is a tool that 
contributes to the production of  their writing. By this point in the interview, Marilyn had 
already made reference to several different technological resources that she uses, but Rich 
hadn’t mentioned technology at all.

MARILYN: Great question—there was no concept of  technical architecture 
until recently and over time the standard type of  documents traditionally 
used have undergone tremendous change. The variation in the industry and 
the lack of  a single clear standard makes sharing documents more difficult. 
And the tools are cumbersome to use. Thirty years ago, there was no need 
for any of  this—it was the dawn of  PCs and most companies were using IBM 
mainframes. Then we went to client-server and now we are back to essentially 
what we had with the IBM Mainframe environments only we are calling it 
a cloud—few people really get that. The fact that companies were able to 
create applications and websites didn’t exist, and the need to connect with 
external parties through code has resulted in the creation of  processes and 
tools that didn’t exist.

From what Marilyn said, it seems that her activity system hasn’t even been around for very 
long—it only exists because there is a digital space that needs to be structured, something 
that didn’t exist thirty years ago. I know that people have been designing buildings for much 
longer than that, though, so I was also interested in what Rich had to say:

RICH: I began learning the elements of  this graphic language in my earliest 
drafting classes in high school, and spent years perfecting the art of  creating 
consistently rendered lines by properly sharpening and twisting a pencil as 
I drew it across a page. This was a very tactile way of  communicating—
something that I feel has been lost as more and more work has shifted to 
the computer, where line styles and weights are selected from menus and 
rendered electronically on the screen. Even the ability to clearly letter text 
notes onto a drawing was a highly prized skill, and was practiced endlessly in 
the days of  drawing by hand. Now everything is simply typed onto a screen, 
and a whole new generation of  architects has appeared that lack the ability 
to artfully communicate by their own handwriting. Expediency has replaced 
artistry, and I contend that a little of  the meaning has been lost in translation, 
in the same way that the subtle nuance of  a phrase often gets lost when it is 
translated into another language. Not everyone would agree with me on that 
point, however.

Merrifield — Build This for Me
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This presented a million more questions that I could have asked—about technology, about 
collaboration within the activity system, about reactions to change—but I chose instead to 
step back and think about what I had learned.

Rich and Marilyn’s work clearly functions within complicated activity 
systems that have changed a lot over time. To help make sense of  this, I 
turned to cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), which offers a way 
of  looking at a piece of  writing and seeing it as a part of  a larger, complicated 
world (activity system). I thought that this might help me to understand how 
Rich and Marilyn’s respective objectives are fulfilled by their writing. While 
CHAT is often considered as seven aspects (for more information about these, 
I recommend checking out the ISU Writing Program’s online glossary), I 
really like the approach to CHAT that Ryan Edel outlines in his GWRJ 
article, “In the Twilight of  the Modern Age.” Edel streamlines CHAT into 
three categories: the act of  writing, cultural views, and physical resources, 
all with the caveat that the borders between these categories are somewhat 
slippery (97). 

Looking at what I now know about these two architects’ work products 
through the lens of  those three categories, it’s much easier to see the differences 
and similarities. There’s only occasional overlap in their acts of  writing—they 
might use similar tools (like e-mail) to produce some genres and different tools 
for others, but both find themselves collaborating with and thinking of  others 
as they write their texts. They both have strong relationships with physical 
resources, whether it’s Rich’s relationship with material space or Marilyn’s 
relationship with digital spaces (like websites), but the realities of  how they 
distribute their texts are very different.

Perhaps the greatest area of  unity is in the real world interactions of  their 
texts. Both produce texts with the primary objective of  designing, organizing, 
and constructing material or digital space. They collaborate with others 
along the way, sharing their plans and receiving input, and ultimately their 
diagrams and construction drawings are taken up by others—programmers, 
contractors, etc.—in ways that lead to the construction of  physical and digital 
spaces. Everything that they write, from e-mails to contracts to architectural 
diagrams, builds on the previous writing task to achieve that objective.

With all of  this in mind, I can finally see why they are both called 
architects, even if  they work in completely different fields, with different 
tools and with different groups of  people. While their activity systems exist 
in different fields—digital spaces and physical spaces—they are united by 
the shared objective of  directing others in the creation of  spaces, and this is 
reflected in the writing that they produce.
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“Write That Down”: A Genre Analysis of Academic Note-Taking

Katy Lewis

In this article, Katy Lewis examines several note-taking methods in order 
to think through how she came to understand her own note-taking. 
She breaks down note-taking by using cultural-historical activity theory 
(CHAT) to analyze what might be considered the “genre of academic 
note-taking,” specifically considering socialization, production, ecology, 
and reception.

There comes a time in your life when you realize the things that you thought 
you knew aren’t necessarily true. While that sounds really cheesy and cliché, 
I think this idea best describes what it’s like to see a genre that you’ve been so 
used to all of  your life in a new and almost unfamiliar way. For me, this genre 
was note-taking. I’d been taking notes all of  my life, so I just assumed that 
the way I took notes didn’t really need to be thought about or deconstructed. 
For most of  my undergraduate career, I didn’t think about note-taking at all, 
really. I just did it.

And then I took American literature.

I remember staring at an American literature exam and realizing that the 
sentence my professor had pulled out of  one of  the texts that we had read was 
completely unfamiliar to me. I also remember getting my exam back, seeing the 
wrong answer slashed through, and going back to my notes to find that I had, 
in fact, noted this particular sentence. But it was lost in the jumble of  notes that 
I had taken, so I didn’t notice it. Clearly, the way that I had taken notes hadn’t 
helped me on the test. This was the first time that I actively thought about the 
way I took notes and why I was taking them in a particular way.
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This particular experience inspired me to write this article. So, I’m 
going to talk a lot about my own note-taking process, but my ultimate goal 
is to consider how the activities surrounding note-taking in the classroom1 
work. While my note-taking process will be very specific to my respective 
field—English literature—that doesn’t mean that what I’ve learned through 
processing my own note-taking isn’t valuable. In fact, by investigating my own 
note-taking, I’ve revised and changed things to fit the new situations I’ve found 
myself  in. One of  the biggest things that I’ve reconsidered is my understanding, 
in general, of  note-taking as a genre. When I was younger, I often felt like 
there was only one way to take notes because I was taught specific methods to 
note-taking. In order to think through how I came to understand note-taking, 
my goal in this article is to break down note-taking by using cultural-historical 
activity theory (CHAT) to analyze what might be considered the “genre of  
academic note-taking.” In doing this, I hope that you will see that note-taking 
isn’t a completely stable genre and that understanding its instability will allow 
you to figure out a note-taking strategy for yourself. I’ll consider my own note-
taking alongside other examples of  note-taking in order to reflect on the note-
taking that I do now as a first year Master’s student.

The Socialization of Note-Taking: Why do I Take Notes the Way that I Take Notes?

I think that it is important to understand how we are socialized to think about 
particular genres. Before we can move on to the actual production of  the notes, 
we need to first examine our attitudes about note-taking. When I first began 
thinking about this article, I knew I would have to think about why I take 
notes the way that I do, and I found that the socialization component of  
CHAT gave me a good way to begin to consider why I’ve made the choices I 
did. Joyce Walker, in “Just CHATting,” notes that “Socialization describes the 
interactions of  people and institutions as they produce, distribute, and use texts. 
When people engage with texts, they are also (consciously and unconsciously) 
engaged in the practice of  representing and transforming different kinds of  
social and cultural practices” (76). I began thinking about socialization in 
relation to my note-taking by considering a few questions: When did this specific 
way of  note-taking start? What were its influences? How did one note-taking setting differ 
from another setting? To answer them, I want to describe two distinct experiences 
that affected how I viewed note-taking and how I learned to take notes.

The first time that I can remember distinctly being taught how to take 
notes was in my sixth grade science class. My teacher was very strict about 
the way that we recorded our notes. She would create outlined notes with 
roman numerals and would then project them on the overhead for us to 
copy exactly as she had written them. I began to associate note-taking with 
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a proper format. You did exactly as you were told; you recorded things in a 
linear format; you put things in order. My teacher, who was neither unkind 
nor cold, simply wanted things done in a specific way. In a way, I became 
socialized to this type of  note-taking because the outline method is the most 
obvious formatting influence on my particular note-taking. 

My second distinct experience occurred during my junior year of  college 
in an American literature course. As an English major, I grew accustomed to 
a discussion-based classroom prompted by the professor’s guidance through a 
text. Oftentimes, this meant that the things that I had written down in my notes 
weren’t linear but instead focused on wherever our ideas took us, so the outline 
method didn’t work perfectly for me. My professor really enjoyed focusing 
on key words or sentences, and when I went to take his exam, I struggled to 
identify those sentences or words because my notes were one big blur. Even 
though I indented things, like I had learned to do way back in sixth grade, 
my eyes somehow skipped the things that mattered most to the professor. So, 
I tried to think of  a way to pay more attention to what my professor said. 
While reading the text, I would highlight the things I liked in green. In class, 
whatever my professor pointed out, I would highlight in orange, so that when I 
studied I could go back and see what he pointed out, e.g. the things that would 
likely end up on the exam. This simple distinction helped me to begin thinking 
about the ways that people discussed texts and contributed to each other’s 
understanding of  a text, which I’ll come back to later.

In both instances, note-taking was a teacher-centered activity. While I, 
the student, was actually doing the activity, it was the teacher who ultimately 
had control over what I wrote down. Although the two note-taking settings 
seem so different (sixth grade versus junior year of  college), thinking about 
them through socialization made me realize that they were more similar than 
I had originally thought. As a teacher-centered activity, note-taking, then, 
implies that there is a right and a wrong way to take notes—that if  you didn’t 
do it a certain way then they weren’t really notes. Even though I would be the 
only person who saw them, years later I still felt compelled to follow a certain 
format because that was how I’d been trained to think about notes. I would 
take these note-taking strategies with me throughout the rest of  my career, 
and they would continue to shape the way that I took notes.

The Production of Note-Taking: A Quick Overview of Other Note-Taking Methods

While the above are the most important note-taking experiences that I’ve 
ever had, I also want to consider other ways of  producing notes. In CHAT, 
“Production deals with the means through which a text is produced . . . [which] 

Lewis — “Write That Down”
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includes both tools . . . and practices,” Walker notes (Walker 74). “Production 
also considers the genres and structures that can contribute to and even ‘pre-
shape’ our ability to produce text,” which is what I think is the most important 
thing to consider about note-taking methods (Walker 74). So, we could consider 
the tools of  note-taking to be pens and paper—or maybe you’re a pencil 
person—or maybe you like to take notes on your laptop. All of  these directly 
affect the way that the notes will be composed. If  you’re writing in pencil, you 
can erase if  you wrote down the wrong date for an important historical battle. If  
you’re typing, you can simply backspace it away. However, if  you’re using pen, 
are you going to scratch through it or attempt to white it out? Will you forget 
later that you did that and be confused by the scratches? If  you’re particular, 
like me, maybe you can’t stand to see all of  those marks on your paper. Maybe, 
though, it doesn’t bother you at all. Whatever your preferences, your production 
of  notes, at some point in time, was structured and socialized.

Like I mentioned previously, there is probably an instance in which you 
were specifically taught how to take notes. Since there are so many varied 
settings in which note-taking is required, one note-taking method isn’t going 
to work for every setting. Somehow, though, we all believe that there is a right 
way to produce notes because many of  our antecedent genres of  note-
taking come from situations in which we were taught a particular formula 
for completing notes. This understanding of  notes is why I think it would 
help to first provide short descriptions of  several note-taking methods and 
discuss how these systems influenced my own note-taking. These methods 
complicate the ways that we can understand note-taking because of  the limits 
and freedoms each method places on the creator of  the text.

The Outline Method 

The outline method is probably the method that most people are familiar with and 
is the method that influenced my notes the most. In this method, as you can see in 
Figure 1, you take notes so that you start with the most important points and then 
“[i]ndent each more specific point to the right” (“Note Taking Systems”). You 

Figure 1: An example of  the Outline Method.
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can indicate the indents with a variety of  symbols, such as “Roman numerals or 
decimals,” or you can use letters, like I used in Figure 1 (“Note Taking Systems”). 
While using symbols isn’t necessary since you can identify the main points of  
your notes based on how things have been indented, I prefer to use three symbols: 
a dash (—) for major points, a dot (•) for the first level of  specific points, and an 
arrow (à) for the second level of  specific points. This allows me to not only see 
the relationships formed by space but also to see the relationship differentiated by 
symbols, which can be really helpful when skimming for a quick reference.

The tricky part with the outline method in an academic setting is that your 
professor may reference something in class that doesn’t fit well into your outline. 
Maybe they go off  on a tangent that has nothing to do with the previous topic. 
(Say, they start talking about The Hunger Games before they’ve finished talking 
about Sorcerer’s Stone.) Or they start talking about something that happened in 1830 
even though they’ve been talking about 1870. This particular shortcoming of  the 
outline method is because this format is best “used if  the lecture is presented in 
outline organization” (“Note Taking Systems”). Like any genre with shortcomings, 
you can find a way to subvert it or change what you’ve been doing in order to fit 
the needs of  your own production. In my case, whenever my professor references 
something that doesn’t fit under then main topic of  the outline section I am 
recording in, I mark that information with brackets—[ ]—to indicate that the 
information was relevant but didn’t necessarily occur under that main bullet point.

The Cornell Method 

Figure 2: An example of  the Cornell Method.

Lewis — “Write That Down”
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I first encountered this method during a class that I took when I visited 
Yellowstone National Park, during which we were required to keep a field 
journal of  our interviews with local residents. To begin with, the Cornell 
method has a more rigid structure than other note-taking methods, which 
you can see in Figure 2. In this method, you must leave “a 2 ½ inch margin 
on the left leaving a six-inch area on the right in which to make notes” (“Note 
Taking Systems”). The six-inch area is used for general lecture notes, which 
can be anything from “diagrams” to “questions/answers provided by the 
professor during her lecture” (“Note Taking: Cornell Method”). During my 
Yellowstone trip, I used this section to differentiate between each individual 
interviewed. The 2 ½ inch margin is used in the next step of  the Cornell 
note-taking method, which is the review process.

After you’ve taken your notes, you should go back over them and try 
to “condense your notes,” because “[r]eviewing lecture material within 24-
48 hours of  the lecture can increase how much material you remember by 
approximately 80%” (“Note Taking: Cornell Method”). During this stage, 
you use the 2 ½ margin as the “recall column,” where you can write keywords 
or phrases that relate to your notes, and finally, you use the bottom section 
to “summarize the lecture in your own words” (“Note Taking: Cornell 
Method”). I used the reflection section to talk about the main things that I 
took away from my interviews, which I used for my final project in the class. 

The most important thing to understand about the Cornell method is that it 
helps you organize your notes so that you can review them. Specifically, you are 
supposed to “[c]over up the right-hand column where you recorded your notes 
and use the key words and phrases in the recall column to trigger your memory” 
(“Note Taking: Cornell Method”). Additionally, the Cornell Method is good for 
“any lecture situation” since it allows you to follow the lecture and provides you 
with an “[o]rganized and systematic [way] for recording and reviewing notes” 
and its “[e]asy format [allows] for pulling out major concept[s] and ideas” 
(“Note Taking Systems”). While this can be a helpful process for many people, I 
don’t study this way. In my Yellowstone course, I didn’t need to review my notes 
this way either because my final project was a paper, not an exam.

Through this experience, I also realized that the major thing that I didn’t 
like about the Cornell method was that the structure was too rigid for me. I 
often felt like I just wanted to write things in and draw arrows to things, but 
I couldn’t because I had to follow the format provided. When interviewing 
someone, I felt like I couldn’t just let the interview flow because I was so 
concerned about how the notes needed to look. This production method 
hindered me more than helped me because it disconnected my interview 
experience by causing me to focus mainly on the text I was producing rather 
than the information my interviewee was producing.
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Other Methods

The Mapping Method 

The Mapping Method is useful for visual learners. This method in particular 
is “graphic representation of  the content or lecture,” so you can see how the 
relationships between “each fact or idea to every other fact or idea” (“Note 
Taking Systems”). This method is useful “when the lecture content is heavy 
and well-organized,” and it “[m]ay also be used effectively when you have 
a guest lecturer and have no idea how the lecture is going to be presented” 
(“Note Taking Systems”). I usually don’t use this method because, while I am 
a visual learner, I prefer to differentiate topics with indentions rather than 
arrows and space. Additionally, this method takes up a lot of  space, and I try 
to conserve my paper. As well, the English literature classroom doesn’t really 
promote this type of  note-taking because it is more discussion-based than 
lecture-based. However, I have found the mapping method useful in history 
classes, where I have to connect historical events and people. 

The Charting Method

The Charting Method is good for a “setting up your paper by drawing 
columns and labeling appropriate headings in a table,” and it “[h]elps you 
track conversation and dialogues where you would normally be confused” 
(“Note Taking Systems”). While I don’t generally use this method, I have 

Figure 3: An example of  the Mapping Method.

Figure 4: An example of  the Charting Method.

Lewis — “Write That Down”
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appropriated this method and use it to compare and contrast two topics 
that we’re discussing in class. For me, this is a better way than using a Venn 
Diagram because my handwriting doesn’t usually fit in those circles. 

The four types of  note-taking methods that I’ve discussed so far are 
only a few examples of  how you could take notes. There are many methods 
of  note-taking, each imposing their own constraints and freedoms on the 
producer of  the text, whether that producer actually realizes it or not. The 
fact that note-taking generally presents itself  as a format or formula you’re 
supposed to follow signals to us that we often view note-taking rigidly—as 
something that has one right way. However, academic note-taking, like any 
other genre, can be subverted. Many of  the choices that I’ve made about my 
personal notes have subverted the conventions in one way or another. For the 
Outline Method, I often don’t worry about tangential information because 
I’ve figured out a way to include it; while I generally disliked using the Cornell 
Method, I loved the idea of  keywords and phrases written out on the side, so 
I try to include that in my annotations when I’m reading a text. Thus, my 
production of  my particular note-taking genre involved deliberate decision 
making, thinking about whether to adhere to genre conventions or subvert 
them. In the next section, I’ll move away from talking about a system of  
note-taking to talking about how the ecology aspects of  my own note-taking 
influenced my note-taking and my chosen production tools.

The Overlapping Production and Ecology of (My) Graduate Student Notes

Production, as I mentioned previously, considers the tools and processes 
that occur when creating a specific genre. The production of  my notes, while 
relying heavily on some of  the note-taking methods I’ve already talked about, 
ultimately was influenced by office supplies. Silly, I know, and before actively 
reflecting on my own note-taking, I had never considered the role that office 
supplies would play in the production of  my notes.

When I originally started distinguishing between the professor’s thoughts 
and my own, I used an orange highlighter for the things that the professor 
pointed out and a green highlighter for my ideas. However, the green/
orange combo didn’t last very long because I couldn’t afford it. I am quite 
particular about which office supplies I buy, and when reading, I only used 
Sharpie Accent Pocket Highlighters because they worked better with texts 
with smaller prints, which is usually what I was reading. However, in order 
to have green highlighters of  this kind I have to buy them in bulk, which 
costs between $7 and $10, depending on what store I went to. So, it became 
too expensive to continue using green for the things that I found important 
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since I went through them so quickly, so I switched to blue because two blue 
highlighters come in the bulk packages. At this point, I still used orange for 
the things my professor found important, but over the next few semesters I 
switched to green because I just liked that color better. Since my professor 
usually didn’t point out as many quotes as I normally would have underlined 
during my first reading of  the text, green was still a good choice because I 
didn’t go through them very quickly. However, I still needed a color to identify 
the places where my thoughts about what was important in a text overlapped 
with what the professor thought. Orange, then, became the color that I used 
to show those, and I often highlighted next to the things that overlapped, so I 
would know what was doubly important.

However, becoming a graduate student involved a whole new way of  
understanding note-taking. Part of  this came from having to understand note-
taking as a student-centered activity rather than a teacher-centered activity. 
As I entered my first semester of  graduate school, I had to confront my own 
note-taking process once again. This is where ecology —“what we usually 
think of  as a mere backdrop for our purposeful activities in creating texts”—
comes in because ecology often works on texts in mysterious ways (Walker 
76). Walker says that “environmental factors can become very active in some 
situations in shaping or interacting with our textual productions” (76). Ecology 
is often identifiable in the things that the author of  a text doesn’t necessarily 
have control over. In two of  my three graduate courses, I was asked to keep 
a notebook in which I responded to readings and made connections between 
readings and class discussion; at the same time, I recorded my notes from 
class in these notebooks. Before this, I specifically chose to take notes with 
loose-leaf  paper and a binder so I could insert or take out things as necessary. 
I had to change how I took notes because of  something out of  my control 
(my professor’s request). In addition to this, my classes involved a different 
level of  discussion. More voices joined the conversation about readings, and 
I wanted—even needed— my notes to reflect these additional opinions. My 
reading method changed, too; because I was reading so much, I was going 
through my highlighters really quickly, so I started using different colored pens 
to do the work of  the highlighters and jumped from 3 color designations to 6.

As the situations in which I was taking notes changed, I had to adjust. 
My classes were no longer about listening to the professor say things just 
so I could write them down in my notes. The simple regurgitation of  sixth 
grade was no more. Thus, taking notes involves more than putting pen to 
paper or fingers to keyboard. (What if  you lose power and can’t charge your 
laptop? What if  you leave your notebook or pens at home?) Considering these 
ecological aspects helps us better understand the ways that note-taking occurs 
and how this genre isn’t completely stable.

Lewis — “Write That Down”
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The Potentiality of Reception 

I’d like to now consider the reception aspect of  CHAT in regards to note-
taking. Walker points out that “[r]eception deals with how a text is taken 
up and used by others. Reception is not just who will read a text, but takes 
into account the ways people might use or re-purpose a text (sometimes in 
ways the author may not have anticipated or intended)” (75). Because of  
its various forms, methods, and settings, note-taking can be taken up in a 
variety of  ways. As we’ve seen by examining the production, socialization, 
and ecology aspects of  note-taking, a variety of  things influence the ways 
that we take notes.

While my particular note-taking is specific to my process of  understanding, 
I hope that sharing my investigation of  my personal note-taking through 
CHAT helped you better consider the complicated nature of  note-taking and 
the various activities involved in producing this text. Since thinking about 
note-taking as one large genre ignores the variety of  influences and activities 
involved in creating notes, it is important to realize that what works in one 
setting will not necessarily work for another setting. As you find yourself  
existing in different educational spaces, you are also going to find that your 
process for studying/taking notes/writing isn’t going to perfectly transfer 
from one space to another. This doesn’t mean, though, you need to toss away 
all of  your hard work from one class because another class is asking you to 
do something completely different. Rather, you can (and, I believe, should) 
imagine how what you’ve learned in one place will work (and won’t work) in 
another place.

This is essentially the process that I went through in order to create 
the note-taking method that I use now. As I have discovered through this 
reflective journey, you must decide for yourself  what parts of  a note-taking 
system works for you and what parts don’t. By assessing yourself  and your 
situation, you can learn to be more successful in a variety of  situations.

Endnotes
1Of  course, there are other kinds of  note-taking, (such as note-taking in 
professional settings), but I am most interested in note-taking that occurs in 
academic settings since this is what I have the most experience with. With 
that said, any of  the points that I make about academic note-taking can be 
applied to any other sort of  note-taking. More importantly, when I say note-
taking, I specifically mean academic note-taking.
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The March of the Llamas: Or, How to Be an Effective Note-Taker

Nathan Schmidt

In this article, Nathan Schmidt considers how notebook doodles can 
actually be an important part of a writing activity system, and how 
a healthy relationship with distraction can help a writer cultivate a 
confident writing research identity. He examines his own doodling 
practices, applying CHAT as a theoretical model for understanding 
how doodling may be related to concepts such as representation, 
socialization, and reception. He does not offer any note-taking advice.

The first thing you need to know about this article is that part of  the title is a 
lie. Since you can already see that there are marching llamas above, I’ll let you 
guess which part it is. There are many methods of  note-taking: the “outlining 
method,” the “mapping method,” the super-special “Cornell Method,” the 
“charting method.” Just do a quick Google search for “note-taking” and you’ll 
find all kinds of  useful and reasonably effective note-taking and study tips.

This article is about none of  those. 

As you may have already noticed, this article is about marching llamas. 
You can see them up there, trundling away, until the one at the bottom asks:
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Why Are We Doing This?

Trying to understand what we’re doing when we don’t think we’re writing is a 
big part of  writing research. You might even get away with saying it is the big 
question of  writing research: before, during, and after I sit down to put words 
on the page, what is all the other stuff  that is going on that contributes to this 
exact group of  words, in this exact order, at this particular moment in space 
and time? There are several words we use for this: production, representation, 
distribution, reception, socialization, activity, and ecology are some common 
ones from cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), and there are a few 
more that you might come across elsewhere in this journal. 

I am especially interested in representation, which we might somewhat 
simplistically just call “planning.” What do you do before you actually put your 
pen to the paper, or your fingers to the keyboard? What’s happening when you’re 
staring at that blank glaring white wasteland of  an empty document on your 
monitor, trying to de-jumble the pile of  words in your head so you can dump them 
out on the screen through your fingertips? What image are we holding in our 
minds before we move on with the actual production of  the text, and how is that 
image related to the thing that ultimately ends up on the paper or on the screen?

The shortest way for me to answer these questions for you is, “I have 
no idea. I just dink around on the Internet for a while and then I check in 
with the word processor to see if  anything has magically appeared there in 
my absence.” But that’s not very helpful for anyone, nor does it involve any 
llamas. I’ve already broken one promise (you know, about the note-taking, in 
the title), and I’m sure not about to break another one (there must be llamas). See, 
sometimes representation is easy to notice: you outline, you map, you chart; 
it’s easy to see how those things are representing the thing that you ultimately 
plan on making. But what if  it’s not as cut-and-dry as all that? What if  it’s a 
messier, more chaotic process? What if, instead of  expecting a linear 1:1 ratio 
of  representational activity to finished product, you just kind of  . . . doodle?

Gandalf Is Grumpy

I’ve been a pretty avid doodler for as long as I can remember. It’s 
not that I’m not listening; it’s just that my brain can’t sit still. Let 
me tell you: some people I’ve sat next to in classes are just amazing. 
They’ll get to the end of  a class or training session and have this 
gorgeous mandala, or some kind of  immaculately detailed anime 
cyborg-warrior, or a complete still life with perspective and 
everything. I can do none of  those things. Grumpy Gandalf  over 
there (Figure 1) is probably the best you’re going to get. But that Figure 1: This article is 

about doodling, and I’m 
not even good at it.
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doesn’t keep me from doodling, because guess what? I don’t care what it looks 
like. It completely doesn’t matter. Where does it come from? Beats me. What 
was the purpose? Anybody’s guess. Why Grumpy Gandalf ? It was probably 
a class in the twentieth-century fantasy novel, and I was probably short on 
coffee that day (brief  digression: yes, that is exactly why Grumpy Gandalf). I 
wasn’t making it for you, or anyone, to look at. I opened my head and it fell 
out onto the paper. Simple as that. 

But it isn’t, right? It can’t be that simple, because (spoiler alert) nothing 
is. When I was first sitting down to write this article, all I really knew was that 
I wanted to talk about distraction, which is not one of  our seven key CHAT 
terms, but which I believe is a really important part of  the writing process, 
especially of  activities related to representation. You’re sitting there, you’ve 
got your word processor open, you’re all ready to write . . . then the dog barks, 
the phone bleeps, the Instagram beckons, and three and a half  hours later, 
you’re back at the blank white screen. What happens in all that time and 
space? How does all that dog-walking, what’s-apping, selfie-admiring activity 
contribute to the thing you ultimately end up putting on paper? I don’t think 
we can really know for sure, but I do believe we can make a really good, 
educated guess (the technical term for which would be “research”). 

Distraction, however, is a difficult beast to track, because you’re only 
really performing a distracted activity when you don’t know you’re doing it. 
Sure, you might be walking the dog to distract yourself  from writing a paper 
or a memo, but as long as that little voice is in the back of  your head going 
“writing, writing, writing, you’ve still got writing to do,” you haven’t really 
been successful now, have you? You’re only really distracted when the dog 
slips the leash and goes tearing off  through the neighborhood, and every 
last little thought of  the writing work to be done has vanished into the void 
of  adrenaline and profanity. The only way for me to study the way that my 
distraction participated in my representation would be to somehow catch 
myself  in the act of  distraction, at which point I would not be distracted 
anymore. This was a problem. So I started thinking about a genre (another 
really important writing research word) of  distraction: some type of  writing/
making/creating activity that happens only in a distracted state; ideally, one 
that you have to be distracted in order to do. Texting while driving seemed 
like a good one, but I wasn’t really interested enough in my question to tempt 
fate the way I would have to in order to pursue that particular line of  inquiry. 
Then I remembered: the doodles! Grumpy Gandalf, the Marching Llamas, 
and the Elbow Guy! For some reason or another, fully knowing that I will 
never, ever look at them again, I’ve kept every notebook I’ve ever doodled in 
during my (relatively long) college career. I didn’t have to catch myself  in the 
act of  distraction, because I’d already created a perfect written record of  my 

Schmidt — The March of the Llamas
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distracted brain in lecture after lecture, written evidence of  my coffee jitters, 
my 2 AM study guide marathons, my feverish attempts to prepare for the next 
morning’s essay test. It was all right there, but what could I do with it?

Enter the Elbow Guy

See, the act of  taking notes itself  is already a really 
interesting writing phenomenon. Why do it at all? Sure, you 
want to remember the information that people are giving 
you, especially when you are going to be held responsible 
for using that information to earn a grade on a test or an 
assignment. Maybe there’s also a sense in which you really 
want to hang on to that information to refer back to later 
for your own use, or (like me) to just obsessively keep it 

because you “never know when it might come in handy” to know the names 
of  all the bones of  the inner ear or how many phyla of  fungi are native to 
Madagascar. It just so happens that the Internet is full of  ideas about taking 
notes, and most of  them (by which I mean “most of  the stuff  on the first page 
of  the Google search”) come from colleges, although there are certainly other 
settings in which note-taking is appropriate and necessary. Right there we can 
guess what elements of  socialization and ecology (the physical world 
around us) might go into our notebooks (and our doodles). Note-taking 
happens in a room, where a bunch of  people are sitting and one person is 
standing and telling all the sitting people things they want them to remember, 
because they have the authority of  an instructor. There is a power structure 
involved, we might say. Maybe the instructor put together a PowerPoint 
presentation, or they scribbled all over the dry-erase board, and your notes 
are a part of  your reception of  the text that they are giving you—the way 
you take the text and work with it, making your own thing. 

But the funny thing about it is that if  you ask the experts what the 
purpose is of  taking notes, they generally seem to assume that you already 
know. California Polytechnic’s Academic Skills Center has a great page on 
note-taking, but it doesn’t really say much about why you’re doing it in the 
first place other than a reference to “recording and reviewing” (“Note-taking 
Systems”). Purdue’s OWL writing site offers note-taking as a practice for 
avoiding plagiarism (“Best Practices”). University of  Redlands says that they 
offer methods that “are proven to be successful” (“Five Notetaking Methods”), 
without really indicating what success would look like. Dartmouth’s Academic 
Skills Center says that “students frequently do not realize the importance of  
notetaking and listening,” but only offers that “lecture notes can be a critical 
tool for preparing for exams” (“Classes”). Virginia Polytechnic’s Division of  

Figure 2: The product of  com-
pletely inattentive exhaustion.

Figure 2: The product of  
completely inattentive exhaustion.
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distracted brain in lecture after lecture, written evidence of  my coffee jitters, 
my 2 AM study guide marathons, my feverish attempts to prepare for the next 
morning’s essay test. It was all right there, but what could I do with it?

Enter the Elbow Guy

See, the act of  taking notes itself  is already a really 
interesting writing phenomenon. Why do it at all? Sure, you 
want to remember the information that people are giving 
you, especially when you are going to be held responsible 
for using that information to earn a grade on a test or an 
assignment. Maybe there’s also a sense in which you really 
want to hang on to that information to refer back to later 
for your own use, or (like me) to just obsessively keep it 

because you “never know when it might come in handy” to know the names 
of  all the bones of  the inner ear or how many phyla of  fungi are native to 
Madagascar. It just so happens that the Internet is full of  ideas about taking 
notes, and most of  them (by which I mean “most of  the stuff  on the first page 
of  the Google search”) come from colleges, although there are certainly other 
settings in which note-taking is appropriate and necessary. Right there we can 
guess what elements of  socialization and ecology (the physical world 
around us) might go into our notebooks (and our doodles). Note-taking 
happens in a room, where a bunch of  people are sitting and one person is 
standing and telling all the sitting people things they want them to remember, 
because they have the authority of  an instructor. There is a power structure 
involved, we might say. Maybe the instructor put together a PowerPoint 
presentation, or they scribbled all over the dry-erase board, and your notes 
are a part of  your reception of  the text that they are giving you—the way 
you take the text and work with it, making your own thing. 

But the funny thing about it is that if  you ask the experts what the 
purpose is of  taking notes, they generally seem to assume that you already 
know. California Polytechnic’s Academic Skills Center has a great page on 
note-taking, but it doesn’t really say much about why you’re doing it in the 
first place other than a reference to “recording and reviewing” (“Note-taking 
Systems”). Purdue’s OWL writing site offers note-taking as a practice for 
avoiding plagiarism (“Best Practices”). University of  Redlands says that they 
offer methods that “are proven to be successful” (“Five Notetaking Methods”), 
without really indicating what success would look like. Dartmouth’s Academic 
Skills Center says that “students frequently do not realize the importance of  
notetaking and listening,” but only offers that “lecture notes can be a critical 
tool for preparing for exams” (“Classes”). Virginia Polytechnic’s Division of  

Figure 2: The product of  com-
pletely inattentive exhaustion.

Student Affairs says that “adequate notes are a necessary adjunct to efficient 
studying and learning in college” (“Note-taking”), which is nice, but again 
doesn’t tell us why. The Academic Advising webpage at the College of  Saint 
Benedict gave the best answer I could find to help us with our question. They 
offer a six-point numbered list on “why take notes in class”: 

 1. Organized notes will help you identify the core of  important ideas in 
the lecture.

 2. A permanent record will help you to learn and remember later. 

 3. The lecture may contain information not available anywhere else. This 
will be your only chance to learn it. 

 4. Lecture is where you learn what your instructor thinks is important, and 
he makes up the exams. 

 5. Class assignments are usually given in the lecture. 

 6. The underlying organization and purpose of  the lecture will become 
clear through note-taking. (“Lecture Note-taking”)

It’s a great list, right? I don’t think I would even add anything to it. Core 
concepts, learning and remembering, an exclusive chance at key information; 
all excellent goals. A nod to the fact that the biggest reason a person is probably 
taking notes at all starts with an E and ends with X-A-M, whether that’s in 
school or for a professional license. Preparation for future assignments, and a key 
to the purpose of  the lecture—notes help you figure out why you’re sitting there 
in the first place! Perfect. But then . . . enter the Elbow Guy (Figures 2 and 3).

Why? Why do we do this? Why do I do this? If  the 
purpose of  note-taking is basically to participate in the 
reception of  the instructor’s text to the point at which 
one can perform the activity appropriate to the text’s 
socialization (i.e., remember the stuff  and write the 
paper/pass the test), what on earth is so satisfying about 
scribbling nonsense all over the margins? I’m sure we 
can agree on one thing: whatever the reason is, it has 
nothing to do with any of  those six bullet points above. 
Doodling introduces disorganization into an otherwise organized system, a sort of  
mathematical chaos into a neat 1:1 ratio of  representation to finished product. 
It doesn’t really help you remember anything, and if  anything it makes it more 
likely that you will miss your only chance to hear a part of  the lecture, if  the 
instructor is only going to say it once. It won’t help you with the exam, it won’t 
help you with any assignments, and it certainly will not make the “underlying 
organization and purpose” any clearer. So, what gives? What’s the value here?

Figure 3: Seriously, why?
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See, the beauty of  CHAT as a theoretical 
model is that it allows us to acknowledge every part of  
the writing process, even the parts that seem to be 
useless. And from a production standpoint, maybe 
all that doodling really does is reveal my unhealthy 
proclivity for hot beverages (Figure 4). But CHAT 
doesn’t start or end with production. Production 
is only part of  a whole network of  activities that 
sometimes all happen at once and sometimes happen 
separately. Remember how we said earlier that your 

notes are a part of  your reception of  the text that is being given to you? For 
CHAT, that includes all of  your notes: not just your nice, neat outline, not 
just your list of  dates, not just your Cornell Method Whatever. When your 
response to that PowerPoint includes dots and squiggles and blobfish, CHAT 
says that your writing activity system is now home to dots and squiggles and 
blobfish, along with whatever “actually relevant” information you wanted to 
write down. Your notes are your notes, and whatever you make with them 
includes everything, all at once.

But We Were Talking About “Distraction”

Right. Yes, we were talking about “distraction” 
(Figure 5). Because this is all fine, how CHAT 
means that you can doodle and scribble all over 
the place and it’s as much a part of  your writing 
process as anything else, but we were going to 
talk about representation, right? We were going 

to discuss the place that this stuff  all comes from, the planning part, so we 
can understand how to overcome that scary blank page-space that’s waiting 
to be filled by your next writing assignment. On a cognitive level, of  course, 
I have no idea. Some part of  the brain probably makes doodles. Maybe 
the hippocampus. That’s a brain part, right? Sure. That’s not what we’re 
talking about here. But from a theoretical standpoint, two incredible writing 
researchers named Paul Prior and Jody Shipka did a study that should help 
us answer some of  these questions.

Prior and Shipka wanted to really get into people’s writing minds, to see 
what’s really going on in there when we’re trying to put some words down on 
paper. They did three in-depth case studies on what they called “environment 
selecting and structuring practices” (ESSP’s for short). Basically, they had 
their three study participants sit down and draw out their writing process and 
their writing space, on paper, sort of  like a (you guessed it) doodle. Just little 

Figure 4: Hot beverages.

Figure 5: Get it? Me neither. Not really.
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stick people, in a graph or diagram showing what the writing space looked 
like. I tried it out myself, using my living room in my apartment as a subject 
(Figure 6):

As you can see, a masterpiece. Anyway, what Prior and Shipka discovered 
is that “self  structuring is achieved through environment structuring,” that 
the spaces we carve out for ourselves when we write are actually part of  the 
same activity system that helps us define “who we are” for ourselves. In the 
study, they talk a lot about “interior practices,” how writing necessitates a 
“translation between an iconic, and still somewhat unknown, interior world 
and a linguistic articulation that must be formed and externalized for others 
to apprehend” (Prior and Shipka). So, my little map of  my apartment there 
tells us a lot about my writing process, which also says a lot about me. There’s 
baby stuff  everywhere; I need to be able to write with a lot of  distracting 
stuff  going on in the background. There’s laundry on the floor; sometimes 
the practical needs of  the day have to wait until later if  the writing has a 
deadline. All these things speak to and across each other, because all the 
background distraction also changes the finished product. We don’t know 
what a distraction-less paper would have looked like, because we don’t have 
that one. But we know that the one with the distraction in the activity system 
is different from the hypothetical one that would have been created without 
the distraction. The way I structure my environment reflects the way I am, 
the way I want my world to look, and that structure directly impacts the way 
that my words get translated from that mushy interior world in my head out 
onto the concrete page and into the concrete world. 

Figure 6: The writing space, courtesy of  Paint.
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So, Finally, the Doodles

Here’s what we have so far: CHAT says that 
notebook doodles are actually part of  the 
activity system that we would call “taking notes.” 
Notes have a surface-level purpose: we’ve got 
to get ready for that exam/assignment/other-
situation-in-which-I’ll-need-this-info! But they 
also have what we might call a subliminal 
purpose; they give you something to do when 

your mind just needs to escape for a little bit, when you need to, shall we say, 
re-select and re-structure your environment in the classroom. The doodles are 
part of  the reception of  the instructor’s text, but they are also part of  a system 
of  representation on your part: when you draw that silly Thoreau neckbeard 
joke (that nobody will even get), you are making something (Figure 7). 

Remember that power structure we were talking about earlier? To 
“take notes” is one way for socialization within that activity system to be 
expressed. But doodling in your notes is a different way, a way for you 
to take the text you’re given (from the instructor) and make something of  
your own. Doodling is harnessing an otherwise largely analytical writing 
task and infusing it with chaos, which is another way of  saying creativity. 
Doodling is creative; it’s making something out of  nothing, filling that 
blank space on the paper. Productivity and creativity actually resist 
and complement each other at the same time, because on the one hand 
you’re not really paying attention, but on the other hand you’re making 
something else, something new. In that newly opened creative space, 
you re-structure your environment. Sure, maybe you can’t just get up 
in the middle of  the lecture and move all the desks and tables around. 
But there’s still something missing, something that, without it, the space 
doesn’t feel right. Your mind wanders; you’re distracted—your activity 
system needs life and color. So the pen meets the paper and all kinds of  
goofy stuff  comes out; just whatever happens to be in your head at the 
time. Maybe you feel the need to try to draw big samovar teapots (Figure 
8). Maybe you spent so much time trying to finish the required reading 
last night that you can’t keep your eyes open, and you need a sideways 
toothy monster to help you express your exhaustion (Figure 9). Either 
way, the classroom doesn’t typically give you a lot of  space to select and 
structure your environment for yourself. So, you take the only other thing 
available to you and you structure your writing, your notebook, instead. 
This allows you to take the little slice of  time and space that you spend 
in the learning space and make it yours. In this way, distraction actually 
becomes productive; it helps you to re-structure your environment in such 

Figure 7: How do you like my Thoreauvian 
neckbeard?

Figure 8: 
Steaming 
samovars.

Figure 9: The 
perforation 
line lets his 

mouth open 
and close.
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a way that you can take what you’re given and make your own thing: your 
reception fuels your representation and your production. Or, as Prior and 
Shipka say, “Methodologically, private and public acts, meaning and sense, 
affect and attention, tools and spaces, all need to be woven together into a 
single story of  productive activity” (Prior and Shipka, emph. added). Even your 
silliest, most distracted, “least productive” moments, if  nothing else, are yours, 
and are part of  the incredibly complex and diverse activity system that you’re 
living in while sitting in class.

But You Promised Me Llamas

If  you wanted to, you could say that this is 
our conclusion: our distraction can actually 
contribute to the writing that we produce, 
because that distraction makes space in the 
activity system for creativity to break in. 
Just like doodling in a notebook lets you take 
your reception of  a text and form your own 
production in response, distracted moments in any writing activity system 
make room for the unexpected, the unlikely, the fun ideas that make you 
feel like you “really are” a writer, because (guess what?) you are, in fact, a 
writer, and as such you have access to the myriad possibilities that are open 
to you when you try to understand your own writing practices. In writing 
studies terms, we would call this your writing research identity. Notebook 
doodles are just one example of  the myriad ways that we, as writers, select and 
structure our environments and ourselves. If  you’re at that representational 
stage and you have no idea how to plan or structure the words to fill that 
blank white void, just doodle something out. Start, make something terrible, 
and change it later. Let it flow out of  you as simply as scribbling a silly cartoon 
in your margins. 

That’s the official conclusion. But, since you’ve stuck with me so far, 
there’s one other thing that I want to leave you with, and here it is: 

You are OK.

Maybe it feels like punishment to sit down in a class or a work-related 
training session and try to pay attention that entire time, and maybe you 
have to turn to doodling to deal with that. Maybe it feels like everybody else 
in the learning space is always participating, and you’re not sure what you’d 
say even if  you could pluck up the courage to raise your hand. Maybe you 
have the opposite problem and you’re afraid you have too many questions 
and everybody wishes you’d just be quiet. I don’t know, but I know this much: 

Schmidt — The March of the Llamas
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whether it’s doodling terrible caricatures of  Harry, Hermione, and Ron 
(Figure 10), or wondering where all that time went on YouTube last night 
with a paper due in an eight a.m. class, everybody experiences distraction as 
a regular part of  the writing process—we might even be daring enough to call 
it a necessary part of  the writing process, because you can use it as part of  your 
writing research identity. Find the way you write and do it, structuring your 
environment as you see fit. Sure, distraction can really get in the way. Too 
much of  it can make you miss deadlines and lose track of  things that really 
matter. But if  your notebook looks like mine, and you find that your mind 
isn’t always “on track,” don’t worry: any part of  your writing activity system 
can be turned to your advantage, if  you choose to use it that way. You are the 
writer, and you can structure your environment any way you like. Surely you 
can do better than me: I could have filled my notebooks with anything, and 
all I’ve got are these stupid marching llamas.
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Powering Through the Pain: Producing a Podcast

Annie Hackett

Annie Hackett explores the activity system involved in creating and producing 
a podcast. Annie uses cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) to explain 
how every little part of the writing process is important for producing a 
final text. She describes the steps she went through to make a podcast and 
concludes that sometimes, you just have to power through the pain and 
frustration to create a successful product.

No one likes change; change is hard. We hear people say it all the time. 
The reality is that people probably don’t like change because it’s hard. It’s 
a process; generally something doesn’t simply change overnight. As a 
writer, change is something I find myself  constantly adjusting to. Every 
time I write it’s about something different, for a different person, using 
different resources, to prove a different point. Although I go through this 
process often, I still panic when I’m presented with a new genre to write 
in. What do I mean by genre? Typically when we think of  genres, music 
comes to mind: rock, pop, country, jazz, rap, etc. But genres apply to 
more than music. For example, there are movie genres (e.g. action, horror, 
comedy, romance), genres of  literature (fiction, nonfiction, poetry, drama), 
subgenres of  literature (e.g. mystery, romance, sci-fi, comedy), and writing 
genres. According to the glossary of  the ISU Writing Program website, 
genre can be defined three different ways: (1) “A typified response to a 
recurring situation”; (2) “A text that makes a particular action possible”; 
and (3) “A ‘stable-for-now category’ that describes a particular kind of  text 
that people use.”
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The possibilities for writing genres are endless. You can write about 
literally anything. Sure, there are authors of  books, newspaper articles, 
magazines, poems; people who write scripts for TV, movies, plays; lyricists for 
songs and musicals; sports writers; movie reviewers; blog writers; but there 
are probably a lot of  other genres you’ve never thought of. How about people 
who write instructions on the back of  your shampoo bottle or manuals guiding 
you how to refill the oil in your car? Do you text, write emails, or carefully 
articulate a tweet or Instagram caption before posting it for the world to see? 
Think about the chalk you see on the quad walking to class. This is all writing 
and yet, oftentimes we don’t think of  these genres as such. 

Writing is also involved in the process of  creating a final product in which 
the product itself  doesn’t visibly consist of  writing. Wait, what? For example, 
imagine an official music video. The song is played over various cuts of  the 
singer or band acting out scenes and lip syncing to the music. But is there any 
actual writing you see in the video? Usually in an official music video the lyrics 
aren’t shown. However, the making of  the final video product involved tons 
of  writing! The song had to be written, first of  all. Duh. And even that’s a 
separate writing system than the one I’m talking about. Secondly, there needed 
to be collaboration between the artist and the video producers to discuss and 
possibly sketch out what the video could look like. After deciding on a solid 
idea, a script would have been drafted and after that, several revised drafts of  
said script. A script doesn’t necessarily mean dialogue and in this case, it would 
mean summarizing what happens in each cut and maybe marking positions.

Further writing involved in creating the video would have included 
scheduling times for everyone to meet, costuming and makeup, to film. I’m 
sure there was some contract writing thrown in there somewhere to figure 
out who has what rights and who gets how much of  the profits. The final 
video itself  doesn’t have a bit of  visible writing in it yet all this writing was 
necessary to make the video. Which leads me to ask—do you tend to think 
about how much writing surrounds you? Have you thought about the writing 
system behind your favorite music video? Probably not and that’s totally 
fine, live yo life dude. But it’s actually pretty phenomenal when you allow 
yourself  to get in the habit of  noticing all the writing around you. We can use 
cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) to simplify and better understand 
complicated writing systems. [Maybe I’m a nerd, but whatever, I live that life 
and it’s freaking awesome.]

OK YOU GET IT, I WRITE AND THINKING ABOUT WRITING 
A LOT. But I mention all this because yeah, I’ve become accustomed to all 
kinds of  writing over the years (oh hey, English major) yet learning a new 
genre is still scary and difficult. I had to learn a new genre, and therefore 
writing system, for my internship with ISU’s Writing Program. The other 
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intern, Nathan, and I were required to create and produce a podcast by the 
end of  Fall semester 2015 and I admit that I was not confident in the slightest 
about it. I knew next to nothing about podcasts before starting as an intern 
for the Writing Program. I’d only ever listened to one podcast in my life and I 
stopped halfway through the first episode because I didn’t like it (off  to a good 
start, right?). Immediate stress. No seriously, immediate. Despite doubting 
my ability to be responsible for creating something so intense, my supervisors 
continued instructing us to come up with an idea for the podcast, to draft 
a proposal, to create questions to ask the interviewees, edit and to finalize 
questions, find people to interview, communicate with them to find times to 
conduct the interview, meet and record the interview, and then edit it. In 
order to complete all of  this by the end of  the semester, we needed to start by 
familiarizing ourselves with podcasts.

Research: Everyone’s Favorite Part of a Project

People cringe at the sound of  having to do research (I’m totally not one of  
those people, what are you talking about? I’ve never thought that in my life, 
how dare you . . .). We assume that research involves sitting in a library for 
hours searching for books and scholarly articles that are legitimate enough 
to count as a “reliable source.” While sometimes research looks like that, 
research can also look like a lot of  other things. For example, speaking with 
someone about an experience or watching a YouTube video can be research. 

Fortunately my research on podcasts didn’t involve sitting in a library for 
hours at a time, reading through hundreds of  pages just to find one useful 
sentence on any given page. Nathan and I began our research on the Writing 
Program website by listening to the two previously made “Beyond 101” 
podcasts. These previous podcasts consisted of  conversing with students who 
had completed English 101 and asking them about how the concepts they 
learned in the course apply to writing they currently do for coursework or 
in daily life. The podcasts weren’t producing the effect our Writing Program 
Leadership Team was going for nor did it have the outreach we wanted, which 
in CHAT terms would be reception, i.e., “how a text is taken up and used by 
others” (Walker 75). Our Writing Program Director wanted to try something 
different and brainstorm a topic that would interest and relate to students 
more than “how did your freshman English class [that you were required to 
take] impact the writing you do now?” would. The two already-made podcasts 
became resources for how to organize an interview-based podcast but I also 
used it as a resource for what-not-to-do content-wise. I had a foundation now 
but listening to two podcasts that we were trying NOT to mimic didn’t exactly 
give me confidence in my ability to produce one and so my search continued.

Hackett — Powering through the Pain
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I Googled “podcasts” and skimmed the trusty first page of  my search 
results. I came across one from Project iRadio called “Three Guys with 
Beards” so I clicked the link and perused their website for a bit. Near the 
bottom of  their homepage, they had posted their ten most recent episodes. 
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of  their homepage as of  February 15, 2016. 

I happened to come across their website nearing Halloween. The episodes 
were about the writing and scripting for horror novels and movies. Each 
episode featured a guest star, normally the author of  said book/movie, and 
the three hosts would have a great chat about writing and its relation to the 
final product. I normally hate watching scary movies and I refuse to ever read 
a horror novel, but these episodes were intriguing. I listened to conversations 
about writing but didn’t feel like I was listening to conversations about writing. 
It made me think about writing without actually letting my mind know that’s 
what was occurring. Let’s face it: not many people sit down with their friends 
and talk about how awesome and cool writing is. BUT IT IS!!! This particular 
guest star seemed pretty normal, but most of  the time, when I do get stuck 
watching a scary movie with friends, I think whoever created the story has 
gotta be effed up in one way or another. But do we tend to think of  the writing 
that’s behind these stories? Perhaps if  there’s a really cheesy line or something, 
we laugh and wonder why someone would actually keep that in the script. It’s 

Figure 1: Screenshot of  “Three Guys With Beards” homepage.
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more of  an afterthought though. It disrupts our movie experience for a few 
seconds and then we (unfortunately) return to our unhappy place. Just me? 
Alrighty then. Anyways these are the types of  conversations we can have about 
writing; it doesn’t need to, and shouldn’t, always be about the ridiculously 
long research essay you wrote for your overzealous English professor. Writing 
surrounds us in a crapload of  forms. I stumbled upon these podcasts and they 
happened to relate to writing but there were probably podcasts floating around 
in the world specifically created to discuss writing. Back to Google I went.

Next, I looked at other university writing program websites to see if  they 
produced podcasts. The top hits (shout out to ISU for being one of  the top 
five!) were podcasts from other universities’ creative writing programs and 
that wasn’t quite what I was looking for. I generalized my search and typed 
‘podcasts about writing’ into the search bar. I discovered this link: “Podcast- 
Helping Writers Become Authors.” I perused the titles of  each episode and 
listened to a few (each was only about ten minutes which was awesome and 
easy to listen to). All of  these different episodes discussed various subject areas 
about writing and gave me ideas for numerous ways to talk about writing and 
organize podcasts. Next stop: deciding the subject of  our podcast.

Subject Matter: The Graceful Art of Brainstorming

Nathan and I met with our supervisors and tried to brainstorm out-of-the-
box ideas. We desperately wanted to come up with something that would 
involve discussion of  writing differing from “Hey what’d ya learn in your 
required English class freshman year that you think about regularly and use 
all the time always in your daily life because you took that super awesome 
class and it impacted you in a way you never imagined?” (Too far? I digress.) 
We wanted to think of  an interesting topic people don’t often think about and 
this brainstorming sesh would be the activity element of  CHAT. Activity 
consists of  the stuff  we actually do when we’re creating something. 

We tossed around several ideas, one of  them being to shadow students 
from different majors and keep tabs on the writing they do throughout the day 
in their own crazy lives. Then, in the course of  our brainstorming, someone 
brought up the circus. Light bulbs came on. It was chaotic, really. Not graceful 
at all. Nathan knew things about some person in the library that had some 
special things related to the circus; I’d seen the Gamma Phi circus before and 
thought we could reach out to current members. We were all talking over each 
other; everyone wanted to get their ideas out into the world before they left 
our brains completely. We were pumped to have something that got us excited. 
It was actually a pretty cool moment. We asked ourselves questions thinking 
about the writing process behind producing a circus. A circus is a performance, 
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but what kind of  writing does that entail? We realized that collectively, we 
knew minimal information about circuses. Jackpot. We found our topic.

Drafting a Proposal: Or Making Your Idea Sound Really F*cking Awesome

Nathan and I drafted a proposal for our podcast project. In the proposal, 
we explained our goals for this podcast and our approach to reaching out to 
undergraduates from an intern perspective. Side note: Google Docs is undoubtedly one 
of  the best inventions ever. I’d say this proposal was our first physical writing activity 
involved in the writing system of  creating our podcast. Ecology played a part 
here. All the writing we did was online. Other than a few copies of  the script 
later on, everything remained electronic. Producing everything electronically 
has both advantages and disadvantages: Google Docs allowed both Nathan and 
me to work on the same document at the same time and easily edit it; however, 
we edited often and none of  the originality is there for us to see anymore because 
we didn’t archive it. We continued to edit the proposal developing ideas and 
tweaking words and phrases until it sounded the best it could. A proposal is kind 
of  like a selling pitch: this is what we’re doing and here’s why you should support 
it. When we were done, Nathan presented the proposal to the Writing Program 
Leadership Team at a bi-weekly meeting and they all approved the idea.

Research: . . . Round Two

We returned to research to educate ourselves about the materials in the Special 
Collections sections of  the library and about ISU’s own circus. The research 
included more than Google this time around. Nathan contacted the Special 
Collections librarian in Milner to see if  she’d be willing to meet and discuss the 
circus collection. I contacted ISU’s Gamma Phi Circus director to see if  any of  
his team members would be willing to help us out. While I waited for a response, 
I checked out the Gamma Phi website. Guess what? Someone had to write all the 
information on there and there’s quite a bit of  it. I read through it all to have some 
sort of  basis before beginning to write interview questions, which was especially 
helpful because I knew very little about circuses. After that, I headed to Milner’s 
website and read through the circus tab under “Unique Collections” (another 
part of  this writing system). Nathan actually went to the library and explored 
the circus materials in special collections there. The special collections librarian, 
Maureen Brunsdale, responded to us quickly informing us she’d love to help out 
(more writing!). You might be thinking, wait a second, the email didn’t directly 
relate to how to create a podcast. You’re right, it didn’t. But all the little things we 
do in order to complete a project or paper matter, no matter how insignificant they 
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seem. It’s all part of  the writing process and activity system that made producing 
the podcast possible. CHAT helps us understand that it all matters.

Scripting: Guessing How a Conversation Will Go in Real Life

I said it once, I’ll say it again: Google Docs is a genius invention. Nathan 
and I were never in the office on the same days so we used Google Docs to 
write up a list of  topics we wanted to hit on in the interview with Maureen. 
Using Google Docs involved both the production and representation 
elements of  CHAT. “Production deals with the means through which a text 
is produced” (Walker 74). Figure 2 shows the list of  questions we created to 
ask about the circus materials that we could also relate to Writing Program 
concepts (notice the words in parentheses). We combined and narrowed down 
our lists to questions that we had both included to create a final list. We added 
a few aspects to directly relate it to Writing Program concepts and made 
edits (i.e., rephrasing questions, rewording things) to create a finalized script 
. . . for this portion. One big, scary chunk of  learning this new genre is done 
AND the most writing intensive portion. YAY! However, at this point I’m still 
feeling super uneasy because we now have to actually record ourselves doing 
the interview. Yikes. Hi, bigger and scarier part of  this process.

Figure 2: Screenshot of  Nathan and my list of  interview questions created in Google Docs. The ques-
tions marked in gray are questions we had both listed.

Hackett — Powering through the Pain
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Collaboration: Why We Lo(athe)ve Group Projects

First, we needed to figure out a time when we could all meet. We emailed 
Maureen back asking when she could meet and the ball got rollin’ pretty 
quickly. Fortunately, the times she gave us actually worked for Nathan and 
me, and Frank, who is our tech coordinator. What are the odds?? A few days 
before meeting to record the interview, Maureen informed Nathan that she 
had forgotten there was an event in special collections that day. We knew it was 
too good to be true and so we were back to square one. Things always become 
more complicated when more people become involved. I was starting to get 
nervous that we wouldn’t be able to find a time that worked for everybody and 
was slightly terrified that I’d have to do the interview alone. (I didn’t panic, it’s 
fine, everything is fine.) We rescheduled and thankfully were able to find another 
time that worked for everyone. We met in the special collections space in Milner 
library on a lovely cold October day (I just love that walk from Stevenson to 
Milner, don’t you?) and Frank set up his microphones while Nathan and I got to 
know Maureen and her colleague before beginning the interview.

The Interview: Not the Movie

Frank had us all converse for a bit to make sure we could all be heard and that 
there wasn’t any distracting background noise and such. Nathan, me, Maureen, 
and her colleague sat around a square table in the special collections room 
and began the interview. We introduced ourselves and then Nathan began by 
describing the circus materials we had in front of  us: a newspaper clip and a 
flyer advertisement. We all had our scripts before us, and had sent copies of  
the questions to Maureen in advance so she could prepare. We went through 
the questions and had a great discussion! Some things Nathan and I thought 
would be great talking points didn’t lead to much discussion and others that we 
thought wouldn’t be super important turned into big parts of  our conversation. 
The interview lasted just over an hour, which was awesome, but presented a 
little bit of  a problem because the podcast as a whole was only supposed to be 
30 minutes and we still had another portion to add. It gave us a lot of  material to 
use, which was both good and bad. On one hand, we had a variety of  intriguing 
discussion topics to choose to include in our final text, but on the other hand, 
we had a lot of  interesting discussions that we would have to cut out entirely.

Scripting: . . . Round Two

Now that we had the bulk of  the Special Collections portion completed, we 
needed to start moving forward with the Gamma Phi portion. We managed 
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to set up another time that worked for Nathan, Frank, and me and met with 
Hannah, a four-year member of  the Gamma Phi circus, which meant it was 
back to the drawing board, er, the scripting board. We approached this script 
a little differently than the first because for one, we wanted the focus to be 
different and for two, we were sitting down to speak with an undergraduate. 
We went through the same process of  creating questions and narrowing down 
the most important topics to touch on, but our questions were more specific 
this time: instead of  talking generally about materials created to promote the 
circus, they were about the actual writing that happens before the circus is 
produced. We finished much quicker this time.

The Interview: Not the Movie Sequel

We wanted to meet with a current member of  the circus because it was 
important to keep that undergraduate connection like the first two 101 
podcasts included. Hannah, the current VP and former PR intern, provided 
insights on the different types of  writing that are necessary to produce the 
Gamma Phi circus. This interview was more direct and brief  than our first 
because we sort of  had the hang of  things and directed our focus without 
going on too many tangents (also we made intentional breaks in the discussion 
to make the recording easier to edit. More on that hell later). The interview 
took just under 30 minutes. We had both parts of  the circus podcast done!! 
But the final podcast wasn’t even close.

Editing: Or Can I Please Bang My Head Against a Wall Instead of Do This?

With of  an hour and a half  of  material to work with and only thirty 
minutes to include in the final product, Nathan and I knew we would have 
to make substantial cuts. This part of  the process was by far the most time-
consuming, infuriating, actual worst part of  creating the intern podcast. 
I severely underestimated this step in the process. I pushed it to the back 
of  my brain thinking it would be easy and a minor, but necessary, part of  
completing the podcast.

Nathan listened to the recording and made a list that broke down, to the 
second, the various topics we discussed and for how long we discussed each. 
We began marking segments in the Special Collections podcast that were 
indirectly related to writing program concepts and ideas in order to keep the 
segments with direct connections. Figure 3 shows the Google Doc listing, to 
the second, of  our topics and which sections of  the recording could be cut. 
The potential cuts are typed in gray.

Hackett — Powering through the Pain
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This seemed like a great plan and totally would have worked had we 
thought of  it while we were actually recording. We left zero breaks for ourselves. 
Zero. No breaks between questions, no breathers before subject changes; there 
were no places that gave us any space to cut the recording without it sounding 
like a person was cut off  from speaking. Panic and frustration. How were 
we going to cut this hour-long recording down to less than thirty minutes 
when there wasn’t even a second of  silence where we could split the audio? I 
must have blocked this out of  my memory because I admit that I can’t even 
remember how we ended up solving this. 

Figure 3: Screenshot of  to-the-second markings of  our Milner interview 
that we needed to cut out. The text in gray is what we eventually cut.
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The interview with Hannah from Gamma Phi was far easier to edit than 
our interview with Maureen. We approached it the same way by listing all 
the subject matters and their timestamps. And again we marked sections that 
could potentially be cut that applied to the writing program’s concepts but 
weren’t directly connected to our overall project. Figure 4 shows this list. 

Luckily, we had started editing the Special Collections podcast before we 
completed the Gamma Phi interview so we knew to leave spaces and breaks 
before questions and the conclusion. THANK GOODNESS. Our built-in 
moments of  silence made editing a thousand times easier. We copied the 

Figure 4: Screenshot of  to-the-second markings of  our 
Gamma Phi interview that we needed to cut out. The text 

in gray is what we cut.

Hackett — Powering through the Pain
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audio file into Audacity, an audio editing program, and cut all the sections 
marked in gray in Figure 4. After these were cut and deleted, we were able 
to splice together the remaining parts of  the recording to create a fluent 
conversation. OK cool, that part’s done. Now we needed to splice the two 
separate interviews together to create one cohesive recording. 

We did what we could with the Special Collections recording and 
putting the two together was actually fairly simple because we had built a 
transitional introduction into the Gamma Phi interview. All that was left 
was recording an introduction for this now cohesive podcast and some 
transitional background music.

Recording: We’re So Close Yet So Far

Nathan scripted a brief  introduction to the podcast in its entirety in order 
to keep the genre conventions of  the previous Beyond 101 podcasts. Frank 
explained the recording program to me and later when Nathan and I met, I 
set up the microphones and got everything ready to record. We recorded it in 
one take, quick and painless. The intro was then easily added to our [finally] 
cohesive podcast.

The Final Search: Starting to See Stars Spinning Around my Head

Nathan and I searched public domain stuff  for some nice introduction music 
to begin the podcast and to transition between the two interviews. We also 
thought we might be able to use it to cover up the awkward moments we 
didn’t manage to cut completely. I don’t know whether I was just so ready to 
be done with the process or what, but every song I listened to annoyed me. 
We considered adding circus themed music but even just the thought of  that 
annoyed us both. Nathan ended up finding something pretty decent and, again 
using Audacity, added it as another layer beneath the audio. We were finally 
done!!!!! (You can check out the podcast we created at: http://isuwriting.com/
podcast/beyond-101-fall-2015-episode-3-writing-in-the-circus/.)

Mission Accomplished: WE MADE IT.

Learning new genres can really suck sometimes. New writing systems become 
much more difficult and intensive than you imagined. If  you are reading this 
and need an example, you didn’t skim this article well enough. It wasn’t an 
entirely painful process; there were some aspects that were enjoyable, especially 
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the special collections interview. The point is you can be a writer your whole life, 
you can even be an English major (like I am) constantly writing in all different 
genres but that doesn’t automatically make the process easy. Sometimes it may 
be. You can pick up on genre conventions quickly but not always. Don’t let that 
stop you from giving it a shot. I knew nothing about podcasts before beginning as 
an intern with ISU’s Writing Program. Certain parts were simpler and less time-
consuming than I anticipated while others were completely underestimated and 
infuriating. But I used a whole new system and I learned a new genre, which 
was not only helpful for creating one to two additional podcasts this upcoming 
semester, it may also be beneficial to apply to future writing situations.

It’s important to remember that nothing is ever truly completely new. 
Whether or not you consider yourself  a writer doesn’t actually matter. You’ve 
learned concepts in your (feels like) hundred years of  education that you can 
apply to new and scary genres that make them not so new and scary. Even if  
those things you’re applying are what NOT to do (which I had experience with in 
the all-positive podcast production process. Hey, I didn’t even mean to make that 
alliteration!). Power through the pain and you’ll challenge yourself  in a way that 
will continue to benefit you well after school days are over because, believe it or 
not, some things you learned in your required freshman English 101 class you do 
actually use and apply to other courses or writing in regular outside-of-school life. 
Perhaps it’s indirectly applied or maybe you don’t even know you still use it. Even 
when you feel like you received nothing beneficial from a writing experience, 
power through, keep going. The most challenging experiences are generally the 
ones we get the most out of. Take it from me, someone who writes long essays, 
does a whole lot of  research for classes, and someone who still wanted to bang 
her head against a wall in the midst of  learning a new genre for her internship.
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Inside the WTF Folder: Is That Really Research?

Danielle Sutton

In this article, Danielle Sutton discusses how her assumptions about 
what can and cannot be considered research are challenged when she 
decides to write a paper on political Facebook memes. In order to write 
a paper that meets the criteria of the assignment, Sutton ultimately has 
to unlearn much of what she thinks she knows about research.

Though I didn’t technically begin my PhD work until August of  2015, after a 
two year break from school I was more than eager to get back in the classroom, 
so I decided to get a jump start and take a couple of  classes the summer before. 
Because it had been two years since I’d finished my Master’s program, however, 
I didn’t have the benefit of  other classes to help get my brain working again, and 
I had no idea what to do my final paper on. My classmates, all of  whom were at 
least a year ahead of  me, had clearly articulated research interests and seemed 
to come in to the class having already chosen their topics. To make matters 
worse, it was an accelerated course, meaning we had just four weeks to do the 
kind of  work that typically takes an entire semester. So, naturally, I panicked.

A False Start

I spent the first week of  the course thinking I would do something about 
language acquisition in children. I got started on my research that first week, 
and it didn’t take long for me to realize that language acquisition was far too 
broad a topic for a twenty page paper. 
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As my professor had instructed us to do, I went to Milner Library’s 
website, clicked on “Lists of  Databases,” and found the Linguistics and 
Language Behavior Abstracts database. For my initial search term, I typed in 
“language acquisition,” checked the boxes for “Peer Reviewed,” “Scholarly 
Journals,” and “English.” Even with these restrictions, the database returned 
26,968 results (see Figure 1, above). I felt sick to my stomach. There was no 
way I could make a dent in that amount of  research in a regular class, much 
less in a class that only lasted a month. Still, once a week each student was 
supposed to present his or her research to the rest of  the class for questions, 
suggestions, and feedback, so I gathered six or seven articles on various aspects 
of  language acquisition and tried to come up with something to share with my 
classmates. My presentation ended up being more questions than answers, 
and while I got some good feedback, I still didn’t feel like I had a topic, much 
less an argument, and that was making me very anxious. I spent the weekend 
worrying that I’d fail my first PhD seminar. 

That next week in class we learned about something called sociolect; 
whereas a person’s dialect is typically dependent on geographical space, 
sociolect has more to do with social space—including age, class, ethnicity, 
and political affiliation. In our discussion of  sociolect, my professor made an 
offhand comment, something along the lines of, “I would love for someone 
to look at political Facebook memes from a linguistic perspective,” and I 
think an actual cartoon lightbulb lit up in the air above my head. I almost 
couldn’t wait until after class to see if  it was OK to change my paper topic. 
Not only was sociolinguistics (the field of  linguistics in which sociolect is 

Figure 1: The point at which I realized that, research-wise, I was in over my head.
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studied) by far the most interesting topic I’d read about in my week as a 
linguistics student, but I happened to have already done a significant 
amount of  research in the area of  political Facebook memes—I just didn’t 
recognize it as such because, thanks to my prior experience with mostly 
literary analysis, it didn’t line up with my mental representation of  what 
“academic research” could be.

A Bit of Background

I don’t remember when or why I started, but I love to hoard “like” items. 
In a way that’s way less creepy than it sounds, sometimes I even find myself  
“collecting” people—in large groups, I make mental categories like “glasses” 
and “no glasses,” or “people wearing blue,” or “people wearing stripes.” 
Collections I’m currently maintaining include: milk glass, owl mugs, things 
with pictures of  bugs on them, and a glass jar of  buckeyes (that one I should 
probably toss, since one of  them is starting to mold).

Maybe one of  the strangest things I’ve found myself  collecting, however, 
is political Facebook memes1. June and July of  2015 was a great time for 
collecting Facebook memes. In June alone, a white supremacist committed a 
mass shooting of  black churchgoers in South Carolina, which was followed by 
a call for the removal of  the Confederate flag from government property, and 
the US Supreme Court validated same sex marriage. In July, Muhammad 
Youssef  Abdulazeez shot four military personnel in Tennessee, and Caitlyn 
Jenner debuted as a transgender woman on the cover of  Vanity Fair. 
Suddenly my Facebook feed—a place I went to for pictures of  my friends’ 
babies, puppies, and sandwiches—was taken over by racist, homophobic, 
and passive2 aggressive memes. Though I disagreed with much of  what they 
were sharing, I wasn’t about to get into political debates on Facebook. Still, I 
couldn’t just scroll by, because much of  what they were sharing was (at least it 
seemed to me) objectively appalling. Maybe that’s why I started taking screen 
captures of  the worst of  the memes. Before long, it was second nature: see 
an abhorrent meme, press COMMAND + SHIFT + 4 so that my cursor 
becomes tiny crosshairs, and draw a box around the offending content. After 
a while, I noticed there were twenty or so PNG files cluttering my desktop, so 
I created a folder called “wtf ” to corral them all.3

1The Oxford English Dictionary, which tracks English words from their very first recorded use, defines a meme 
as “an image, video, piece of  text, etc., typically humorous in nature, that is copied and spread rapidly by 
Internet users, often with slight variations” (“meme, n.”).
2And sometimes not-so-passive.
3Talk about unexpected trajectory—I never would’ve guessed that these random, impulsive screen grabs 
would’ve made their way into not one but two articles (including this one).

Sutton — Inside the WTF Folder
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Is That Really Research?

Though I’d already collected around thirty memes by that point, once my 
professor signed off  on my new topic it was time to begin researching in 
earnest. I opened my laptop and began looking through my wtf folder, and 
a few things became clear: first, the same handful of  people was sharing the 
bulk of  the political content. Second, those people were getting their memes 
from many of  the same places, though each person seemed to have his or 
her own “pet” causes—one of  my former high school classmates was really 
worked up about the Confederate flag, for example, while another seemed 
fixated on gun control, and still another was willing to share anything that 
was even a little anti-Obama. Finally, and most importantly, I realized that up 
until this point my “research”—though thanks to the antecedent knowledge 
I have of  Facebook as a way of  wasting time when I’m supposed to be doing 
something important, I still felt uncomfortable calling it that—had been very 
haphazard. When I was merely saving memes that caught my eye, haphazard 
was perfectly acceptable, but if  I wanted to draw any reasonably scientific 
conclusions from my data, I would have to collect that data in a reasonably 
scientific way, which is why I made a research plan. 

Based on the initial data I’d gathered, I identified those Facebook friends 
who shared the most memes and settled on seven “subjects,” four women and 

Figure 2: A meme shared by half  of  my (admittedly small) study’s participants.
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three men, all between the ages of  25 and 55. To get the most accurate picture 
of  their sharing habits, I went to each person’s Facebook page and looked at 
everything they’d shared throughout June and July, saving and transcribing all 
the political memes.4 In addition to transcribing the images and text, I noted 
the level of  engagement with the memes—that is, how many likes, comments, 
and shares each meme had. I entered all of  this data into a spreadsheet and 
gave each meme a title based on the sharer’s initials and the date the meme 
was shared—for example, the fourth meme shared by Albus Dumbledore (not 
a real friend of  mine) on July 4th would be titled AD007073. Not only did this 
make it easy to track down the PNG file associated with a chunk of  text in my 
spreadsheet, but typing and transcribing into an Excel spreadsheet matched up 
nicely with my representation of  what “academic research” was like. Finally!

This is the point in the article where I admit that my preconceived notions 
regarding research were not very useful to the process. Years upon years of  
student-ing have shaped my representation of  what kinds of  activities are 
scholarly—going to the library, reading books and articles, applying theory 
to primary texts and coming up with some sort of  argument—while looking 
down on others as inherently value-less. Unsurprisingly, scrolling through 
Facebook is one of  those activities I always feel a little guilty about, and 
socialization around this activity among my fellow graduate students supports 
this notion—we joke about how we’re looking at Facebook when we should 
be working, sometimes via Facebook itself. All this antecedent knowledge 
proved an unexpected challenge when I was collecting data. Somewhat 
unconsciously, I found myself  feeling bad about scrolling through Facebook 
even as I was actively working. 

Data Analysis: Now What?

Combing through months of  my seven subjects’ Facebook statuses resulted in 
a total of  123 memes, which I then tagged according to topic. Because several 
memes hit on more than one topic (for example, one meme might be about 
the Confederate flag, President Obama, and guns), I ended up with 151 tags 
for a total of  26 topics. Once I had all this data, I had to figure out what to do 
with it. I learned in my linguistics class weekly research check-in that several 
of  my classmates were using data analysis software, so I thought that might 
be a good place for me to start as well. I downloaded something called Nvivo, 
watched a few instructional videos, and then attempted to load my data, via 
spreadsheet, into the program. After several hours of  trying to figure out what 

4I’d learned my lesson about the danger of  too-broad topics, so I decided it would be best not to include 
non-political memes, as well as political links or rants.
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I was doing, which mostly involved clicking around and hoping some brilliant 
insight would materialize, I pretty much gave up. Though the software didn’t 
really yield any insights that were useful to my argument, I did get some 
interesting word clouds, like the one below.

After trying (and failing) to analyze my data with software, I was stumped 
as to what to do next. In collecting and transcribing my data, I had noticed 
some recurrent themes, or tropes—for example, so and so is braver than Caitlyn 
Jenner, or history/heritage not hate, and so on—but I didn’t have a theoretical 
framework to give these observations any structure. In class the following 
Thursday, I shared my concerns, along with a sampling of  some of  the most 
popular memes and common tropes, with my professor and my classmates. 
These structureless observations included:

 • Pictures of  white people were typically neutral, while pictures featuring 
people of  color were always racially charged—either to show how 
something about the culture in question is bad, or in a kind of  tokenism 
(i.e., “a Black person said it, so we’re not racist!”).

 • In scrolling through participants’ pages, it didn’t take much scientific 
rigor to notice that some people were what I termed over-sharers. Once I 
tabulated the data, this initial observation was confirmed: the two most 
active sharers posted 54 and 21 memes in the months of  June and July 
(again, I only collected political memes—that means these people also 
posted standard status updates, links to articles, and non-political memes 
in addition to the political memes I studied). Interestingly, I wasn’t the 

Figure 3: One of  those interesting though ultimately useless word clouds.
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only one who noticed they were over-sharing—the most active sharers 
received the lowest levels of  engagement (likes, comments, shares), which 
I could only assume meant that their other friends were just as sick of  
them as I was. 

 • Some memes were openly hostile (“If  this offends you, you’re what’s 
wrong with America!”5), while others seemed to have a more inclusive, 
group-building function (“Type ‘I do’ and share if  you support traditional 
marriage.”6).

It was this last observation that yielded the most helpful feedback. 

Politeness Theory

Based on my observation regarding the apparent social function of  political 
memes, my professor said it would be a good idea to look into politeness theory, 
so after class I made my way over to Milner Library and checked out a copy of  
the book that introduced the theory back in 1978. A branch of  sociolinguistics, 
on its most basic level politeness theory is all about the notion of  face. Penelope 
Brown and Stephen Levinson, who literally wrote the book on politeness 
theory, argue that everyone has a face—that is, a “public self-image that every 
member wants to claim for himself ” (61). Smooth social interactions rely on 
the fact that we all work to maintain our own faces and the faces of  others. 
Yet, according to Brown and Levinson, some acts—like bringing up politics or 
religion—are considered inherently threatening to face, and as social animals 
we humans have to figure out how to deal with that. For example, I want to tell 
my brother that all the candy he feeds his daughter is making her act like a brat, but how do 
I do that without making it seem like I’m saying he’s a bad parent?

Politeness theory provided a great lens through which to view my 
Facebook data, yet because it was developed in the ‘70s using direct, face-
to-face communication, it doesn’t really account for the indirect nature of  
online interaction. While there are some more direct analogues—like sending 
a chat or posting on someone’s wall—the memes I was studying were always 
posted to the sharer’s friends list at large, which means that the Heritage not 
Hate Confederate flag meme might be seen by a redneck hunting buddy whose 
reaction is, “Hell yeah!” or by a Black coworker who’s more like, “Oh hell no.” 
Rather than seeing this gap as a challenge, I chose to explore this seeming 
incompatibility between politeness theory and what I had observed in online 
interaction, which allowed me to come up with my own original argument 

5Actual meme text.
6Also actual meme text.
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about how there’s no such thing as an inherently face-threatening act in the 
world of  the Facebook News Feed. The indirect nature of  the News Feed makes 
the trajectory of  memes unpredictable—something can be simultaneously 
threatening to your coworker and affirming to your hunting buddy.

Conclusion

If  you’re anything like me, you’re probably wondering what the point was to 
transcribing all that data to begin with. Anyone with a basic understanding 
of  how Facebook works could’ve reached the same conclusion I did without 
scrolling through months of  Confederate flags and angry Minions—but 
that’s kind of  how research works. In many ways, my antecedent knowledge 
of  what “research” means caused me to set up lots of  roadblocks for myself. 
I started out expecting I’d find that second person pronouns like you are 
more likely to be used in a hostile way, while first person pronouns like I and 
we tend to be used in affirmative ways—or something like that. However, being 
open to new research methods and theoretical frameworks meant that I got 
the chance to learn about politeness theory, a branch of  sociolinguistics I 
found very interesting once I sat down and read about it, and apply it to a 
genre I’d been curious about for quite some time. Now politeness theory is 
a theoretical framework that I’ll have in my mental toolbox the next time I 
need to analyze any kind of  social literate activity—for research, or simply 
as a human moving about in the world. Not only that, but I still have my 
spreadsheet of  meme data and my wtf folder on my desktop, and I have a 
feeling that my writing and research on Facebook memes is far from over.
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Intro: Shug and I

I am proud to call myself  a bookworm—reading has always been one 
of  my ultimate passions. I feel thrilled when I crack open a new book 
and dive into its story. Often times, I can barely put the book down; and 
other times, I am glad to. The one thing I truly love about reading is how 
one can be transported into the story. One becomes sucked into the plot, 
characters, and setting of  the story to the point where they forget about 
their own life for a short while. It acts as a great escape from the stresses 
of  daily life.

When I first read Jenny Han’s Shug (2006) in seventh grade, it was as 
if  a door had been opened that wasn’t open before. It was the first young-
adult novel I had ever read, and I instantly fell in love with the genre. 
I remember wanting to be a writer like Jenny Han because I loved her 
writing style. Her writing style was casual, yet engaging and humorous. 
She made her books fun to read. Her writing continues to be this way, and 
I still love her writing style to this day.

Investigations of a College Bookworm: How Young-Adult Novels 
Impact the Writing of Their Authors and Those Who Read Them

Brianna Doyle

In this article, Illinois State student Brianna Doyle explores the genre of 
young-adult fiction in order to discover how YA novels make an impact 
on the works of two kinds of writers—YA authors and writers who read 
the genre. She relies on the CHAT aspect of reception to help explain 
her own theories about the positive impacts of reading this genre. Along 
the way, she considers her own opinions of the YA genre, explores the 
opinions of other YA readers, and looks at scholarly articles to back up 
her research. She ultimately concludes that some theories about writing 
are hard to prove, but stands by her own that young adult novels make 
a substantial impact on both their authors and audience.
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The more novels I read that were similar to Shug, the more I found my 
writing style to change for the better. Whether I was writing a fictional story 
for English or a research paper for history, I aimed to have an informal yet 
engaging tone that was similar to the tone featured in young-adult novels. In 
mimicking this writing style, I discovered first-hand how others enjoy reading 
materials that have this tone. My writing ended up vastly improving after 
reading young-adult novels.

As I realized this idea, I also began to wonder if  there was some other 
teen out in the world that was just like me—if  they too read young-adult 
novels and found that their writing style had changed for the better. I also 
began to question if  young-adult authors found their writing style to change in 
response to other young-adult novels. With the help of  the cultural-historical 
activity theory (CHAT), I began to examine the foundations of  young-adult 
novels to find answers to these questions. 

In order to further investigate the effects of  young-adult novels on 
writers, I conducted two interviews with readers of  the genre as part of  my 
research. One interview was with Illinois State student Celina Torres. The 
other interview featured the professor of  my Children’s Literature class, who 
is also a doctoral student at Illinois State. I particularly selected one college 
student and one adult to interview to demonstrate the wide age-range of  the 
young-adult readers. 

What I Learned from CHAT

When I took English 101 at Illinois State University, my class revolved around 
connecting the idea of  writing with a theory known as the cultural-historical 
activity theory, also known as CHAT. CHAT considers any piece of  writing, 
from novels to newspapers to class essays. According to Joyce Walker in her 
article “Just CHATting,” CHAT involves using six categories to examine 
writing. These categories are used to “help researchers investigate the 
complicated factors that impact what/how/when/why we write” (Walker 74). 
CHAT helps readers and writers alike to better understand the complicated 
activities of  writing.

Young-adult novels can be considered through all of  the aspects of  
CHAT. The novels are planned out (represented) by their writers. They 
are produced via pen and paper, via computer, or through other methods. 
The activities that each author does to write their novel play a large role in 
their writing overall. Once the novels are written, they are distributed to a 
wide audience in various formats. Some novels give back to the environment 
by using recycled paper or by being distributed digitally; this would be one 
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part of  the ecology aspect. The readers of  these novels (the audience) then 
socialize the stories by sharing their thoughts about them with others. These 
categories are all crucial to the young-adult genre and I think that they all play 
some role in shaping the writing of  a reader. However, it is my theory that the 
young-adult genre’s reception plays a particularly large role in shaping the 
writing of  its readers. Reception focuses on how a text is further used by its 
audience (Walker 75). 

It seems to me the genre of  young-adult thrives upon reception. When 
a YA text is “further used” by its audience, I theorize that it ends up making 
a positive impact on writers. Consider the fact that the reception of  one YA 
novel can lead to the creation of  new works; they’re “further used” when 
they provide a foundation for other YA authors. YA texts are also “further 
used” when the constant reading of  the novels lead to a gradual change in 
writing styles. I think that this change particularly occurs in writers that fall 
under the target age-range of  YA (12-18 year olds). I will explain my ideas in 
further depth throughout my article. But before I begin, I want to give some 
background information on the YA genre.

What One Can Find In a YA Novel

There are people in this world who are major fans of  the young-adult genre. 
Then there are people that have no clue what the genre is. If  you are one of  
these people, then I dedicate this section to you! 

As the name implies, young-adult (YA) novels are written for young 
adults. The target age-group for this genre is for 12-18 year olds (“A Brief  
History of  YA”). The protagonists of  YA stories are within this age range to 
appeal to the target audience. There is a huge variety of  young-adult novels 
to choose from, all from different time eras and covering different subject 
matters. However, the novels tend to have a common theme of  escapism. 
Escapism involves “an activity or form of  entertainment that allows people to 
forget about the real problems of  life,” (“Escapism”). The characters of  YA 
novel tend to be heavily involved with escapism. Let me further explain what 
I mean by this.

Adolescence is an important, albeit tough, time during a person’s life. 
Some teens are forced to handle situations that go beyond their years. It’s 
during these times of  coming-of-age that many teens may want to escape from 
the issues going on in their life. For this reason, readers will find something 
to relate to in any type of  young-adult novel—whether it be contemporary/
realistic, classic, or dystopian—the characters within these books are typically 
trying to escape from whatever issues that have taken ahold of  their lives. For 
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example, in Jennifer Niven’s All the Bright Places (2015), the main character 
Finch is trying to escape from the depression that has taken over his life. 
He does this by befriending Violet, one of  the most popular girls at his high 
school. In S.E Hilton’s The Outsiders (1967), the readers see main characters 
Ponyboy and Johnny leave town to avoid facing the consequence of  a crime 
that occurred. And throughout Veronica Roth’s Divergent series (2011–2013), 
the main character Tris copes with various tragic events that occur to her. She 
focuses her attention on rebelling against the corrupted government to escape 
from this pain.

What the experiences of  Finch, Ponyboy, Johnny, and Tris have in 
common is the idea of  escaping. They each have unique issues they’re 
dealing with. Sure, their methods of  escaping from these issues are different 
from one another. But, on a basic level, all four characters are attempting to 
remove themselves from the issues occurring in their turbulent teenaged lives. 
They don’t want to handle these problems, so they choose to focus on other 
activities in their life. This applies to other young-adult novels as well. Each 
protagonist has a personal battle with themselves as they grow up. They deal 
with clashing morals and emotions as they mature physically and emotionally, 
and this mirrors real-life adolescence. When a person cracks open a young-
adult novel, they’ll find a protagonist that they can relate to from their teenage 
years. They’ll be able to connect to the protagonists’ emotions, because they 
have (or have had) those very emotions. 

A Never-Ending Collaboration

As I mentioned earlier, I believe that YA thrives upon the CHAT element 
reception. Reception involves text being “further used” by its audience. 
One portion of  YA’s audience I’m going to focus on are the authors of  YA 
that read the stories of  their genre. It seems to me that YA texts are “further 
used by their audience” when they act as inspiration towards the release of  
other YA texts, allowing new dynamics to occur within the genre. I think 
that the positive or negative reception of  a YA novel (via word-of-mouth, 
written reviews, etc.) is what impacts future novels of  its kind. To put it 
more simply, I believe that reading YA novels leads to the creation of  more 
YA novels.

An example that I believe supports my theory involves the Hunger Games 
trilogy (Collins 2008–2010). Common praise for the Hunger Games trilogy 
has been that the series reinvigorates dystopia for the younger generation. 
It features common themes for dystopian novels (such as “government 
surveillance and poor living standard”), while bringing a new story to life—
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the story of  a young woman who volunteers to fight in a televised fight-to-
the-death match (Nyman, n.d). The Hunger Games novels brought a new kind 
of  dystopia to the genre of  YA, one that was both familiar and intriguing. It 
could be said that their release paved the way for more dystopian YA novels 
to be written. Some examples include Veronica Roth’s Divergent series (2011–
2013), Keira Cass’ The Selection novels (2012-present), James Dashner’s Maze 
Runner series (2009–present) and many more. These novels did what Hunger 
Games did: they took common themes featured in dystopian novels and added 
a new twist to it. 

I feel that the Hunger Games’ impact on the YA genre effectively 
demonstrates an aspect in the relationship between reading and writing. 
Reading can open up new possibilities for writing. In this case, it seems like 
the Hunger Games opened up the possibility for dystopian YA novels to flood 
the book market. I can’t say for sure that the novels mentioned above were 
directly inspired by Hunger Games—that is, I can’t say that the authors read 
them and decided to write the next Hunger Games. However, my guess is that 
they did read the novels and found some aspects of  them to be useful in their 
own dystopian writing. Maybe they even borrowed some concepts to help 
bring their own story to life. Regardless, it seems that the Hunger Games led to a 
new era for the YA genre, one that consisted of  many well-written, dystopian 
stories being released for young adults. 

To quote the well-known YA author John Green, “Writing and reading 
are not about a singular mind emerging from isolation to create unprecedented 
art. It’s a massive collaboration spanning millennia.” (19). In light of  this, 
I believe that YA authors are in constant collaboration with one another, 
whether it’s intentional or unintentional. Their works are impacted by one 
another, considering how one successful book or series can lead to additional 
writing being published for all to read and experience.

The Power of Preferences

I’m now going to turn the focus away from my suspicions about the writing 
of  YA authors, and on to an investigation about the writing of  people who 
read YA. Throughout this investigation, I kept in mind that teenagers are the 
intended readers of  young-adult novels (as I mentioned above, YA’s target 
age-group is 12-18 year olds). I knew that these teens practice their writing 
skills with the academic projects they’re assigned with in high school. And, 
of  course, some teens even write for pleasure outside school. But I also knew 
that there were also older young adults who greatly enjoy these novels. So, I 
chose to widen my inquiry.
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I have long found that readers of  YA novel—whether they’re 
teenaged or adult—find that they have a preference about what specific 
type of  YA story they like to read. In order to confirm this idea, I 
conducted interviews with two people that I knew shared a love for 
contemporary young-adult novels. When asked, Celina Torres told me 
that she typically reads contemporary YA stories because they “give a 
sense of  what’s going on in the real world” (Torres). She also said that 
she liked how these type of  YA novels demonstrate how the world is 
imperfect. Niall Nance-Carroll (the professor of  my Children’s Literature 
class), on the other hand, noted that he prefers the contemporary/
realistic young-adult stories due to their more upbeat portrayal of  
the world— “the world as it could be. . .” (Nance-Carroll). These two 
examples confirmed my theory that readers of  YA novels have specific 
preferences over the novels they read. But do these preferences play into 
the reader’s style of  writing?

I feel that the reception of  YA novels further play into this idea. The 
preferences of  the readers are “further used,” when the novels go on to impact 
the writing style of  the reader. I think that, in the long run, these preferences 
for specific YA novels help to shape the reader’s writing. The reader chooses 
to read the YA novels they enjoy the most. As a result of  reading so many YA 
novels with the same type of  writing, they start to mimic that style of  writing. 
This style of  writing is incorporated into their writing assignments at school, 
and with their own material (if  they pleasure-write outside school). At least, 
this is what had happened to me.

As I had mentioned earlier, I saw a shift in my writing as I continually 
read contemporary YA novels. Over the years, I saw my writing style turn into 
that of  Jenny Han and numerous other contemporary YA authors. I never 
really noticed exactly when my writing style changed; it gradually occurred 
over time. But my experience is only my own, and I cannot speak for others. 
Some teens may find their writing style to change over a few weeks, or others 
over a few years. No two readers may ever have the same shift in writing. 
Each writing experience is likely unique for each person. But one thing that 
I am still convinced about is that reading the YA novels makes an impact on 
the reader’s writing. I believe that readers become inspired to improve their 
writing after reading these stories.

Conclusion: Reading YA

I understand that there are limitations to my research. But regardless, I stand 
by my theory that young-adult novels make a great impact on both their 

“I like the [YA novels] that 
are more realistic because you 
get a sense of what’s going on 
in the Real World. . . It’s nice 
to get that ‘the-world-isn’t-
perfect’ kind-of-thing”
-Celina Torres (Student)

“Much of realistic young-adult 
fiction represents the world as 
it is or maybe just a slight bit 
better- the world as it could be 
. . . I like to be a sort-of happy 
person, so I like to see [YA 
novels] that end well.”
-Niall Nance-Carroll (Doctoral 
Student)
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authors and audience. It seems that for authors of  the genre, some YA novels 
foster the publication of  other YA novels. For the audience of  the genre, it 
seems that the novels that they read end up shaping their writing. The CHAT 
element reception likely plays a key role in these impacts. When a YA novel is 
“further used” by its readers and writers, it could make a positive impact on 
writing. I believe that YA novels have the ability to act as a foundation for the 
stories of  other YA authors. I also believe that they are capable of  shaping 
the writing of  their core readers, which are teens between the ages 12-18, 
as well as other avid readers of  this genre. The intentional or unintentional 
usage of  YA novels can end up creating an effective and substantial impact 
on these writers.

I want to end this article by acknowledging that it has been six years since 
I first read Shug. Within those six years, I personally saw my own writing style 
grow into something great. I hope that each reader of  YA experiences this 
type of  growth in their own writing. And to the writers who have never read a 
YA novel, go check one out! I think you may be surprised by how much your 
writing changes for the better.
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Transfer in Action: Writing Research Moves Beyond the Classroom

Annie Hackett

This article is a two part series. In part one, Writing Program Intern Annie 
Hackett met with Angela Sheets, a former English 101 Instructor at ISU who 
currently works as a writing researcher in the Claims Training department at 
COUNTRY Financial in Bloomington, Illinois. Here, they discuss elements of 
CHAT and activity theory to explain the writing systems Angela employs to 
complete projects for the company. In part two, Annie has transcribed the Q & A 
session that followed an in-depth presentation Angela generously provided to an 
English 101 class in Spring of 2016. The class, under instruction of Irene Taylor, 
was provided part one of this article in advance of the presentation to develop 
further questions. The video of Angela’s visit can be found at http://isuwriting.
com/category/grassroots-projects/half-mile-project.

Part One: Annie and Angela Discuss Writing Research Beyond the Classroom

ANNIE: Since you are a graduate of  ISU and you actually taught in the 
Writing Program, we wanted to ask you, where are you currently working? 
What are you doing?

ANGELA: I am working at COUNTRY Financial. I work in the claims 
division and I am a training developer. 

ANNIE: What does that mean?

ANGELA: A training developer means so many different things because I 
feel like it’s constantly being redefined, which is a good thing, just because 
they’re redefining it based on, “Hey, we can do these things! Do you want us 
to do these things?” “Yeah, sure, you can do those things!” There’s a team 
of  three of  us and about a year ago they had us come up with a name for 
ourselves because they’re like, “You guys do this odd collection of  things 
and it’s different than the facilitators who teach the class but we do this odd 
collection of  other things so we called ourselves the VIC team. V is for virtual 
training, and I is for instructional design, and C is for communication so we 
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handle most of  the communications for the claims division, we do—we’re   
getting more and more into this these days but we do a lot of  instructional 
design so right now the other person with the same title as me—we’re working 
on redesigning one of  our new hire classes, which is a two week course so 
that’s a pretty big undertaking. And then the virtual training—we design a lot 
of  online modules and stuff. You’ve probably taken them before, they’re these 
compliance modules on how not to sexually harass people. We don’t do those 
ones because that would be like the corporate training department. This last 
week we sent one out on comparative negligence which is like if  you get in a 
car crash how to tell how much each driver is at fault for that so we had stories 
and scenarios and things like that. It was hopefully much less boring than how 
not to sexually harass people.

ANNIE: Would you say that the work that you do, you most identify as the 
writer or the teacher or that’s pretty balanced? 

ANGELA: I feel like I do a lot of  writing so I identify as a writer. I identify 
more so these days as an instructional designer than a teacher just because 
I don’t really have a lot of  teacher interaction. Although the big difference 
with myself  and my co-worker Matt, he’s the only person who’s got the same 
job title as me so we work together because we have similar skill sets, we 
came in from—both of  us had a teaching background whereas everyone 
else in our department came in because they had claims expertise and then 
became trainers. So we’re the only ones who really have that teaching side, 
so I identify some as a teacher but also there’s other things but then the third 
thing to add to that that I think is also very critical is I’m a researcher in this 
role because there’s just a lot of  research that has to go on all the time so I 
think that’s critical. 

ANNIE: Yeah, definitely. In your job now, do you apply any of  the concepts 
or ideas that you learned when you were working in the Writing Program? 

ANGELA: Yes. Should I expound on that? *laughs*

ANNIE: Yes! *laughs*

ANGELA: I don’t even know where to start.

ANNIE: What’s the most important one?

ANGELA: I don’t think there’s “a” most important one. Because they all 
work together so it’s just hard to say. One way I could describe it is to talk 
through a project that we implemented this year. OK so we had a problem in 
the claims division where communication was not all that unified. So it’s kind 
of  been a recent development that my team’s taken on like, “OK we’re gonna 
handle communications for the division, especially communications between 
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departments didn’t really go very smoothly. Communication within our 
departments as a company, we work really well together, we like to collaborate, 
we like each other, but when you’re trying to communicate with other 
departments, they have different priorities than me and so communication 
didn’t always go super smoothly, so we launched this SharePoint page called 
“Claims Exchange” and it was kind of  this central hub for any changes going 
through the organization that hit more than one department in claims. We 
put some sort of  article or video out there and that was a really big deal 
getting that together, but we have to think a lot about our audience and how 
they would take it up, and how they would use it, and how we could get 
them to take it up, and so we had to think a lot about the activities and their 
ecologies so we have audience members who work in the home office here 
in Bloomington who work primarily on the phone. And then we have other 
ones who are primarily field adjusters—they work out of  their car all day long 
and work on their cell phones and laptops in the car and then they’re up on 
a roof  or whatever so you have really different ecologies that they’re in and 
then varying levels of  tech skills so our appraisers, for example, are kind of  
renowned for being the most tech savvy and so when we were launching this it 
was not just a matter of—that whole if  you build it, people will come is so not 
true on the Internet, like it’s not a thing. So we had to really think through how 
to get it out there and spread it so we had a kick off  video where we explained 
the site. And then we thought through a pretty strategic communication plan 
of  communicating it through various levels of  management and supervisors 
and stuff, but another big thing that we did that I think was probably one of  
our most successful ideas was that we made this thirty second video showing 
people how to set “Claims Exchange” as a second home page tab so when 
they launch their browser it would automatically come up. We couldn’t have 
it be our first home page tab because there’s the company Intranet and we 
probably shouldn’t tell you not to use that, so we made it as their second home 
page tab which is different. It’s a really different activity than if  you have to 
click on it as your favorite or if  it’s a short cut on your desktop or something 
because you have to want to go to it for those things. If  it’s your second home 
page on the Internet, you just have to open the Internet. You don’t necessarily 
have to want to visit “Claims Exchange” but oh, there you happen to be 
there so you might as well glance at the page while you’re there. That was a 
really big thing that kind of  led to successful adoption. I was in a workshop 
last week with people from different areas that work property claims and they 
were kind of  trying to figure out, “OK, what are some issues that we have 
on the property claim process that we can resolve easily?” and one of  them 
that came up was an issue that came up with “Claims Exchange” and I was 
like, “I’m so happy that it’s been so widely adopted that it has problems.” I 
think we get about 350 hits a day which is about a quarter of  the staff  and 
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I don’t assume that everybody is going to it every day so that’s a pretty good 
representation and it’s been around for 5 months now so it’s doing pretty well. 
Still working on it but yeah we used a lot of  theory from the Writing Program 
with thinking about all that.

ANNIE: Yeah, that’s crazy. Would you say that there’s any particular idea 
or concept that you use most frequently when you’re at work? Or really 
just everything?

ANGELA: I feel like everything is applicable. You don’t always think about it 
in those terms. On a personal level in thinking about myself  as a writer in my 
practices I find myself  using uptake genres a lot where I actually just sit down 
and it feels like the stupidest thing in the world where I have this big project I 
need to write but I sit there for 5 minutes and write about what I’m going to 
write. That actually really helps me to focus and figure out, “Oh, I do know 
how to write this thing and then you go into it and you’re like oh yeah I totally 
have this,” whereas five minutes before that you’re like, “Ah I have to write this 
big thing and I don’t know what to do.” This is my notebook I’m currently 
using for that process so I’m just kind of  flipping through trying to think of  
anything that happens with that. So yeah I think uptake genres kind of  enter 
into it a lot. There’s another one I’m keeping right now where—I mentioned 
that we are currently redesigning one of  the courses and my coworker, Matt, 
and I are both from kind of  an academic background so we’ve been thinking 
a lot about like, if  we’re doing innovative things here, we also want to be able 
to share them with the industry because we want to try to acquire knowledge 
from others as well so as we’ve begun that process of  researching and figuring 
out how to redesign that course, we’re keeping a running log of  everything 
that we do throughout the process because then if  we are to go back later and 
reflect on our process and figure out what worked and stuff, we have a record 
of  what happened rather than just trying to have a big memory of  “what did 
we do next?” It also really kind of  helps focus us and keeps us moving forward 
too because most of  the time in those log entries I’ll just write out a description: 
“hey we just had this meeting with Kelly and Dave today, and then we talked 
about this, and I thought that was a really good idea. And then these are our 
next steps,” so I usually put a next steps section just to keep us moving.

ANNIE: Yeah, that’s smart. It’s helpful. If  you can think of  one, what’s the 
surprising connection between the work in Writing Program and the work 
that you’re doing now? 

ANGELA: I’m trying to think of  anything that’s surprising. 

ANNIE: Maybe that’s not the right word.

ANGELA: I think a concept that I remember—
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ANNIE: Or something you remember learning or using in the Writing 
Program that maybe you didn’t think really would translate. 

ANGELA: Well I can’t really honestly think of  things that I don’t feel like 
translate because so much of  it I just use all the time, but everything is 
interconnected with these concepts. One thing I remember that my students 
had a lot of  trouble grasping that I find super helpful thinking about it was 
ecology, and they didn’t really have a good concept of  “what is ecology” and 
“how does this matter?” Because we would talk about both the ecology of  you 
as a writer, what kind of  environment are you working in, and I think that’s 
really important with your writing process and thinking through practically 
you’re on a deadline and you’re gonna have to make some decisions with 
that kind of  ecology in mind. Or a lot of  times I have to change up my 
environment to be able to work well so I’ll go down to the cafeteria and work 
for an hour because I’m just more productive. But also on the receiving end 
of  your writing what’s the ecology of  the people who are going to be using 
the product? So I’ve actually gone and done a lot of  observations of  our 
audiences and looked at, “OK, what does your daily work life actually look 
like and so when you’re receiving these messages, what’s the context that that’s 
coming in with?” A lot of  the things that we’ve developed that have been kind 
of  interesting came from those ecology observations I guess. So one of  the 
things I developed was this map, it’s on one of  the SharePoint pages. And 
SharePoint by the way is an intranet thing so there’s this map—I designed 
it—where if  you click on one of  the states, it’ll take you to state specific claim 
information so if  there are different claim laws for the different states that we 
work in, you can get directly to that information by clicking on the state map. 
That came from an observation when I went and observed a guy working for 
a while and I was writing down all the papers that he had hanging up in his 
cubicle around him because what are the things you have to refer to a lot? But 
there were three or four different documents that we were able to combine 
and then make it more accessible by putting it on that map. So we designed it 
for their department, for their SharePoint, but then every other department 
we’ve talked to since then is like, “Oh I love that map, can we have that map?” 
So just having an understanding of  the environment the people were working 
in was helpful. It’s also helped us with—so “Claims Exchange” where we put 
out a lot of  our communications, we learned from our observations, a lot 
of  our people who work on the phone all day don’t really like watching the 
videos because they have to switch their headsets from their phone to their 
computer and it’s just a really tiny activity but it actually interferes with them 
watching the videos because if  they get a call in the middle of  that, they have 
to switch it back real quick. So we’ve started putting out both the video and 
the transcript of  the video and we find that we get about two thirds of  the hits 
on the video and about a third of  the hits on the transcript so we are getting 
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the information out to more people by thinking about the accessibility of  the 
information for people working in different environments.

ANNIE: That’s really interesting. This is sort of  random but I was thinking about 
it because I know I’m like this. Do you listen to music at all when you work?

ANGELA: Yeah, I tend to listen to Pandora most of  the day. 

ANNIE: Yeah, I’m not the type of  person who can sit at a desk all day and 
just work. I need to have something else going on. 

ANGELA: Yeah. I don’t really like to sit at the desk all day. There’s a lot of  
meetings and stuff  and I turn around and talk to my co-workers. We must 
be annoying people to sit around because we’re talking the entire day. A lot 
of  times, unless we’re developing things because if  we’re developing and 
working on a video or doing something in Photoshop, we’re in a zone and 
we have remind each other to eat like, “Hey, have you drank anything for an 
hour?” “No.” “You might want to do that.” “Oh OK.” I don’t know what it 
is about editing but you just bunker down.

ANNIE: Yeah my internship this summer . . . the floor I was on was so quiet. 
Nobody ever talked and so it was just the strangest thing. I always had my 
headphones in, too, listening to music but I felt like I couldn’t be loud or make 
noise because I didn’t want to interrupt anybody. 

ANGELA: Right, yeah. 

ANNIE: Can we talk a little bit about the “activity system” of  the work that 
you do now?

ANGELA: Sure. 

ANNIE: So what kinds of  writing are involved? You already mentioned 
mapping out things before you write but with this thing that you’re 
reorganizing, do you have to do proposals and all that good stuff ?

ANGELA: That one is really, really, big so I think that would be harder to 
describe but I think I could talk about a safety training that I’m developing 
right now that’s a little more manageable to discuss because that two week 
training is just a bazillion genres and it’s too much to even talk about. I actually 
had ten minutes at the end of  work today and I drew a diagram of  the safety 
training. Some of  these things when they come into my world, I have no 
idea from whence they came exactly so there’s this vague beginning of  the 
process where there were HR people involved and my supervisor and people 
from the field in claims and stuff  and they’re like, “We need safety training 
about these other topics besides ladders for field adjusters so there were these 
conversations going on. In a way, they’re doing genre research themselves 
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because they were like, “What’s State Farm doing for their safety training?” 
“Oh, well State Farm only trains them on these things so we’ll be better off  
even if  we have a very simple training on this other thing.” I knew that this 
was going on but it was just kind of  vague in the background and I’d heard 
bits and pieces of  it but didn’t know exactly what was going on. I got an email 
on Friday that was two sentences from my supervisor like, “Hey you’re going 
to work with Jason on this safety training and you need to make it happen” 
and I’m like, “OK cool, I’m pretty sure they wanted this by January so that 
gives us not a lot of  time.” So I went right away and started researching some 
things and I have these antecedent genre knowledge that I was drawing from 
because I designed a ladder safety training before and so I assumed what they 
wanted from this, and I think I’m right, that they want a virtual training so 
some sort of  virtual module. I have antecedent knowledge of  building those 
virtual trainings but then I also have designed specific safety training before 
so I was able to transfer in a lot from those experiences, especially knowing 
what’s valued in a safety training. Well the very first thing I think of  was 
I went and watched some YouTube trainings on respirators and then they 
were mentioning the OSHA requirements on respirators and OSHA is the 
big overseeing organization that makes safety happen for the country. Then 
I went to OSHA’s website and I found the OSHA respirator requirements 
and it was this 20 page document. I read it and I was like, “Oh I feel so cool 
reading through the OSHA requirements,” which most people don’t really 
have that reaction when reading OSHA requirements probably.

ANNIE: Yeah. . .

ANGELA: And I was thinking a lot about the cultural-historical implications 
behind this document. You know this probably came out of  labor unions 
and stuff  and a lot of  history behind them saying employers have to make 
their workplace safe and so it’s interesting because then you start thinking 
about how this basic safety training is actually an ethical thing and you have 
to make sure you do it right otherwise people could get hurt and that’s not 
good. And plus you have your antecedent knowledge about how you as an 
audience member felt through various safety trainings. I worked at Walmart 
and I went through I don’t know how many trainings about dealing with 
harmful chemicals and I worked in the clothing department. We don’t have 
a lot of  people walking through the men’s wear section dumping battery acid 
all over the place so why it was so important that I knew how to dispose 
of  harmful chemicals—I don’t know. So that’s probably how most of  my 
audience is going to feel about a lot of  these topics. There’s this rhetorical 
dilemma of  you know your audience isn’t going to take it that seriously but 
you know it’s extremely important that they take it seriously because it puts 
them at risk if  they don’t. I read through those requirements and then I felt 
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really cool and met with Jason who was a subject matter expert (SME). He’s 
one of  the trainers who, if  we do any sort of  face to face accompaniment 
with the virtual training, he’ll be the one doing that. We had this big debate 
about we don’t know if  we have to meet all the OSHA requirements because 
it’s not like they’re doing construction, so we had this big debate about that 
and then we’re like, “Oh OK is there other research we can do?” Can we 
find out if  there is documentation elsewhere in the company that complies 
with all the OSHA stuff  because if  we already have that, we can piggyback 
off  of  that, that’d be great? So from there we kind of  divided and conquered. 
We came up with a list of  topics that we thought we were going to cover in 
the training. It was funny because you completely forget about your process 
sometimes because when I was drawing my map earlier I was like, “oh and 
then I wrote my storyboard,” but that’s not what happened. I had this whole 
time of  planning and I was thinking and had this moment of  uptake genre 
and I’m sitting there thinking, “I don’t know what to do on this storyboard. 
This is really confusing, I feel like I should know how to do this because I’ve 
written a safety training before. I don’t know why I’m freezing up on this.” 
So I wrote out a little bit and then kind of  designed what my storyboard is 
going to look like because I also am keeping in mind, long-term with the 
composition process with this, I’m making this multimedia thing and I’m also 
going to have to do filming, and so it’s going to be better if  I know how to film 
on the front end, and so I decided to add a column about filming and what 
kind of  shots I needed to make sure that I got so I have my text on the slide, 
and I have my narration because in legalese world they’re really into anything 
you say or write. So I know whoever reviews this is really gonna be interested 
in what’s said or written in the module, and so I’m going to make sure that 
both of  those things are really accessible. Then the last couple days I wrote 
my storyboard. It took me a couple days because I kept getting distracted and 
from here, the process is going to be that the storyboard will be reviewed a 
little bit by my supervisor and this SME. They might add to it and edit it a 
little bit and then ideally, we’ll have a couple reviewers who will review it who 
are experts on the thing. What will probably actually happen is that we’ll have 
ten people look at it and all have opinions on it and that’ll really slow things 
down. Although my manager these days is really into, “No we’re just going 
to have these people look at it and everyone else is just going to deal.” So 
then after that we will probably do the filming first and we’ll edit the film and 
then we will—I’ll build the module. We use a program called Articulate—it’s 
like really, really, souped up PowerPoint basically, you can do special things 
with timings and then I will put the video in and edit that together. Then 
I’ll record the narration and I’ll edit that in Audacity, which is a free audio 
editing program, so I’ll put that on top and then I’ll send it out and someone 
who didn’t review the script well will have a problem with it and then it’ll be 
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sent back and we’ll make some changes and then ideally it will go out with 
some sort of  email that accompanies it and gives direction about how it’s 
supposed to be distributed. We might also have some sort of  planning on 
what’s the bigger communication plan about how it’ll be distributed, where 
it’ll be stored, things like that. Does that talk about activity systems?

ANNIE: Yeah, yeah definitely. Now that you’ve been out in the “real world” 
and have a job outside of  the Writing Program, what would you do differently 
if  you did go back and teach at ISU?

ANGELA: I was looking at this question when you sent it and I was thinking 
about it and I was like, “I don’t really feel like there’s a lot that I would 
super differently.” Well, actually honestly, I would probably completely re-do 
everything but the things that I emphasized in my class before, I think are things 
I would emphasize all the more because the things I felt strongly about then, 
I feel strongly about now, and a big thing I would always drive home with 
my students was that identifying what you don’t know takes a lot of  work to 
get to that point. And that’s something we’ve been talking a lot about as I’ve 
been designing this new hire course is that—and that was something that came 
up in Kathleen Yancey’s talk when she was here too—novices don’t ask good 
questions because they don’t know how to ask good questions. It really is actually 
a significant point when you’ve gotten to the point where you can ask a good 
question and when you’ve gotten to the point where you can identify what you 
don’t know because you’re in this fuzzy I-don’t-even-know-what-I-don’t-know 
phase prior to that and it takes a lot of  work to get through that because it’s 
really undefined. So getting to the point where you know what you don’t know 
is really critical and that’s a really great place to be because once you know what 
you don’t know, you can figure out how to know the things that you don’t know 
which is good. I’d emphasize that all the more, and have celebrations of  those 
moments and, in general, just a lot of  emphasis on tracking your own uptake 
because the thing is whether or not you go into a profession that uses a lot of  
“writing,” everybody uses writing, everybody uses genres honestly, you’re going 
to have to learn things and so no matter what kind of  genre you’re performing, 
whether it’s a written one, or just some sort of  activity that you perform, having 
an understanding of  how you’re going about that process of  taking it up helps 
you to do it more easily. And I think it’s really critical in my job, and I guess a lot 
of  jobs maybe don’t function like this, but I have to learn a lot of  new things all 
the time because I’m designing training content on stuff  I know nothing about. 
I didn’t even really know what a respirator was before last Friday and now I’m 
talking about OSHA regulations and we have to be compliant and I have a very 
strong opinion on it. Knowing how you function as a learner is helpful. Whether 
your uptake genre is you write things down or you talk it out with someone else, 
harnessing what helps it click for you I think is an important a thing.
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ANNIE: Yes. So people, especially with math at least, a lot of  times ask when 
am I actually ever going to use this in life. Do you feel like the things that are 
taught in ISU’s Writing Program are useful in the “real world” as you get a 
job and things that are applicable and you’re glad you actually learned this?

ANGELA: Yeah, well I mean I feel like I use all of  it all the time. I mean, that’s 
my preference but no matter what job you’re in you’re still going to have—it 
really helps you a lot with navigating some of  the undefined aspects of  your 
profession or your life too. I use this stuff  outside of  work, too. Honestly, I 
think that the skills here are basically just an outline of  this is how you think 
critically. And most people don’t actually think critically, all that robustly, and 
have kind of  a methodology for doing that and my job, because I started as an 
intern and they hired me on, there wasn’t actually a position opening. They 
created a position for me because I brought in a skill set that they’re like, “Yes, 
we want some of  that” and so that critical thinking, if  you can really continue 
developing and using these concepts, it’s extremely valued because critical 
thinking is not a normal thing.

ANNIE: It’s not as common as you would think.

ANGELA: Right. Critical thinking or being a good reader or being a good 
writer and those things are highly particular to a particular genre and situation 
so if  you know how to become a good reader of  that genre, which is really all 
about activity, being a good reader is all about activity, being a good writer 
is all about activity, and most people aren’t really that good of  readers and 
aren’t that good of  writers and they don’t know it. So getting to the point 
where you even know that I’m really not good at reading this genre, I don’t 
know what I’m doing with it is good because then you can start to strategize 
and figure out how is this thing used and what do I need to be able to do with 
it. It’s helpful. 

ANNIE: Yeah, cool. Do you feel like you have any advice that you would 
share to students that are currently taking 101 or 145 now?

ANGELA: Pick a couple concepts that you like and run with them because 
there are a lot of  concepts that we’re throwing at you and using together in 
tandem, and I think all of  them are important and I wish you would know all 
of  them, but realistically, especially if  you’re only in the class for a semester, 
you probably aren’t going to pick it all up in a semester. I didn’t pick it all 
up in a semester, and maybe you’re a superhero and you can, in which case, 
awesome, but pick a couple that you like and just go with those ones. I would 
usually ask my students at the end of  the semester and pick three to five that 
they like the best and that they think they would carry forward. We would 
also talk about ones they didn’t get because that’s also useful to identify—
identifying what you don’t know.
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ANNIE: Sometimes that’s easier than the alternative. 

ANGELA: Yeah, just picking the ones that you like and running with them is 
an option and it’s an OK thing. And combine it with other things and other 
methodologies from other places and that works too. 

ANNIE: Cool, well thank you so much. 

ANGELA: You’re welcome, thank you! 

Following the initial interview, Angela later returned to campus and 
generously shared her time with Irene Taylor’s ENG 101 class at Illinois State. 
The remaining section of  this article details the questions that Irene and 
her students had for Angela about the work that she does, how she employs 
writing research in her job, and what her thoughts are on using CHAT and 
other Writing Program concepts beyond the classroom.

Part Two: Q & A with Irene Taylor’s ENG 101 Class

ANGELA: So what are your thoughts and questions? I know you guys 
developed some questions, but before we get into any of  the pre-made 
questions, do we have any in response to anything? 

IRENE: Your plan that “failed,” like I said we spent a lot of  time on CHAT, 
or the components of  CHAT. And I hope I’ve said enough about how much 
those interconnect with each other and you talked about the socialization 
affecting the failure that I’m looking at this—socialization and history—I’m 
looking at this and I’m thinking, for lack of  a better word, your ignorance of  
that socialization of  that history led you to represent one idea or one message, 
but the reason it failed was because of  this history, the reception didn’t match 
that representation. Would you say that would be an accurate depiction of  
the experience for you or am I trying to read too much?

ANGELA: No, I think that’s a really good description that’s kind of  bringing 
in some of  the other concepts because I think in any sort of  description of  
anything you do, you kind of  typically narrow it down like, socialization and 
history were an issue but the misunderstandings there impacted the way that 
we represented the information and definitely impacted the reception as well. 
And then probably bring in other elements as well. 

IRENE: So as they go into the workforce—whatever their fields may be—
you said you came into this job through an internship? Is that correct?

ANGELA: Mhmm, yep.

Hackett — Transfer in Action
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IRENE: Did that help you acquaint yourself  with the socialization or with 
the environment or even, for lack of  a better word, the ecology in which you 
were working? 

ANGELA: Yeah it did. I’ve actually been in, like—my internship just 
transitioned into being a full-time position so I wasn’t in a different position. 
I came in as an intern, they’re like, “Hey she knows how to do things that 
we like so we’ll keep her.” So they just created a position for me so it wasn’t 
really, yeah, but I’ve kind of  become familiar with the culture of  the division 
as a whole, but also the culture of  the individual departments because when 
we’re communicating with one group, we do it really differently than when 
we’re communicating with another group depending on both their culture 
and then also the ecology that they’re working in. 

STUDENT: You were a teacher when working for COUNTRY as well or 
were you able to take on both?

ANGELA: I taught—one semester while I was at ISU I was teaching and 
working at COUNTRY. It was a lot to do. *laughs* But I was only teaching 
the one class here and I was also taking classes—

STUDENT: Online?

ANGELA: Yeah. I was teaching a class online and taking a class on campus. 

STUDENT: This is a little off  topic, but how did you end up working in 
Kazakhstan?

ANGELA: How’d I work in Kazakhstan? My sister lived there for three 
years. Her husband’s from there; they’re moving back this summer. But yeah. 
That’s a great place, I like it. 

STUDENT: Also an off  topic question but you went to multiple, different—
lots of  different areas and did lots of  different jobs. Do you think that that 
kind of  helps you become a more versatile person? More understanding of  
your clientele’s needs I guess?

ANGELA: I think it definitely can because you—if  you’re intentional about 
it. If  you’re thinking of  that thing that happened before doesn’t relate at all 
to this thing that I’m doing over here and you intentionally block off  the 
opportunities to transfer it, then yeah there is that risk that you won’t do that. 
But I think that, yeah, having kind of  different backgrounds can inform the 
way that you think about things. Just because you’ve thought of  things in 
different cultural perspectives. And I use the word “culture” really broadly 
so a workplace is a culture, or your family is a culture, so culture isn’t just 
“nationality is your culture” because that’s kind of  vague. But, yeah, so the 
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different ways that the different groups that you’ve been in thought about 
things informs the way you think about things, and then so when you’re in 
a new situation, you think about things not only in a way that your current 
context does but in the ways that your previous contexts have. So I think that 
informs that. 

IRENE: Example of  antecedent genres. 

ANGELA: Lots of  antecedent genres and antecedent knowledge, yep. 

IRENE: And transfer. I’m looking at these—I typed up these questions 
for them. One that stuck out with me, I didn’t write down who wrote these 
questions but one says, “What is the main thing that inspires you to write?” 
And I think that’s a question that can be applied to your workplace as well as 
outside the workplace, especially if  you’re coming up against this brick wall, 
for lack of  a better word, “writers block,” whether in the workplace or not. 
What inspires you or what gets you around that?

ANGELA: Two things that I think of: First of  all, one of  the primary things 
that inspires me to write, which probably is common to all of  you is that I have 
to. Can anyone relate to that? I write because I have to. *laughs* In a lot of  
situations. I mean I like to as well but I mean in my everyday context, I have 
to write a lot. One of  my favorite things our writing program speaker a couple 
years ago, Anis Bawarshi, and he’s the big guy in uptake so if  you’ve heard of  
that, if  you like the concept of  uptake you have him to thank for it, if  you don’t 
like it you have him to blame. But one thing that he said that has really stuck 
with me is that writer’s block is not really a thing but it’s a failure to transfer. 
So if  you’re in a situation and you’re like, “I’m looking at this thing that’s hard 
and new to me and I don’t know how to do it and I’m just coming up against 
this wall,” you have to think about OK, well what knowledge do I already 
have? What situations have I been in before that might equip me to do it in 
this new situation? So writer’s block—and I think kind of  that relates a lot to 
procrastination, too. You come into this new situation and you’re like, “I don’t 
know what I’m doing and so I want to put it off.” But if  you can think about, 
“OK, what am I about to do?”; “What are the small steps involved with that?”; 
“Do I know how to do those small steps?”; “Do I know how to, you know, what 
prior knowledge do I have that will help me with that or do I need to research 
and get some new knowledge and skills before I can do those things?” That 
kind of  helps get through that writer’s block I think for me personally.

STUDENT: You were talking about culture. I know that some businesses or 
companies have certain culture. What’s the culture at COUNTRY?

ANGELA: I like the culture at COUNTRY in a lot of  ways. That’s a really 
big question. *laughs* How would we describe the culture at COUNTRY? 

Hackett — Transfer in Action
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It’s very—it’s hard to describe a culture that you’re in, I find too. And a lot 
of  times you only understand it when you’re in contrast with another culture 
and I’ve not worked for another business before because my previous work 
was in education. It varies from department to department so it’s kind of  hard 
to say. My department, for example, is very empowering. So my manager 
and my supervisor like to kind of  say, “Here is an assignment,” but they don’t 
really check in to see how you’re doing on it because they assume that if  you 
have a problem, you’re going to come talk to them. So that’s something that I 
work really well with. My husband also works at COUNTRY; he works in the 
central claims office, and the culture of  that department is totally different. 
They have here are the criteria you’re expected to meet all the time, you know 
you’re on the phone all the time, and it’s really different expectations. So the 
culture, I think, varies a lot from department to department. I don’t think 
that was a very good answer but that’s what I’ve got. *laughs* COUNTRY 
as a company I would encourage anybody who’s looking for an internship to 
consider because I originally was like, “OK, I’m in Bloomington-Normal, I 
should try to get a job at State Farm” but they didn’t really have anything that 
fit my interest and so I ended up at COUNTRY just as kind of  accident and 
then I was like, “Oh my gosh, this is wonderful. I like this place.” 

STUDENT: Looking back at all of  your experiences in the workplace, both 
in business and education, what do you think—what position did you grow 
most as a person overall?

ANGELA: Probably teaching Spanish. *laughs* Yeah. Well and that one was 
crazy because it was my minor as an undergrad and I hadn’t had any Spanish 
classes in two years before I started teaching it and then the district where 
I taught, a lot of  our students spoke Spanish at home. So I had, you know 
future teachers in the world, you will talk about differentiating instruction and 
stuff  so I had students in a single class who couldn’t really read in English and 
that was their first language and then I had students in the class who were 
fluent in Spanish so I was like, “OK, we’re going to talk about colors today. 
It’s too hard for you and it’s way too easy for you.” And then I learned a lot 
from my students. It was really challenging because I didn’t know a lot so it 
was kind of  trial by fire in a lot of  ways. 

STUDENT: Kind of  an unrelated question but with the different majors that 
you chose and all the different positions that you’ve had so far in your lifetime, 
would you say that working at COUNTRY Financial fits all of  everything 
you’ve done basically? 

ANGELA: In a lot of  ways, yeah, so that was kind of  one of  the great things 
about it. I’m at a job that uses all of  my education. It actually uses a lot of  my 
job experience that wasn’t part of  my formal education, too.
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STUDENT: I was going to say you have a very—with your English and 
Spanish background, it just doesn’t seem like working at COUNTRY Financial 
would be right off  the top of  your head, “That’s where I could work.”

ANGELA: *laughs* Well and the Spanish I find that I’m using more in my 
church context right now, especially working with—because we’re trying 
to start that Spanish-speaking ministry and so that was just kind of  cool 
how it’s like, “Oh OK, well that background isn’t just going away.” My 
husband doesn’t speak Spanish very well so last Wednesday, we labeled 
our house in Spanish so we have labels all over my house right now in 
Spanish. And I’m like, “Oh no! Daniel, all you know how to do now are 
nouns! And we have to put up some verbs so you can actually say full 
sentences some day.”

ANNIE: I think we probably have time for one more question if  anybody 
has one. 

IRENE: There’s one I want to throw out from them, and I think this came 
from one, two, or maybe three different people. At the end of  the interview 
you recommended learning a few, I think you said two or three, of  the CHAT 
components first instead of  taking it all in at once, which I have kind of  
thrown it all to them at once. Are there ones you would recommend or do you 
think it’s something that’s up to them to decide? 

ANGELA: I think it varies a lot by person because you have the ones that 
you have an affinity for and you have to kind of  go with what works for you 
because it might be that this concept over here, it means nothing to me, I 
don’t like it so I’m not going to use it. So you have to kind of  go with a little 
bit of  that preference. What are some of  your favorite concepts?

STUDENT: Distribution.

ANGELA: Distribution is interesting, yeah. What else? What’s your favorite 
concept?

STUDENT: Reception.

ANGELA: Reception, a good one; about audiences. What else? 

IRENE: Which ones are easiest to understand, do you think? I don’t know if  
they favorite or unfavorite anything.

ANGELA: OK well that’s your assignment from me then. Choose a favorite. 
*laughs* I’ll go ahead and put my email address on the board and if  you have 
questions that we didn’t have a chance to get to today, email me. I’d love to 
answer your questions or continue the conversation in any way. 
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ANNIE: If  you don’t have anything else, that’s all we have for you guys. 
Thank you, Angela, again for coming back here. Soon the interview will be 
edited further and actually published in the next issue so that was just sort 
of  the rough draft that you guys read through. But yeah, email her if  you 
have any questions. She’s great at getting back to you and she has a lot to say. 
Thank you for coming.
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Annie Hackett is a senior in the Publishing Studies sequence. She was a Grassroots Writing 
Research Intern in 2015-16. When she isn’t eating Chipotle, watching the Blackhawks, or 
singing with her a cappella group, you can find her enjoying life with family and friends. She’s 
not quite sure what’s in store for her after graduation, but she’d love to continue writing and 
to travel the world.
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Publishing with the Grassroots Writing Research Journal

GWRJ Editors

Copyright © 2016 by GWRJ Editors

Our Mission Statement

The GWRJ is dedicated to publishing articles by writers and scholars whose 
work investigates the practices of  people writing (and acting) in different writing 
situations and in a variety of  different genres. We encourage both individuals 
and groups to submit work that studies and explores the different ways that 
writers learn how to write in different genres and settings—not just within the 
boundaries of  academia, but in all kinds of  settings where writing happens.

Because we identify “writing research” as any type of  composition that 
endeavors to uncover new information about how people work with writing 
or how writing works, a wide range of  techniques and styles of  writing might 
be applicable. For example, a first person narrative, an informal conversation 
about writing, a formal study of  writing, or even an artistic production could 
all be useful techniques for developing a GWRJ article. However, accepted 
articles will be informed by either primary research into writing behaviors and 
activities and/or by scholarship in the field of  writing studies that addresses 
theories of  how people learn to compose in different situations.

General Information

Submissions

Articles can be submitted to the GWRJ at any time. However, we do have 
deadlines for upcoming issues. For issue 8.2, which will come out at the 
beginning of  the Spring 2018 semester, articles must be submitted by January 
20, 2017. The deadline for consideration in our 9.1 (Fall 2018) issue is May 
15, 2017. Please contact the Associate Editor at grassrootswriting@gmail.
com with queries about possible submissions and to submit your work.

Queries and Drafts

The GWRJ has a strong commitment to working with interested authors to 
help them prepare for publication. So if  you think you have a good idea but 
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are not sure how to proceed, please contact us. One of  our editorial staff  will 
be happy to work with you one-on-one to develop your idea and/or article.

Honoraria

The GWRJ offers an honorarium of  $50.00 for each article published in a 
print issue of  the GWRJ.

Style and Tone 

Because we encourage so many different kinds of  textual production and 
research in the GWRJ, issues of  appropriate style and tone can be complicated. 
However, we can offer the following basic style criteria for authors to consider:

 1. The readership of  the GWRJ is writers. It is not “students,” even though 
the journal is used by writing instructors and students. (The GWRJ remains 
the primary text for Writing Program courses at Illinois State University, 
and it’s also used by teachers and students in other programs as well.) 
GWRJ articles should attempt to provide valuable content to writers who 
are engaged in the activity of  “learning how to learn about” genres.

 2. “Teacher narratives” are not acceptable as GWRJ articles. We are 
interested in material that looks at literate activities from the position 
of  a “writer” or a “researcher,” but articles that discuss ways to “teach” 
people about writing are not appropriate for this journal.

 3. Language and style that is overly formal or “academic” may be 
unappealing to our readers.

 4. A tone that situates the author as a “master” writer is often problematic. 
(We call these “success narratives,” which are often how-to type articles 
in which the focus is on the author’s learned expertise.) Authors should 
remember that no one “learns” a genre completely or in a completely 
simple way. So while writers (especially of  first-person narratives) may 
write about successes, they need to complicate the genres with which 
they are working.

 5. Tone or content that situates the reader as a certain kind of  writer 
(whether as a master or novice) with certain kinds of  shared experiences 
can be problematic because the readership of  the journal constitutes a 
wide variety of  writers with different writing abilities and experiences.

 6. Whenever possible, articles should make use of  published research about 
writing practices, but the research should be incorporated into the text in 
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a relevant and accessible way so that readers who are not used to reading 
scholarly research can still benefit from the references.

 7. Articles should be as specific as possible about the genre or set of  
writing activities they are studying. Generalized studies or discussions 
of  “writing” are not encouraged. Additionally, examples of  “writing-in-
progress” are always encouraged and are often necessary for articles to 
be useful to our readers.

Media, Mode, and Copyright Issues

The GWRJ can publish both visual and digital texts. We encourage 
multimodal texts, including still images, audio, video, and hypertexts. 
However, authors working with these technologies need to be careful 
about copyright issues as we cannot publish any kinds of  materials that 
may result in copyright infringement. We can sometimes seek copyright 
permissions, but in the case of  materials such as works of  art or graphics/
images owned by large companies, this is often not possible. This is true 
for print-based articles that use images as well. We can, however, include 
materials that are covered by Fair Use; see http://www.copyright.gov/fls/
fl102.html for Fair Use guidelines.

Also, video/audio of  research subjects can require special kinds of  
permission processes, so you should contact the GWRJ editors before 
beginning this kind of  work. Research using subjects who are considered 
“protected” populations (people under eighteen and medical patients covered 
by HIPPA, among others) are not acceptable for GWRJ articles unless the 
author has received approval from Illinois State University or another 
institution to conduct research with human subjects.

Researching for Grassroots 

What does it mean to “do writing research?” For the GWRJ, it means people 
observing, investigating, critiquing, and even participating in the activities 
that humans engage in that involve literate practice. 

But what does it really mean? In more practical language, it means finding 
some situation where humans are doing things that involve language (which 
can mean composing in genres that are oral, aural, visual, etc., not just writing 
on paper) and thinking, “Hey, that looks interesting,” and then taking the 
time to investigate that practice in some detail.
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But this kind of  research isn’t just about people. It’s really about what we 
call “activity systems,” which just means that we want to learn about all kinds 
of  complicated interactions, not just what a particular kind of  text looks like 
or what a particular person does when they produce a text (although we’re 
interested in those things, too). We also want to know about the interactions 
between people as they produce texts and the interactions between humans 
and their tools, practices, and different kinds of  textual productions. And 
we’re interested in how certain kinds of  texts work to shape our interactions, 
for example, the ways the genre of  resumes might shape how people interact 
when they engage in the activities of  finding and offering work.

To help researchers who might be thinking about or engaging in literate 
practices that they’d like to investigate, we’ve created this list of  the types of  
research projects that might be interesting or appropriate for the GWRJ:

Investigating Genres

These kinds of  research projects usually investigate the nuances of  particular 
genres: how they are made and who makes them, the distinctive features 
they have, who uses them, how and where they are used, and how they do 
particular kinds of  communicative work in the world. This research is often 
straightforward, and, as some of  the articles in our early issues reveal, this 
kind of  genre investigation might have a “how-to” feel, because many of  the 
authors creating these pieces are also trying to learn how to produce that 
genre. However, genre investigations can move far beyond these “how-to” 
pieces. There are countless ways that genres can be examined in relation 
to how they do work in the world, including investigating technological and 
social implications that our readers would be interested in. Following genres 
to see where they go and the kinds of  work they are made to do can take an 
author well beyond simply describing the features of  a particular kind of  text. 
One issue that is of  concern to the GWRJ editors is that genre investigations 
can problematically “fix” genres, that is, situate them as stable productions 
that are always the same. So we encourage researchers to consider the ways 
that genres constantly move and shift over time and in different situations.

Personal Explorations of Literate Practice

This kind of  research is often closely connected to genre investigations. Authors 
examine their own practices to discover how they have learned to produce 
certain kinds of  writing in certain situations, or they investigate particular kinds 
of  composing practices, such as different practices for engaging in research 
or revision. Like genre investigations, these kinds of  projects sometimes have 
a “how-to” focus, as authors learn to think about and explain to others the 
things they know (or are coming to know) about different literate practices.
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Composing Practices

This kind of  research looks at particular kinds of  composing practices, including 
invention (coming up with ideas), research, revision, etc. It often overlaps with 
personal exploration research because authors are often investigating their 
own practices. However, this research could certainly involve interviews or 
observations of  how other individuals or groups engage in these practices. 
One issue that concerns the GWRJ editors is that this kind of  research can 
lead to assumptions that these composing practices are “universal”—that is, 
that they work in similar ways across all kinds of  genres and writing situations. 
While it is possible to trace similar kinds of  literate practices across different 
situations (and, in fact, it can be really interesting—see, for example, Kevin 
Roozen’s writing research, “Tracing Trajectories of  Practice: Repurposing in 
One Student’s Developing Disciplinary Writing Processes”), it is important 
to remember that we really can’t talk about an activity like “revising,” for 
example, as if  it’s something that a person does the same way in every kind 
of  situation.

Literate Activity in the Wild

While writing in classrooms or for school settings can often seem very 
cut-and-dried, these practices are really more complicated than they 
seem. Part of  the reason we don’t see the complications of  many kinds of  
literate practices is that once we become “embedded” in the activity, it no 
longer seems complicated to us! We know how to do it, but we don’t really 
remember how we learned to do it. Another reason that we sometimes miss 
the complications of  writing is that there are “tropes” or particular ways 
of  defining/understanding these practices that make them look simple and 
straightforward. An example of  this is the activity of  “writing a paper,” 
which can bring up very stylized and simplistic images of  how a person 
just sits down, does some research, and then writes a paper for a particular 
class. But in fact, not only are the acts of  researching and composing 
much more complicated than this limited view might offer, but also, this 
kind of  literate practice is actually much more interactive than we might 
generally think. The GWRJ is interested in investigations that look at 
specific situations/locations where all kinds of  literate acts are happening. 
We want to see researchers “unpacking” what is actually happening when 
people try to compose particular kinds of  texts in particular situations. We 
are also interested in research that looks at the ways that textual production 
is interactive—how it involves all kinds of  interactions between different 
people and different objects, tools, and other entities over time. This kind 
of  research can involve the interactions of  people and genres and different 
cultural norms and practices.
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Case Studies of Individual Literate Practices

This type of  research focuses very closely on particular individuals and the 
kinds of  literate practices they engage in in their daily lives. Some of  our 
previously published articles that take this approach include research into 
the ways an individual learns to interact with a particular genre or particular 
literate situation. But we are also very interested in research that looks at 
literate practice more broadly and deeply. So, for example, how does an 
individual take composing practices from one situation and apply them 
to another? How does an individual learn to interact within a particular 
setting in which different types of  genres are being produced (so, say, a new 
kind of  work environment)? This kind of  research can be constructed as a 
collaborative process in which one researcher acts as an observer while the 
other engages in an exploration of  his/her personal practices. 

Linguistics Writing Research

Previous work that exists in the journal in this area tended to focus specifically 
on grammar conventions or on the usage of  particular kinds of  stylistic or 
punctuation devices. However, we have noted our desire to encourage 
linguistic writing research that is more robust and complicated, including 
projects that explore corpus linguistics (using a collection of  data to look 
at particular kinds of  textual practice) or sociolinguistics (investigating the 
particular ways that humans use language within social systems). The current 
issue (Issue 7.1) includes two new articles featuring research into the role of  
language variation and its effects on both meaning-making and composing 
practices. (See Agathe Lancrenon’s article “Everything You Need to Know 
About Transferring Metaphorical Ducks” and Cristina Sanchez Martin’s 
article “Language Variation Across Genres: Translingualism Here and 
There,” in this issue.) We look forward to continuing to publish additional 
studies that investigate these concepts in innovative ways. 

Global or Intercultural Literate Practices

It is only within a few issues of  the journal that the GWRJ has been able to publish 
research on literate practices as they move across cultural and/or geographical 
spaces. For examples, see Adriana Gradea’s article in issue 4.1 (“The Little Genre 
that Could: CHAT Mapping the Slogan of  the Big Communist Propaganda”), 
Summer Qabazard’s article in issue 3.2 (“From Religion to Chicken Cannibalism: 
American Fast Food Ads in Kuwait”) or within the current issue (7.1), see Wesley 
Jacques article (“The E-Cat’s Meow: Exploring Activity Translingual Mobile 
Gaming”). We would like to encourage more of  this kind of  research in future 
issues as we are highly interested in research that studies the ways that people 
and textual practices move across these kinds of  boundaries.
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The Researcher’s Process

According to one of  our GWRJ authors, Lisa Phillips, it can be useful for 
authors to investigate and articulate a personal process that will be meaningful 
for them when developing ideas for research projects. She offered us her notes 
on the process that she followed to create her article for the journal, “Writing 
with Tattoo Ink: Composing that Gets Under the Skin.” Her process is 
presented below in ten “steps” that GWRJ authors might find useful:

Step One

Come up with a general “topic” description. So the first question to answer 
is: “What is it about writing in the world that interests me?”

Step Two

As the process continues, think more specifically about the genre, setting, and/
or specific practices under investigation. (Using the types of  research we’ve 
listed above can be useful for focusing a topic.) So the second question an author 
might want to answer is: “How will I go about finding what I want to know?”

Step Three

Next, think about both the research practices that will be needed to gather 
data as well as the style of  article that will be most appropriate. One excellent 
way to do this is to read existing articles and examine the different ways that 
authors have approached different topics and different kinds of  research.

Step Four

Because Grassroots articles are a fairly unique kind of  writing, authors may 
find it useful to consider past writing experiences that they might be able to 
draw on as they write. We call these “antecedent genres,” and they can be 
important to think about because these prior experiences always shape how 
an author writes, especially when he or she is writing in a new and unfamiliar 
genre. While these antecedent genres will certainly be useful, they can also 
cause problems because aspects of  an author’s past writing may not exactly 
fit with the style, tone, or content that is appropriate for GWRJ articles. Some 
questions to ask here are: “What kinds of  writing do I already know how to do 
that I can use to help me? How are they similar and how are they different?”

Step Five

It can also be important to think about “target genres,” or types of  
writing that might be used as examples during the research and writing 
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process. Obviously previously published GWRJ articles can be useful in 
this way, but it can also be interesting to think of  other kinds of  writing 
that might serve as examples. Writing research in the field of  rhetoric and 
composition can be useful (for example, books and articles found on the 
WAC Clearinghouse Website at http://wac.colostate.edu), but other kinds 
of  research into social practices or even different kinds of  journalism can 
be used as interesting models.

Step Six

Consider what kinds of  visuals a text might need. Visual examples of  
different kinds of  writing can be crucial to add interest and information to a 
text, but copyright issues will need to be considered. Charts, graphs, or other 
illustrations that highlight important aspects of  the data you’ve collected can 
also be important.

Step Seven

Thinking carefully about what information (data) is needed to make the 
article credible and useful for readers is a critical step. Thus, once an author 
has made decisions about the type of  research he or she wants to do, it will 
also be important for him or her to make a plan for how to do that research. 
Will it be necessary to visit sites where writing is happening? Interview people 
about how they produce or use different kinds of  writing? Find historical 
examples of  types of  writing? 

Step Eight

If  the article is going to include observations of  people’s writing activities 
or interviews or surveys, you’ll need to obtain the proper permission. The 
interview/image consent form for GWRJ articles can be found on our website: 
http://isuwriting.com/.

Step Nine

Although the GWRJ doesn’t require any particular style of  citation, we do 
require that authors cite all of  their information. The editors will help authors 
think about what needs to be cited and how it can be done, but authors 
will want to think about the best way to cite. This includes considering the 
different ways that citation works in different kinds of  writing; for example, 
scholarly journal articles cite very differently than newspaper or magazine 
articles or blog posts. Sometimes the style of  citation can really affect how a 
reader thinks about the information in an article, so it’s important to think not 
only about what to cite, but also how to cite it.
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Step Ten

As the text is being produced, it is critical to keep in mind the needs and 
interests of  GWRJ readers. They are interested in reading about a wide range 
of  topics, and they enjoy articles written in a wide range of  styles. But since 
our readers have such a wide range of  interests, it is important not to take 
them for granted. Writing that is interesting, lively, and accessible is important, 
but perhaps the most important thing to remember is that your research, no 
matter how it’s presented, represents your knowledge and thinking about a 
topic related to writing that is important to you. And since we’re all writers, 
and all of  us are learning all the time about how to “do writing” in the world, 
sharing your knowledge is, ultimately, an act of  community.

Questions?

If  you have any questions about the journal or any of  the articles, you can 
send queries to grassrootswriting@gmail.com. Part of  our mission is to 
welcome and encourage all kinds of  writing research, so if  you have an idea 
that you want to develop, please don’t hesitate to share it with us.
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